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PREFACE

Tho main body of this r.Jport is essentially tho paper, "l-Iodels

of d TotiAl Criminal Justice Gystern,1I \-lhich appeared in Operations

Research, Vol, 17, PP. 1'1~-252, Uc11'ch-Al'pi1l'J6CJ, 'I'he .Jpprmdices to

this report contain the d~tailed back-up technical material. in~ut

date1. and autput results thu r are ,~:aJrr,marized in th~ pap~l', In cldd i t ion.

fJ'.)me anci11c1ry analyses al'(~ inc1udp.d as appendicc~s.
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A BS TRA crr

One centl'al prolilem in improving laYI enfol'cerr.ent is thc~ noed to

examine thE: total criminal justice system, comprising polien , prose-

cution, courts, und correct ions agencies J in an integrated y,lay. Any
such analysis must reflect the feedback into society of offenders re-

leased at various stages in the system. In this paper, a model is

formulated for tho crimina 1 justice system in one particular sta te.

The model depict5 lhe f 10'1/ of arrested persons through the sy-,;ter.1 as

a function of type of cr ime, ar:J provides a bas is for apportioning

costs to system :omponent and to typ~ of crime. An important part of

the model is the fE~edDack fea tL\re, ~"hich ref lects the proba hi 1i ty of

rearrest as a decreasing function of age, and a crime-transition

Iriitrix reflecting the successive-crime distrihution. The results yd.th

the model incllld~ a cost distribution by crir.,e type;, criminal-career

cost., an examination of the COUl'se of criminal careers, and an exaln-

ina t ion of the .sens i t i\'i ty of cast and of fender f 10..., vIithin the sys tern

to changes :1.n the systera's controllable variables.
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I. INTF.ODUCTIONAND SUMHARY

A. INTRODUCTIO:{

The criminal justice system (CJS), comprising «gencies of the

police, prosecution, courts, and corrections, has remained remarkably

unchanged through th~ significant social, technological, and n~nage-

rial changes of rer;ent decades. This stability results partly from

the insularity of these institutions and their relative freedom from

external examination and influence; but it also results from lj~ in-

dependence of the individual components of the system, each of which

operates within a set of prescribed rules to attain its own subopti-

mized objective. Nowhere is there a single manager of a CJS with

control over all the constituent parts.*

In the past fe ' years, there has been an increasing tl'cnd tm',ard

examining the interactions among the parts of the OJS. The report of

the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of

Justice (Ref. 1) urged much closer relationships among the parts of

the system. The Omnibus Safe Streets and Crime Control Act of 19GB

(Ref. 2) provides Federal funds to State planning agencies to develop

"a comprehensive statewide plan for the improvement of law enforcement

throughout the State" (Ref. 2, Sec. 203(b)(1». Federal subsidy

grants are to be provided on the banis of these plans. Thus, there is

developing an especially strong need for ITQdels that would permit study

of a total CJS. This is needed only partly for reasons of resource

,,,,:,,,,,~,,.i' .
,'),~

":The closest approach to this is the Federal CJ3, in which the police
(Federal Bureau of Investigation), prosecutors (U.S. Attorneys), and
corrections (Federal Bureau of Prisons) all report to the Attorney
General. The courts, however, are completely independent. We do not
suggest here that a single manager would be desirable. There are
strong checks-and-balances reasons for retaining the institutional
independence.
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d llo~ation j perhaps even more imp01.'tantly, such total system models

could provide a tool for examining the effects on crime of actions

taken by the rus, for most crimrJs are committed by people who have

previously been arrested. Thus, examination of the feedback process

i~ central to an improvement in the ~ystem's performance. In the

present state of extensive ignorance on the cause-and-effect relation-

ships, the If.odel of this study \.,ill al: least identify the data needs

and the research questions that will permit analyses of the crime con-

~equences of the actions taken.

B. SUMMARY

1'hi~) paper": describes means of modeling the CJS- -botD in a de-

tailed '.~'ay with the lil~ear model and in a more aggrGgated \'lay using

feedback to account for recidivism. C] early, the focus of this study

is or. the CJS itself, so neither the many public and private means out-

side the CJS (by vlhich criminal behavior is controlled) nor the deter-

rent effects of the CJS are addressed. Our goal has been to descrjbe

in a quantitative way the operation of the system which tries to

apprehend, adj udicate, and rehabilitate offenders and to assess some

of the effects of this system on their future criminal behavior.

'IJ.ithin the constraints of the available data, these models allow us to

study questions regarding the CJS, its costs, \'lOrkloads and resource

requirements, and the effects of alternative rehabilitative procedure~

on criminal careers.

Future studi&s could include more realistic assumption~ within

the frame'.'lOrk of these models and more cl.":!ilplete and accurate data for

performing the calculations. The end goal of such studies would be to

improve the management of the system, including appropriate allocation

of public resources to minimize the total social and dollar costs of

crime and its control. The models also provide a research tool for

examining the behavior of the CJS in order to understand its impact on

the problem of crime.

,~:

The work on this paper \'.'as done under contract SD-50.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICF. SYSTE~1

The CJS comprises those public agencies concerned with apprehend-

ing and dealing with pel'sons, b::>thadults and juveniles, who viola te

the criminal law. The basic structure* of the CJS is depicted in F~j.

1. In society, there are former offenders (recidivists), and those

not previously so identified, who \'lillcommit criminal acts. Of all

crimes which are detected (and many like shoplifting qo largely unde-

tected) and reported to the police (and many go unreported**), only a

fraction lead to arrest of a suspect.

An arrested person may simply be admonished at the police station

and returned home, or he ITay be referred to some social service ag9ncy

outside the CJS. An arrested adult is usually brought before a magis-

trate who rray dismiss the case or formally accuse the suspect of the

original or lesser charge and set his bail.

The district attorney, who is responsible for prosecution of an

accused adult, may dismiss the complaint against the defendant at any

time prior to the trial. Those defendants who are not dismissed may

plead guilty or stand trial either by a jury or a judge. Those who

are not acquitted can receive a sentence by a judge that can be of

various forms, usually one of the following:

. <

~:This,' of course, is a highly simplified vel'S ion of a very compli-
catod procedure. For a more detailed description, see McIntyre
(Ref. 3), or for a more condensed version, Hazard (Ref. 4).

**A Crime Commission survey in three Washington, D.C., precincts found
a victimization rate three to ten times (depending on type of crime)
that reported to the police (Ref. 5).
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FIGURE 1. The CrimInal Justice System
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(1)

(2 )

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

A monetary fine,

Probation (usually with a suspended sentence),

Probation (following a fairly short jail term),

Assignment to a State Youth Authority,

A jail term (usually of less than one year),

A pri50n term (usually of no less than one year at a state

institution), and

Civil cOITroitment for some specified tre~tment.

In addition to newly sentenced offenders from court, prisons can

also receive probation and parole violators. Releasp. from prison is

usually under parole supervision. Parole violators, if returned to

prison, rM.y subsequ~ntly be released either on another period of

parole, or unconditionally if their sentence has been served.

The processing of juveniles is similar to that of adults but is

much less formal than tha t of adult s, with far more freedom of choice

exercised by the juvenile authorities.

This processing by th~ CJS typically involves a Deries of stages,

with the alternatives of returning tt1 the community or en1:ering into

the next stage of the CJS. Since vi~tually all offenders return to

society eventually, temptation affords them repeated opportunities fer

recidivism followed by recycling through the CJS.

This cursory description suggests two approaches to modeling the

CJS. First, there is the simple production process, in whieh the

principal concerns are the flow through the system and the accumula-

tion of costs from a single arrest. Such a linear model provides 2.n

opportunity (1) to examine at each stage the \'lOrkload, the personnel

requirements that result, and the associated costs; (2) to attribute

these to types of crimes; and (3) to project all of thGse planning

variables as functions of future arrest rates.

":Some preliminary discussion of such models has been given by Roy
(Re f. 6).
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The second is a feedback model, which considers the recidivism

probability associated with each l'eleased defendant, and his subse-

quent processing for future arrests after he has once been released by

the CJS. Such a feedback model, building on the work of the Space-

Gen~ral Corporation (Ref. 7), permits estimating the costs of a total

criminal career (considering the succession of rearrests of an indi-

vidual) and estimating the consequences of alternative actions within

the OJ S to lm'ler recidivism probabilities.

Some preliminar'/ results ~dth these tl,o;Omodels on aggregated U.S.

data have been reported previously (Ref. 8). This study and accom-

panying appendices provide some of the deta ils of the form of those

models and present results for California, the single state that c~mes

closest to having an adequate data base. Hopefully, as the USQ of such

models increases, more complete data will become availab]:~.

6



III. THE LHiEAR MODEL

A steady-state, linear model is used to compute the costs and

workloads at the various processing stages and to establish manpower

requil.ements to meet the anticipated workloads.
of:

The flow of persons through each processing stage is described by

a vector Whose ith component represents the yearly flow associated

with characteristic type i (i = 1, ..., I). These characteristics can

ve any attribute associated with individual offenders, their crimes,

or their previous processing by the OJS. In most of our studies,

there have been seven characteristics (i.e., I = 7), corresponding to

the seven index** crimes.

The independent flo',>1vector to the model, which must be specified

as input, is the number of crimes reported to police during one year.
~'::"o':

The outputs are the computed flo\oIS,costs, and manpower requirements

that would result if the input and the system were ih steady state.

Each processing stage is characterized by vector cost rates (per

unit flow) and branching probabilities (or uranching ratios). The in-

put flow at each processing stage is p1rtitioned inti the appropriate

*Workloa~ is the annual demand for service at the various processing
stages (e.g., courtroom hours, detective manhours). Manpower ~
Quirement is derived from workload by dividing by the annual work-
ing time per man (or other resource). Total operating costs are
allocated to offenders by standard cost accounting procedures.
These allocated costs are then assumed to be variable costs.

**The seven index crimes which the FBI annually tabulates (Ref. 9) to
get an "index" of crime in the United States are willful homicide,
forcible ~ape, aggravated assault, robbery, burglary, larceny of
$50 or over, and auto theft.

***Hereafter, unless stated otherwise, all computed variables and data
are considered as seven-component vectors. The flow variables
represent annual flow rates.

"-..t;:.""
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output flows by elpment-by-element vector multiplication of the input

flow and the branching probability (e.g., F, = F. P. ), where
~,n ~,m ~,mn

F. = number of offenders associated with crime type i follow-
1.,n

ing route n out of processing stage m

r,
1.,m = number of offenders associated with crime type i entering

processing stage m during one year

p, = prob3bility that an offender associated with crime type i1,mn

( )
input at stage m will exit through route n ~ P. = 1

n 1.,mn

A simple processing stage, representing the verdict of jury trial,

is depicted in Fig. 2. The input Nt i~ the nwnber of defendants who

receive a jury trial. The outputs N~ and Nt- are the numrers found,
f

. ,gl 9l
b h ' b b'l 'gU1.lty and not ound gU1.lty, respectlvely. The ranc 1ng pro a 1 lty

Pt9l is the probability that a jury trial defendant will be foand

guilty. With seven crime types, the seven components of P
t are re-
gl

quired as input data for this stage.*

DescriLing the entire model in detail is not warranted here. To

illlJ~trate the details, however, we briefly discuss the prosecution

and courts submodel. The flow diagram is given in Fig. 3. The input

to this part of the model is the vector,
lladl' the number of adult

arrestees who are formally charged with index crimes. This submodel

produces seven output vectors corresponding to the seven sentence types.

These provide the inputs to the subsequent processing stages. In addi-

tion, there are four intermediate output vectors characterizing defend-

ants who never reach the sentencing stage, namely:

~':Amore general model would define each branching probabilit~, as a
function of an offender's prior path through the system and other in-
fOl~.ation which had become kno'Nn since arrest. The br~nching proba-
bilities describing the sentencing decision, for instance, would.
depend on whether the defendant had pleaded guilty, had a jury trial,
or c1 bench or transcript trial. In effect, the possible number of
charactoristics that could be associated with a flow variable could
gro,",1 exponentially \o1ith the depth of system penetration. The demands
for data, of cou:de, grow comparably.

8



(1) 1ft = number of adults formally charged who do not reach

trial stage

= number of defendants whose cases are dismissed or

placed off calendar at the trial stage

= number of jury trial defendants not found guilty

= number of bench and transcript trial defer~ants not

found guilty

Clearly, any other intermediate flows can also be calculated, if de-

sired.

JURY TRIAL

N =N.P
t9

1
t
1

tg

1
...

..

Nt- = N
t

.

(
1 - P

t
)91 1 gl

DEFINITIONS:

N = NUMBER OF DEFENDANTS WHO RECEIVEJURY TRIALS
t1

N
tg

1

N
t
-
91

P
tg

1

= NUMBER OF JURYTRIAL DEFENDANTS FOUND GUILTY

= NUMBER OF JURY TRIAL DEFENDANTS NOT FOUND GUILTY

= PROBABILITY THAT A JURY TRIAL DEFENDANT IS FOUND GUILTY

FIGURE 2. Jury Trial Stage

This submodel calls for four classes of branching probabilities.

These refer to:

(1) Whether the defendant reaches the trial stage,

(2) The type of trial (or whether dismissed at trial stage),

9
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(Ntg
1 '

I-P ) Number of defendants who receive jury tria 1s who are
t9l not found guilty.

(Nt92' Ptg2) Number of defendants who receive bench or transcript
tria Is who are found guilty.

(Ntg2 ' I-P ) Number of defendants who receive bench or transcript
t92 trials who are not founrl guilty.

(3)

(4)

The trial verdict, and

The sentencing decision.

The definitions of all the flow and branching probability variables of

Fig. 3 are given in Table 1.

TABLE1.

(Nt' Pt )
1 1

(Nt' Pt )
2 2

DEFINITIONS OF FLOWS AND BRANCHING PROBABILITIES
IN THE PROSECUTION AND COURT SUBMODELa

Tne number of adult arrestees who are formally charged
by the ITagistrate.

The number of adults form3l1y charged who reach the
trial stage.

The number of adults form311y charged who do not reach
the trial stage.

Number of defendants who reach trial stage and who re-
ceive ~ trials.

Number of defendants who reach trial stage and who re-
ceive bench or transcript trials.

Number of defendants who reach trial stage and who
plead guilty.

Number of defendants who reach trial stage and who are
dismissed or placed off calendar.

Number of defendants ",ho receive jury trials \o;hoare
found guilty.

NS

(NSj' PSj)

The number of defendants who are sentenced.

The number of sentenced defendants who receive sentence
type j (j = 1, 2, ..., 7).

BOutput flows and corresponding branching probabilities are given as
matched pairs. Only the definition of the flow i~ stated.

11



Having determined the flow through each process illg stage, total

costs are determined simply as the product of unit costs and flow rates.

Costs are separated into pre-trial and trial costs, and for each, court

and prosecutor's costs.~': In addition, there is a cost of pre-trial

detention.

The f lows through the appropriate processing sta tes permit ca lcu-

lating annual !,ox>rkloads in terms of total trial-da~'s for jury and bench

(Le., judge) trials and rran-days for pre-trial detention in jail. The

annual rranpov~r requirements (e. g., the required number of prosecutors,

judges, and jurors) are then calculated on the basis of unit produc-

tivity (e.g., annual trial days available per prosecutor).

Some illustrative results were developed based on data principally

from California (Ref. 10); these are discussed in Section V. In some

cases, where CaU forr.ia data \>,tOre unavailahle, deala from CJther juris-

diet ions \-lOre invoked. The input data are presented in Table 2.

It is interesting to note, for instance, that Pt
'

the prol~bility
1

that a defendant wi 11 rece ive a j llry trial /:~': inc reases wi th the

severity of the offense, but never exceed5 0.20. Regardless of crime
type, a majority of those I,olhoreach trial plead guilty. Probabilities

of being found guilty in a trial are roughly three-quarters.

Table 2 also r,hf')vlS time and cost data. '111e ilverage jury tr5al

length, T
l'

ranges betvleen 4.3 and 1.7 days, ~'n':~':uepending on type of

crime. The average ccst per day of a jury trial was computed by first

allocating the total court costs to "judgeships," 2nd then dividing

the judgeship annual cost by the annual nu~ber of judge working days
spent in tria 1. t This obviously simplified cost dllo<.:ation procedure
ch~~rly needs much more refinement \.,hen the necessary cost data become

available.

~':Much of the court costs data were estimated from other jurisdictions,
particularly ~Jc1shington, D.C., and the Federal Court System.

~'d/TI\O numerical estinilte of Pt is forr~ed by computing the ratio
(number of jury trial defendants/total number of defendants) for a
given year.

***A trial day is typically five hours in length.
tThcre are addi tional court costs to the prosecutor und to police in-

va st iga tul'S, attributed before and dur ing trial.
12



Homi- Bur- Auto
cide Robbery Assault glary Larceny Theft Rape

p... 0.20 0.18 0.12 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.11
1..1

Pt 0.20 0.13 0.25 0.17 0.20 0.16 0.21
2

Pta 0.57 0.61 0.52 0.67 0.66 0.75 0.58
-'

Pt91
0.81 0.81 0.75 0.78 0.68 0.83 0.54

P 0.68 0.71 0.77 0.71 0.89 0.75 0.61
t92

Tl 4.3 2.4 2.4 1.7 2.2 2.0 4.0

C. 2580 1440 1440 1020 1320 1200 2400
J

T2 0.6 1.5 1.0 1.3 1.5 2.0 1.0

Cb 222 555 370 481 555 740 370
.

TABLE 2. CALIFORNIA INPUT DATA TO THE
PROSECUTION AND COURTS MODEL

Tl' T2 = Average number of jury (Tl) and bench trial (T2> Jays/case.

Cj' Cb = Average jury (Cj> and bench trial (Cb) cost/trial.

However complex this model may appear, it is still a gross 5impl.i-

fication of reality. Each processing stage represents a number of de-

tailed processing stages in the real 3Y3t~m; the description could have

been made more detailed, but the finer data were not available, and

little but complexity would have been gained.

The unit costs at each processing stage have been calculated

simply by dividing current total yearly cost by current yearly work-

load. This implied linear relationship between flow and cost (i.e.,

all costs are variable) ignores the fact that many costs are fixed and

independent of flow (e.g., the cost of courthouses). However, this

simplification also avoids the problem of having to identify which

costs are fixed and which are variable, since many costs that are fixed

13



over a slight variation in flow become variable if there is a large

'Jariation in flow. By this costing procedure, certain facilities which

may currently be operating t-lellbelot-Icapacity (e.g., rural courts)

\>Iouldshow an excessively high unit cost.

1~e variables in the model are assumed to be constant over time

(a steady-state assumption) and independent of each other or of exog-

enous variables. There undoubtedly are interactions that limit the

validity of this simplification. Certain service times (e.g., deten-

tion time) and branching 1'atios (e.g., probahility of prison sentence)

are probably a fUnction of the ffi3gnitudeof derrands. Such inter-

actions need further examination.

Dcsri te these 11mi tations, the model does permit a reasonable

first estimate of costs, workload, and flows and allocation of these

to crime ~ype and processing stage. Furthermore, these planning vari-

ables can be projected into the future if the crime or arrest rate can

be proiected, and if the branching probabilit ies are either constant

01' can be projected.

14



1V. SENSITIVlTi ANALYSES

An important phase of the analysis is to determine the effect of
changes in one subsystem on the workload, cost~, and manpower require-

ments of another subsystem. For instance, if there were indications

that an improved fingerprint recognition system would increase the bur-

glary arrest rate (i.e., arrests per burglary), it would 'he necessary

to plan for the increased cost and workload effect on the subsequent

court and corrections subsystems. In addition, the allocation of costs

to various subfunctions is of interest in considering possible reallo-

cation of resources. A sensitivi~y analysis permits an examination of

this distribution.

Given any two system flows, C. and N. (i = 1,2, ..., I) we find
], ],

it useful to define the following two quantities:

oCt],
oN.

1.
= increrrental change in C. per unit change in N. (first

1. 1.
partial derivative of C. with respect to N.)], 1

incremental fractional change in C. per unit fractional
1.

change-:t in N. ("elasticity" of C. with respect to N.)
1. ], 1.

To indicate the interpretation of these two quantities, suppose Ci
represents the cost at stage 12 associated with processi.ng individuals

charged with crime i. Consider that Ni represents the flow of pers~ns
into stage 6. In terms of Ni' suppose Ci is linearly related to NiJ
i.e., it can be written as follows:

-ItA "unit fractiona 1 change" could be, for ins tance, a I percent change.

15



Then,

oC.
~

aN.
J..

- B-
i

= Average

stage 12

inserted

additional cost
per additional

at stage 6. ~':

incurred for processing at

individual charged wi th crime i

(

OC./C.

)

B. N.]. ~ _ ~].

oN./N.
-

A. + B. N.
1 ~ ]. ~ ~

= Average fractiooa 1 increase in cost incurred at stage

12 for processing individuals charged with crime i per

unit fractional increase in individuals charged with

crime i inserted at stage 6.

More succinctly, the first partial derivative in this case is an in-

cremental cost ~ person and the elasticity is the fractional increase

in cost per unit fractional increase in the number of persons.

As an example, ~remay be interested in the incremental change in

total system direct operating cost Ct due to the addition of one
robbery defendant in the flow

Nad
'

the number of adults who are

charged with a felony in magistrate's court. For this case, the in-

crer.\ental cost per additional robbery defendant (i.e.,
oCt/cNad

robbery) is calculated to be $4800. This means that an averagelrobbery

defendant who has just been charged by a magistrate's court will cost

the system $4800 (for the current offense) in addition to costs already

incurred in previous stages. The value of $4800 is the expected value

of the total subsequent costs (i.e., the sum of ench of the unit costs

after rragistrate' s court weighted by the probability that the defendant

passes through each particular processing stage).

If C. is a flow, then cC./oN. in an incremental flow per addi-
1 ~ ~

tional person inserted. For instance, if we let C. be the nwnber of
~

jury trials for robbery defendants (the robbery component of
Nt ) and
1

*This cost could be calculated directly ao the product of the unit cost
of processing at stage 12 and the probability that an individual in-
serted at stage 6 will reach stage 12. That probability is not ex-
plicitly calculated.

. 16



Ni be the robbery component of Nad (the nu~ber of adults charged with

a felony in magistrate's court), tflen the incremental number of robbery

jury trials per additional robbery defendant from magistrate's court is

calculated to be 0.10. This figure can also be interpreted as the

probability that a randomly selected robbery defendant"from magistrate's

court will proceed to the next stage and have a jury trial.

Now let us consider an example involving elasticity. Suppose that

Ci is the number of burglary defendants placed on straight probation,

the burglary component of N , and t}~t N. is the number of defendants
s 1

found guilty of burglary. in 5ury trials, the burglary component of

Ntg ' We calculate that "(oc./C. /oN./N.) = 0.07. This means that a 1
1 ~ 1 1-

per!ent increase in the number of burglalY defendants found guilty in

jury trials would cause a 0.07 percent increase in the number of bur-

glary defendants placed on straight probation.

Other illustrative calculations made for the 1965 California CJS

system are shown in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 shows various incre-

mental costs per adc.itional reported crime. Of the crimes f.resented/:

robbery costs are highest ($1084), primarily because of the high in-

crement in corrections cost. The incremental costs for burglary are

lowest. These calculated costs combine rrany factors including the

probability of apprehending a suspect, the dismissal probabilities
.

~,"~

along the way, and the costing procedure.**
.~/",,,,~:,,~,,;:,;:~ .~~,::l~~I~I,,$..,"" '.,.

"'ii'''''''~'
, ,

*No entries are given for homocide or larceny hecause of the lack of
uniformity of definition of these two crimes in the various process-
ing stages. 1 For instance, police report the incidence of "grand
theft, except auto" whereas most (but not all) other- pr-ocessing
stages repor-t the number of defendants associated with "theft except
auto, It a lar-ger category which includes petty theft with prior and
receiving stolen propel'ty offenses. il-:(See Ref. 10, 1965, pp. 207-
209). Even for the five crime types considered here there are minor
deviances of definitions in various parts of the system.

**The procedure for- calcu)ating police costs was a product of time
components and time pay rates." Por detectives, the time components
were preliminary investigation, arrest, and case development. 1 Cost
assignment for the police patrol force is somewhat more troublesome.
The force spends a large fraction of its t:ime on "preventive patrol,"
and it is difficult to apportion this time to individual crimes. n1
the current model, a lower bound on patrol costs was used. The time
allocated to crimes was taken as twice the average tillle to service a
call.

17 .



Auto
Robbery Assault Burglary Theft N.ape

Ct 1084 433 153 155 957

Cco 843 215 86 58 607

Cct 63 45 12 15 153

Cp 70 44 32 22 106

Cpd 50 37 21 14 92

Auto
Robbery Assa ult Burglary Theft Rape

HI 0.41 0.09 0.09 0.04 0.15

Up 0.10 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03

NEt 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.06

Up 0.12 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.16g

lIC 0.19 0.14 0.14 0.11 0.28

TABLE 3. INCREMENTAL COSTS PER REPORTED CRIME
(In DOllars)

Ct = total system cost

C = cost of the corrections
co

Cct = cost of

Cp :: cost of

Cpd = cost of

system

the prosecution ar,J

police

police detectives

courts system

TABLE 4. INCREMENTAL FLOdS PER ARREST
(Including Juvenile Arrests)

HI

Hp

= number of adult-years served in prison

= number of adults sentenced to prison directly from Superior
Court

lint = number of

I
,

= num ber Of'Pg

HC = number of

adults having bench trials

adults who plead guilty

duults who receive a Superior Court

18
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Table 4 presents incremental flows resulting franlone additional

arrest. The entry in the first row (additional number of adults in

prison) is the average ~~n-years served in prison per additional arrest.

This can also be interpreted to be the incremental prison population

per additional arrest. All other entries have a probabilistic inter-

pretation; for instance, entri~s in the second rO~1 indicate that 10

percent of those arrested for robbery are ~cntenced to prison from

Superior Court as compared to only 2 percent of those arrested for

assault.

19



v. ESTINATION OF FU'IURE REQUIREMENTS

Administrators of the OJS at all levels, from state ~ttorneys

general, crime con~issions, and budget directors to planners in the

various local agencie5, require projections of future workloads, costs,

and manpower requirements. These projections are needed for earlier

decisions which must be made in anticipation of future changes in work-

load. For instance, new buildings (e.g., courts or correctional in-

stitutions) can be designed and constructed or additional personnel can

be hired and trained.

In this section, we report two applications of the model, using

da~a from tho State of California. First, we investigate tl) degree to

which the branching probab lities are constant. Following that, we

project for California workloads, costs, and manpower requirefficlntsi~to

the year 1970 on the basis of data collected through 1965. Since the

number of reported crimes is a basic input to the model, we must inde-

pendently predict the number of crimes that will be reported; a linear

extrapolation is used for that prediction. Then \'ledevelop estimates

of the number of arrests per year and use the model to obtain predic-

tions of OJS workloads, costs, and manpower requirements.

A. TREND IN 'lHE NUMBER OF ARRESTS PER REPORTED CRIME

A comparison of system branching ratios over a

indicated that system workload is most sensitive to

average number of arrests per reported crime.

five-year period

changes in the

21



The branching probabilities P (the number of arrests pel' re-
ac

ported crime~':) for California in the years 1961 through 1965 are shown

in Fig. 4 for aggravated assault, robbery, auto theft, grand theft,**

and burglary. (The crimes of homicide and rape are not included be-

cause the definition of these crimes changes from the crime report to

the arrest stages.) Each rate exhibi!:s a negative slope, with robbery

shm../ing the greatest rate of decrease. Indeed, arrests for robbery

have shown a marked decline of about 32 percent from 0,83 per reported

crime in 1961 to 0.57 per reported crime in 19G5. Burglary arrest

probability has decreased by approxi1Mtely 20 percent. '::1'n': The general

downward trends could be causelj by a combination of several factors:

( 1)

(2)

(3)

MJre frequent reporting of crimes to or by police;

More accurate police classification of reported crimes;

Fewel' arrests of individuals not associated with the crimes j

(4)

(5)

Saturation of limited police manpower rG~~ur~es; and

Greater difficulty in solving crimes, due to buch problems

as mobility of criminals, lowered citizen cooperation, etc.

M1ny other possible reasons could be advanced. WithoJt having to

attribute cause, hO'Never, it is possible to project Pac somewhat into

the future. This parameter describes the s'/stem t s first processing

stage of arrest and its value linearly affects workloads and costs in

all other system stages.

-----
*Numerical values for Pac are computed simply by dividing the total

number of arrests (adults and juveniles) by the total number of
crimes reported. Strictly speaking it is an estimate of the
average number of arrests per reported crime. We often refer to it
as the "arrest pr,1bability," kn~.t1in:J that some crimes generate more
than one arreat and that the suspect arrested may not be the per-
pe~rator of the particular reported crime of interest.

~:*In Californ.:a, "grand theft" is larceny of $200 or more.
~':'::~':MJreI'ecent data \.o/mch have since become available indicate a con-

tinuati9n in these trends. For the year 1966, the nwnber of arrests
per reported robbery dropped to 0.52, per burgla~/ to 0.21, and per
a ssault to 0.59. A'.1to theft a nd grand theft probabilities reoo ined
about constant.
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B. TRENDS III FINAL DISPOOrrION PERCENTAGES

To further test the constancy of the branching ratios, a linear

extrapola tion \'las performed to estil'Mte trends in the other branching

ratios for Californi~. Specifically, for each of the years 1960

through 1965, the ratios of final disposition of adult felony arrests

to total arrests werd investigated. Tne final dispositions were:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Released

Assigned to other jurisdiction

Dismissed

Acquitted

Misdemeano~ prosecution

Superior court conviction

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

~ivil commitment

Pl'ison

Youth Authority

Pt'0ba tion

Jail rind fine

The most signif lcant~': trend (t = 5. 3 ):':~':was found in the fraction

receivL'g probation. During 1960 through 1965, a'fraction of approxi-

mately 0.13 of fel0ny arrests received probation at the sentencing

stage and this value is increasing 0.00531 per year. No other trends

weco significant (at the 0.05 level) and none was as important as the

trend in P .
ac

Although not all of the individual branching ratios were examined

in detail, the steady-state assumption appeared justified for all

important branching ratios except P and those relating to the proba-
ac

tion decision.

*Significance was tested with a student's t-test of the difference
from zero of the linear time term.

**This value of t causes us to reject, even at the ~ = 0.001 level of
significance, the hypothesis that there is no linear time trend in
the fraction receiving probation.
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In making projections with the model, it W~s especially important

to consider the downward trend in P since changes in this fraction
ac

propagate throughout the entire system. It was felt that for short-

range projections, it would not be necessary to adjust the probation

or other branching ratios.

For short-range projections, it was decided to compute output in

t\>X) ways:

(1) To extrapolate linearly the trends in P and use the result-
ac

ing projection of
Pac' and

(2) To use the 1965 value of P .

ac
These t'110projections can be expected to bound the actual future

values. In our calculations, \<le use the average or the two projections.

C. CRIME PROJECTION

The future numbers of crimes reported to police were projected

using a linear time extrapolation of the reported crimes for the years

1958 through 1966.* The results of this analysis are shown in Table 5.

All the correlation coefficients except for the crime of forcible rape**

exceed 0.95, indicating that the linear fit is a good one. Particularly

important to CJS administrators are the yearly growth coefficients given

in the last COlUIT~. Note that the number of reported burglaries is in-

creasing by the largest magnitude at lfi,534 per year.***

{,.t.:,
~I ~ ~

'
;'_"<I~.-I:;,' ',,\~,,\:

*Uniform Crime Reports' figures for California were used. The defini-
tions of some of the seven cril;1esare different from the "seven major
offenses" of California. lIJOstnotably;" larceny of $50 and over is
counted by the FBI as an index offense whereas "!1rand larceny" in
California requires theft of property values at ~200 and over.

**In contrast to a simple linear relationship, the number of reported
rapes was found to remain approximately constant (about 3000 per
year) until 1964 when it jumped to 3621, and then to 4432 in 1966.

***With 95 percent confidence, the yearly growth coefficie~t is be-
tween 13,000 and 20,000 burglaries per year.
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~CM,t;o. St ar.dnd Lir.tlr
of F.e ~Olted t'evialic.n Correiat ion Coeftic:ier.t

Cr bu of F-erolted 5t ar.j41'd Error Coeffic:ier.t Cooltar.t in Eq'J4t10n
l,~9.1S'~5 Crirres c f Lir.ea I' of [.that ir.; Tef1:l in (Yearly T-VoIlue of

Off er.s e <r:=') 19~d -1 ,)~G [s:iute Equation Equation Ir.crement) Lir.ear Term

Cdrlir" 1 u1l.1. 1~8.2 42.47 0.9~G 44) 47 e.6~6
I!omlclde

Forcible B'B., ~:;d.a 3n.o 0.663 2427 177 4.~2e
"oIpe

?.obtoer, 16~1)l.2 Hn.7 1~44.S 0.955 10iJ3 1259 8.518

"nN'/attd 217H.i 440..5 lC45.4 0.978 UB8 1667 12.341
Assa Jl t

P'JrgLuy 168022.1 434J,.8 8310.9 0.983 a~3S1 16534 14.\H

GrJ.r.d 9714~.1 2773~.6 7948.9 0.963 4~a6a 1')417 10.151
Larcer.~..

"'Jto 62059.7 14:~7.6 4565.2 0.953 H163 557'J 9.467
neft

TABLE 5. LINEAR PROJECTION OF INDEX CRI~rnS
REPORTED TO POLICE IN CALIFORNIA

Nta ~o"rce I UnifotT.\ Crhe F,e;:>orts for HSa thro'J1h 19~6.

D. ARREST PROJECTION

Using the predictions of reported crimes from the regression

analysis, the approxi~~te upper and lo~~r estimates (keeping P con-
ac

stant and projecting its trend, respectively) for the number of

arrests in 1970 is given in Table 6. The results are expressed as

percentages of the numbers of arrests in J.965. The upper ~stimate in-

dicates about a 30 percent increase in system workload during this five-

year interval while the lower estimate indicates that the increasing

trend in reported crimes is about compensated by the decreasing trend

in arrest probability, and so system ~~rkloads will remain about con-

stant (with some fluctuations by crime type, of course). If the de-

clining trend in robbery arrest probability were to continue, the

robbery arrest workload in 1970 would be about half that of J.965. On

the other hand, it appears that the arrest probability for auto theft

has almost kept pace with the increasing number of reported auto

thefts; auto theft exhibits the largest lower estimate in Table 6.
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Forcible Aggravated Grand Auto
Homicide Rape Robbery Assault Burglary Larceny Theft

Upper 129.6 124.2 129.8 . 132.0 138.0 140.4 134.2Estimate

Lower 55.7 109.0 100.0 93.5 121.0
Estimate - -

TABLE 6. PROJECTED NUMBER OF ARRESTS BY CRIME TYPE IN 1970
(Expressed as a Percentage of the Number of Arrests in 1965)

To project a numerical

average the upper and lower

follows:

value for arrests in 1970, we arbitrarily

bounds in Table S. These results are as

Crime Type

Projected Number of Arrests in
1970, Expressed as a Percentage
of the Number of 1965 Arrests

Homicide

Forcible rape

Robbery

Aggravated assault

Burglary

Grand larceny

Auto thef t

129 .6

124.2

92.7

120

119

117

128

PROJECTIONS OF SYSTEM VARIABLES

Using these arrest projections we can compute, using the steady-

state model, projected values of system variables in 1970. Several of

these calculations are shown in Table 7. We see that a projected total

of 119 additional detectives and 73.Y additional patrolmen will be re-

quired to handle increases in the seven major crimes. A projected

total of 1403 additional defendants will be placed on probation in

1970. The additional yearlycost to California'scriminaljustice

agencies for increases in the seven ~ajor crimes is computed to be
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Homicide Rape Robbery Assault Burglary 7heft Auto Theft Total
~.

!laol ')1))* D03 4200 4600 13700 4400 4400 33900
+270 +40G -300 -+920 -+2600 +750 +1200 +5B40

H 24 22 85 55 310 115 75 50~.0d
+7 +5 -6 +13 -+60 +19 -+21 -+119

Up 3600 4500 35000 31000 415,000 45000 115,000 649,10)
+1000 +110 -~6QO +6200 +78000 -+HOD +32'1QO +122,1l0

I't 210 100 420 260 500 195 77 1762
1 +60 +25 -30 +53 +94 +33 -+22 +257

/1 2.1 5.3 21 18 240 26 67 379.4
l' +0.6 +1.3 -' .5 -+4 +46 -+4.5 -+19 +73.9

lI._ 140 190 290 570 120Q 700 410 3500
-2 +40 +50 -20 ~110 +220 +120 +115 +635

lis 670 700 1950 1800 S<)CJO 3000 2300 16320
+200 +170 -140 +360 +1200 +520 -+640 +2950

II 100 280 9S 600 1200 1000 500 3775
sl +30 +70 -7 -+120 +230 +170 +14Q +753

lis 160 150 290 420 1400 660 440 3520
2 +50 +40 -20 +75 +270 +110 +125 +650

II 310 110 1200 140 1450 420 400 4290s. +110 +30 -B5 +70 +280 +70 +1l0 +585"

Ct B.1 3.3 23 11 3B 15 14 112.4
($ mUicrl) +2.4 -f0.8 -1. 7 +2.2 +7.2 +2.5 +3.9 +17.3

$17.3 million. ~bout 41.6 percent of this additional cost is due to

additional burylary workloads, about 22.5 percent to additional auto

theft workloads. In the 1965 calculations, burglary costs accounted

for 31 percont of the total and auto theft costs 10 percent. Grouping

auto theft t burglary t and larceny as the "property crimes,': they

accounted for 54 percent of the cost in 1965 but are projected to

account for 57 percent in 1970.

TABLE]. PROJECTED INCREASES IN VALUES OF CJS
VARIABLES IN CALIFORNIA FROM 1965 TO 1970

(:

o<=.:rof each pair of entries, the projec\:p.d increase is given b310'N the 1965 value.
'"



Definitions for Table 7:

Md

Up

= Number of adult felony arrests which result in a felony

charge

= Total number of detectives required

= Total number of patrolman man-hours allocated (to these

crimes)

= Total number of patrolmen required (for these crimes)

= Number of jury trial defendants

= Number of bench or transcript trial defendants

= Number of convicted defendants

= Number of convicted defendants granted straight probation

= Number of convicted defendants granted probation with

jail as a condition

= Number of convicted defendants sentenced to state prison

= Total system direct operating costs

F. EXTENSIONS AND FURTHER ANALYSES WITH THE LINEAR HODEIJ

These projections can be expected to deviate from the future

observations. The differences will result from inadequacies of the

current model, errors and incompleteness in the reported data, and

basic change in the operation of the California OJS. As actual results

are compared with past projections, calibration of the model and the

data sources will result, leading to an improved projection methodology.

As the model is improved, other useful analyses can be performed.

The offects on CJS operations of significant changes in system branch-

ing ratios can be explored. For instance, introduction of new police

hardware (e.g., an electronic automobile license plate scanner or

automated fingerprint files) might dramatically change one or more

branching ratios (e.g., the probability of arrest for auto theft or

burglary) and thus affect the workloads at subsequent stages. More
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widespread provision of free defense counsel, especially for juveniles

as a result of recent court decisions, might provide additional strain

on prosecution and court workloads. Greater use of nonadjudicative

treatment (e.g., use of social service agencies as an alternativ~ to

prosecution) will require the introduction of additional flow routes

in the model and can be ~xpected to reduce court workloads. A change

in sentencing policies (e.g., more use of community treatment or longer

sentences) might affect decisions on construction of new correctional

facilities or hiring and training of additional parole and probation

personnel.

Crime projections can be improved by taking into account changes

in such demographic characteristics as age, income, education, and

urbanization. Similarly, since many of the branching ratios also de-

pend on these characteristics, they can be used for more accurate esti-

motion throughout the system.

In our model, the branching ratios were assumed to be mutually

independent. In a number of cases, interaction can be expected. For

instance, if the number of convictions increases, and if prisons

operate near capacity, one might expect a reduction in probability of

prison sentence or the time served. Such interaction must be explored

to improve the model.
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VI. FEEDBACK MODEL . '.

This section summarizes a feedback model which describes the re-

cycling through the CJS during the course of an individual's criminal

career. The model }~s several important applications. First, 7iven

the age of an offender at first arrest and the crime for which he is

arrested, the model computes his expected criminQ1 career profile

(i.e., the expected crimes for which he will be arrested at each age).

Second, using the cost results of the linear model, the average costs

incurred by the OJS over a criminal career are computed. Third,.
recidivism parameters (e.g., rearrest probabilities) can be varied to

assess how each parameter affects criminal careers and cost. For in-

stance, we can study the effect of an intensive rehabilitative program

that reduces rearrest probability by a specified amount. Fourth, and

most fundamental, the model provides a unified framework in which to

study the process of recidivism and in which to test the effects on

recidivism of proposed alternative CJS policies.

A. OVERALL STRUC'IURE OF THE MODEL

As in the linear model, flows are distinguished by crL~e type.

In addition, each flow variable is broken down by the offender's age.

Input to the model, rathel' than crimes reported to pOljce, js the

numbers of arrests during a year, by crime type and by age, of indi-

viduals who have never previously been arrested for one of the crimes

being considered. In the model, these "virgin" arrests are added to

recidivist arrest (i.e., arrests of individuals who ~ve previously
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been arrested) to obtain the total arrests during the year.'-: The

total arrests then proceed through the CUS just as they do in the

linear- model.

Since the offender flows compl'ise individuals who cycle back i.nto

the system aftel' dismissal or release from the rus, it is necessary to

compute the number tl~t do recycle, when they are rearrested, and for

wha t cr]J;1e. At each possible dismissal point, the offender is charac-

terized by a probability of rearrest which is, in general, a function

of his age and his prior criminal record. The expected number who will

1m rearrested at some later time is computed by multiplying the number

in the flow by the appropriate rearrest probability. Then, the age at

rearrest is computed using the distribution of delay between release

and the ;1(,:xt arrest. Finally, the crime type of the next arrest is

computed from a rearrest crime-transition matrix \<lhere the matrix

element p.. is the conditional probability that the next arrest is for
1J

crime type j, given that rearrest occllrs and the previous arrest was

for crime type i (1 ~; i, j ~ I). A flml diagram of the model is given

in Fig. 5.

~-:Although l'eported crimes are a more adequate variahle upon which to
compute police \<lorkloads and the overall magnitude of the crime
problem, arrest is the first event linking crime to a specific indi-
vidual. Statistics describing recidivism often use arrest as the
index of recidivism, even though the arrest may not necessarily in-
dicate that one or more crimes have been committed by the individual
arrested. In this model, recidivism is consistently measured by re-
arrest. Using arrest as the basis for measuring recidivism intro-
duceE two types of error: crimes for \<lhich no offender is arrested
are not counted, and offenders who are erroneously arrested are
counted. Using a later stage for counting {e.g., conviction} would
introduce the additional, more serious error of omitting the many
crimes for which evidence is insufficient to warrant conviction. In
much of the criminological literature, where the concern is princi-
pally on the corrections process (e.g., Glaser (Ref. 11», recidivism
is often defined in terms of the imprisonment-to-imprisonment cycle.
It should be clear that, tOl' the same amount of crime repetition, the
measured probability of recidivism decreases as one measures it at
stages of successively deeper involvement into the CJS. Thus, FBI
estimates (UCR/1966) of rearrest recidivism of about three-quarters
are consistent with Glaser's (Ref. 11) estimate of reimprisonment
recidivism of aoout one-third due to the arr'ests which do not result
in imprisonment. A simple Markov model, using a reasonable value of
0.75 for arrest-to-imprisonment attrition probability, shows this
compatibility.
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There are two different interpretations of the computed flows:

as a cohort-tracing model or as a population-simulation model. In the

first, a cohort of virgin arrests can be inserted at some age and the

aggregate criminal career of that cohort can be traced. For a IS-year

old cohort, for instance, the model will compute the expected nwnber

of arrests by crime type incurred at ages lS, 17, etc. Alternatively,

in the second case, we can input as virgin drrests the total present

distribution of such arrests, by age and by crime type; in this case,

invoking a steady-state assumption, the computed £10\';'>represent the

current distribution of all individuals (including re~idivists)

processed by the CJS. With this interpretation, the ~omp~ted number

of arrested 20 year olds, for instance, represents a1rests of both

virgins and recidivists. If the virgin-arrest distr:bution were known

for the U.S., this use of the model would be a good c:\eck on the

validity of the model.

B. BRANCHING RATIOS

Many details explicitly treated in

gated in the feedback model. Only four

required to determine flows through the

the linear model are aggre-

branching probabilities are

trial stag~:

(1) P = probability that an arrested adult is formally chargedac
with a felony

P . = probability that an adult who is charged will be in-a1
carcerated in a state correctional institution

(2)

(4)

P = probability that an adult who is charged will beap
placed on probation or in a local jail

P = probability that an adult who is charged is dis-aa
missed before or during trial or is ~cquitted.

(3)

The values of these probabilities that were used in the current model

a re given in Table B, based on California statistics (Ref. 10).

One of the facts noted from these data is that assault charges,

most of which result from attacks on relatives or acquaintances,
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Homi- Bur- Auto
cide Robbery Assault glary Larceny 'Theft Rape

P 0.68 0.41 0.34 0.50 0.53 0.42 0.59ac

P . 0.43 0.35 0.09 0.15 0.12 0.17 0.10a1

P 0.29 0.22 0.31 0.27 0.55 0.35 0.30ap

Paa 0.28 0.43 0.60 0.58 0.33 0.48 0.60
-.

frequently result in dismissal and only rarely in incarceration. A
similar situation exists for rape charges. Larceny charges, probably

many of which are against first offenders, most often lead to probation.

TABLE8. BRANCHING RATIOS FOR RECIDIVJ3M MODEL

Reference: Approximated from 1965 California data (Ref. 10).

c. REARREST PROBABILITIES

Rearrest probabilities are specified at each point of dismissal

and are functions of age and crime of last arrest.* The variation with

age of the offe.\der is typically a gradual decrease after about 30 years

of age. To approximate this decrease, we allowed the rearrest proba-

bility to be the j'ollowingfunction of age:

= probability that an offender dismissed at

age a would bg rearrested for an index crime

= P Min {I, T:C MaX(T-a,O)}

This function is plotted in Fig. 6.
tion have intuitive definitions:

The three parameters of this func-

P = probability of rearrest of individuals released who are less

than C year~ of nge at time of release.

*Rearrest probability data (e.g., the data on criminal careers in UCR/
19(6) exhibit a marked variation by type of crime of the last arrest
and the type of disposition.
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1.0

P
0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

C = age at which the rearrest probability starts declining

linearly to zero

T = age beyond which rearrest does not occur.

The values of these parameters are shown in Table 9 for two types

of dispositions:

(1) Adults who are formally charged but not found guilty, and

(2) Adults who are found guilty and who are placed on probation

or in a local jail.

These values were estirrated from data presented in UCR/l966, pp.

There is a marked decrease in likelihood of recidivism for those

on probation, even though they were found guilty. ~':

32-42.

pla c e d

a

o c T

AGE (YEARS)

FI GURE 6. Rearrest Probabl II ty 0$ a Functlon of Age

,
~

*It may be that supervision during the probationary period provided a
relatively successful rehabilitative environment. Part of the effect
noted, however, must be attributed to the selectim of probationers
since those granted proJ~tion ~~re judged good risk3 during the pre-
sentence investigation.
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Auto
HOO1icide Robbery Assault ! 'J: glary Larceny Theft Rape

p 0.65 0.80 0.785 0.833 0.770 0.833 0.65
-

Disposition 1 C 40 35 40 35 40 60 2S

T 100 eo 65 80 75 100 55

p 0.25 0.573 0.375 . 0.572 0.539 0.675 0.33

Disposition 2 ,.. 3S 30 30 30 35 40 25...

T 100 80 64 75 75 100 SS

TABLE 9. PARAMETER VALUES FOR THE RR1\RRL
4

PROBABILITY FUNCTION

Disposition 1:

Disposition 2:

Adults who are formally charged but not found guilty.

Adults who are found guilty and who are placed on pro-
bation or in a local jail.

D. TIME BETWEEN RELEASE AND REARREST

Data describing tiQe between release and rearrest are sketchy, at

best, and the distributions which were used ~~re chosen to have a mean

of about t\~ years.* An illustrative delay distribution function of

this time interval is given in Fig. 7.

E. REARREST CRIHE-TRANSITION MATRIX

In the present model, the same crime-transition matrix is used for

all recidivists, regardless of age and number of prior arrests. Even

with this simplification, 42 independent probability estimates are l~e-

quired to specify the matrix for seven types of crime. Thus, a rela-

tively large sample of recidivists i5 required for accurate estimation.

*A mean of two years was chosen to match the UCR/1966 statistics which
showed that about 0.5 index arrests per year occurred fran the start
of an individual's criminal career. Delay distribution data for time
from release on parole until parole suspension for parole violation
,1re published for California (Ref. 12). These data, because of many
unique characteristic s a bout the parole process, are inadequate for
the model.
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Those few studies which have reported data from which a crime-transition

matrix can be developed have either had an inadequate sample size or

their sample was biased in some iff10rtant sense. Table 10 presents the

rearrest cri~e-transition matrix which was used in most of our studies.

This rratr'ixwas based prirrarily on a sample of about 500 recidivists

who were studied by the Minnesota Department of Corrections.* In this

matrix, none of the on-diagonal terms is greater than 0.50, indicating

a strong tendency to commit (or at least to be arrested for) different

types of crimes.

PD( i )

0.5
(0.5)

(0.3 )

(0.1 )

o 2 3 4 5

P = PROBABILITY THAT THE DELAY FROM DISMISSAL UNTILD(i) REARRESTIS I YEARS ~ GIVEN THAT REARRESTOCCURS
(115 A POSITIVE INTEGER).

FI GURE 7. Illustrative Dlstrfbutlon af Delay from Dismissal Until Rearrest

*The data were obtained from Crime Revisited (Ref. 13), Minnesota
Department of Corrections. The estimates for murder anu nonneg1igent
rranslaughter, forcible rape, and aggravated assault were best esti-
mates based on inadequate data. The Federal Bureau of Prisons
statistical tables (Ref. 14) for fiscal year 1965, were also used in
estimating the matrix where the Minnesota sample was too small.
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If arrested again for an I~dex cri~e, the probability it will be for __

Huree I' M,d Larceny
Last Index flor;r,egliger,t Forcl ble l\}gravated ($50 Auto
Arrest for !~an5laughter Ra;>e Robbery Assault Eurglary a;d ove~) Theft

Hurder ar,d 0.02S 0.025 0.150 0.41)a 0.20'0 0.100 0.10,'Nor,r,eo]liger,t
b1.~,u,slaw1hter

Forcible p.apeb 0.020 O.lS0 0.110 0.260 0.20'0 0.140 0.120

P.obtery 0.015 0.010 0.350 0.050 0.350 0.115 0.10)

/'ggravated 0.02S 0.041) 0.lS0 0.300 0.08S 0.200 0.20')Assaultb
e--

Burglary 0.010 0.020 0.135 0.063 0.459 0.2£2 0.031

Larceny ($ SO ar,d 0.010 0.020 0.14) 0.025 0.4,1)'0 0.2~5 0.130over)

Auto Theft 0.010 0.027 0.045 0.028 0.39) 0.222 0.278

TABLE 10. REARREST CRIME-TRANSITION MATRIX 1a

'1RH('U on data fto~ Cri,-e Revis ited: Minnesota Departl1'.ent of Corrections; 1965 Uniform Crlrr:e
Reports, pp. 29-31; dnd Federal Bureau of Frisons statistical tables. fJscal year. 1965.
bEest estimates based on inacequate data.

Table 11 presents a rearrest criroe-transition matrix based on a

sample of several thousand recidivists; it was computed primarily from

the Federal Bureau of Prisons statistical tables for the years 1961

through 1965* (Ref. 14). The sample was biased in the sense that a

disproportionate number of offenders had been arrested for federal

offenses, the definitions of ~mich often differ from those of local

juri sdictions. 1:~':In this matrix, the on-diagona 1. ter'ms for both bur-

glary and auto theft are greater than 0.50, the burglary probability

being higher at 0.63. We will compare results computed from the model

using each of these matvices to see how the matrix affects the criminal

careers depicted.

~'tTheentries for robbery, burgla ry, grand larceny" and auto theft were
calculated from the Federal Bureau of Prisons statistical tables for
the years 1961-65. The entries for forcible rape and aggravated
assault were estimated fvom Ref. 15. The row for murder and non-
negligent manolaughter was set equal to the rO'1Jfor aggravated assault.

,'u'tAn eXBl:'lplo i~ inter3tate auto theft, the perpetrator of which is
prosec1lted under the Federal D-/er liot.
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If arrested again for an Index cri:.e, t~,e probability it wUl be for --
Murde rand Larceny

Last Index Nonneqlicrent Forcible Aggravated ($50 Auto
Arrest for Hans1au1htel' Rape Robbery Assault Burg1arl and over) Theft

Murder and 0.03 0.03 0.12 0.31 0.26 0.14 0.11
Uonnegligent
P.ans1aughtera

ForcHJle Rapeb 0.03 0.10 0.08 0.30 0.21 0.20 o.oa

RobberyC 0.03 0.00 0.41 0.06 0.33 0.04 0.11

Aggravated 0.03 0.03 0.12 o.n 0.26 0.14 0.11
Assaultb

BurglaryC 0.02 0.00 O.lS 0.04 0.63 0.04 0.12

Larceny ($50 0.01 0.01 0.12 0.06 0.4~ 0.15 0.25
ane: over)C

Auto TheftC 0.01 0.00 0.10 0.03 0.29 0.06 0.51

TABLE 11. REARREST CRIME-TRANSITION MATRIX 2

aSet equal to the r~N for Ag~ravated Assault.

brorcib1e Ra~ and ~g1ravated Assault based on District of Columbia data, Ref. 3, Appendix,
p. 60S.

cRObbery, Eurg1a.-y, Grand Larceny ard Auto Theft based on Bureau of PrisonS statistical '..£bles
for the years 1961, 1~62, 1963, 1964, 1955.

F. SIMPLIFYING THE ASSUMPrIONS OF THE CURRENT MODEL

Before this feedback model can be used confidently to make deci-

sions regarding rehabilitative programs and overall allocati~ of re-

sources, appropriate data must be collected and analyzed. Limitations

of existing data have required that we make a number of simplifying

assumptions in our model such as the following:

(1) Future criminal behavior is determined solely by the age

of the offender, the crime for which he was last arrested,

and the disposition of his last arrest.

The arrest-transition matrix depends only on the crime type

of the last arrest, not upon age, disposition, or otherwise

upon prior criminal career.

(2)

(3) OJS branching ratioD are not a function of age or prior

criminal career.
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/

(4) Delay until rearrest is a function only of disposition.

Because of these assumptions, the numerical results must still be

treated with caution. The model, however, has identified the required

data and provides the framework in which to use them once they become

available.
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Total
Career CJS

CritT.e of Total tllm',ter of Career Arrests Arrest 5 Dlr£ .
OrigiMl Auto per Opera! 1
Arrest H01\icide Robbery Assault Burgllu / Theft Theft P.ape Person COHS,

~Homicide 1039 330 426 645 412 262 57 3.11 8l0J

Roboory 28 1486 154 816 427 230 41 3.19 4500

Assault 43 379 1402 681 561 395 78 3.55 3600

BIJrglary 28 371 176 2021 634 200 55 3.49 3500

Theft 26 336 128 900 1574 261 51 3.28 4000

Auto 31 309 151 1034 651 1455 70 3.76 3500

Theft

Rape J4 295 326 656 437 269 1144 3.16 ~r'\('\

VII. SOME RESULTS FROM THE FEEDBACK MODEL

Recognizing these limitations, some illustrative results were

computed using the feedback model. In the first set of runs, 1000 20-

year aIds are first arrested for crime i (i = 1,2, ...,7) and their

criminal careers are traced. Table 12 presents the mean number of

subsequent career arl'ests for crime type j (the columns) among the

population of 1000 people first arrested at age 20 for crime type i

(the rows). This matrix was computed using the rearrest crime-transi-

tion matrix of Table 10.

TABLE 12. CAREER MATRIX FOR 20-YEAR OLD NEW ARRESTEES
(Using Rearrest Crime-Transition Matrix 1)

Those who are initially arrested for auto theft have the greatest

average number of career arrests (3.76) and rupresent the only type of

initial arrests which hos an off-diagonal term greater than one (i.e.,

those first arrested for auto theft will be arrested for an average of
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Total Ilu';1oor of Career Arrests 'Iotal CJS
Crir;-c of Arrests Direct
OrigiMl Auto per Operating
l,nest HJ1':1icide Roboory Assault Burglary Theft It,eft ~a;a Ferson Costs, $

I!OI':1icide 1052 338 353 860 209 404 32 3.25 810'0

F.obtct'y 52 1569 145 9Q9 111 384 5 3.18 440'0

/1.5S()uIt 61 395 1413 1005 245 472 31 3.63 3500

Eut''11ary 52 435 149 2385 138 415 5 3.64 3400

TLcft 39 365 151 1(\60 1211 516 13 3.42 3900

Auto 46 416 146 1162 111 1933 5 3.95 Hi))
U.C f t

F.ape 52 302 3SS 810 256 311 10a1 3.23 3400

1.084 burglaries).

career arrests for

the linear model.

Table 12 also presents tha total average number of

the seven crimes, the career costs using results from

For compacative purposes, in Table 13 we show the career arrest

matrix for the same cohorts, but using the rearrest crime-transition

matrix of Table 7. Overall, the total number of career arrests appears

to be only slightly greater; the number of career grand theft and rape

arrests appears to be significantly less. As we would expect, the

total numbers of arrests (which depend principally on the rearrest

probability) are much less sensitive to the crime-transition matrix

than are the crime-type distributions.

TABLE 13. CAREER MATRIX OF 1000 20-YEAR OLD NEW ARRESTEES
(Using Rearrest Crime-Transition Matrix 2)

In another run, 1000 IS-year old virgin arrestees were taken as

the cohort. The distribution of initia 1 arrests, by crime type, was

made to approximate the actual distribution of total l2-year old

arrests reported in UCR/196S. Because of low age, this distribution

is probably based largely on virgin arrests. The output distributions

are shown in Table 14 for ages 16 and 20. Also shoi/11in Table 14 is
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Age 15 '

,

" ArrestModel-DerivedInput
Distributions Distributions

Distribution
for Aqes for all

from 20-Year-Old
UCR/1965 16 20 A)~rests

Homicide 0.002 0.011 0.01 0.01

Robbery 0.047 0.115 0.15 0.11

As sault 0.045 0.054 0.07 0.14
Burglary 0.335 0.398 0.39 0.35
Grand theft 0.246 0.248 0.24 0.19

Auto theft 0.317 0.149 0.11 0.17
Rape 0.008 0.024 0.02 0.03

the arrest distrihution* of all arrests of 20-year olds ~s reported

in the UCR/1965. Even though the model-derived distribution is only

for those with five-year-old criminal careers, and the UCR distribution

includes all arrestees, we would expect a similarity in the tWJ distri-

butions to be a modest validation check. We see that the distributions

are roughly s~ilar, with only the fraction which are assaults deviat-

ing significantly from the UCR value.

TABLE 14 . ARREST DISTRIBUTIONS OVER CRIME TYPE
FOR A IS-YEAR OLD COHORT

The recidivism mod~l also permits examination of a crucial ques-

tion confronting CJS adninistrators: How does reduction of recidivisffi

probability affect a criminal career? Many experimental programs have

been run to try to discover how various rehabilitative programs affect

recidivism probability. For instance, one study of youthful offenders,
Which was part of the CaliforniaCommunity Treatment Project, included

randomly separated treaunent and control groups. During a 24-month

period, the institutionalized control group had a failure probability

of 0.61 and the Community Treatment Group had a rate of 0.38, or about

a one-third reduction in recidivism probability (Ref. 16). To

*This distribution is made up of virgin arrestees as well as recidi-
vists with various lengths of prior criminal careers.
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. Total Ilu':\oor of Career Arrests Career
Cost, $

Origir,al "~to Per
Arrest Ho:1<lcit!e F.obt:e ry Assault Eurglary Larceny Theft Rape ToUl Arrestee

H'):J1icide 11)17 124 :;123 205 126 95 22 lS13 6600

P.ottA:!ry 11 1223 55 301
.

135 85 13 lS~4 29QO

Assault 19 14, 1202 188 2}) 168 33 1952 1,00

!!ur<J1a(y 11) 136 63 14JO 243 57 20 1934 18)0

Larceny 9 123 38 340 1222 102 18 lS51 2400

','Jto Theft 11 89 ';6 4:J2 239 1209 27 2021 16C 0

Ra;>e 14 103 159 209 145 11)3 1079 1r.1l 1900

investigate what a factor of a one-third reduction of recidivism prob-

ability implies in terms of crimjnal careers, the model was run with

20-year aIds first arrested for crime type i and with the rearrest

crime-transition ~atrix of Table 10. The results are given in Table 15.

The total career arrests are reduced by about a factor of 2 by reducing

recidivism probability by one-third.

TABLE 15. CAREER MATRIX FOR 1000 20-YEAR OLD NEW ARRESTEES.
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m:sCIU PTIOH or 1\ STA'l'J:',.,rfm: CR11Ul:J\I. Jl\S'fICI: SYS'l'L1-!

Th,~ Cl'iminal Jw~tic(' Sy'.ib'rn (CJ[~) fol' ~my ~;tat(' i~J a loo~j('Jy

Dl''.Jdnl.~('d collection of many sepal'ate, sCirnf'~'Jhllt incJcpC'lldent .Jgcnl:::h'~;:

mUl1i l~ip[ll poli cp d"pa l'L!i1cnt~), r:lunicip,11 CUU1't'::J, cOllnty COU1'L ~jY~jtPIn:j

line! pl'Gbalion offi('{~s, local j,~dl:j and ~jlut(> pri~j(m:j, und olh(~l'

1'l'lal('d gov(' run:eHL dq)ill'llrw'lIt:J (Inel c1gencic~ ~, elll di:..lt Pi IHltE'd thl'()u~Jh-

out the ~jtc1tC. 1'01' pll}'pO~j(>~j of this p.1pel' a ~;tate\d(k\ CJ~; cornpl'Lj('~j

l)nly tho:j(! pui,lie Wl0ncie:j conc:p1'Ilc'd '.vi th app1\'hending cl1td rJ(>(]liIlCJ \'Jith

tho:H' P(°1'~:{1Ils--adlllts (lIlt! juvl'nil(~:J--','lh() cJl'i..' believed to }hlV(.' vi()latc\d

lh\.' crimi llei1 1,lV/. ~';

B(~C,ll1~(, of its cor..plexity, no clc:icription of oJ. CJS Clln 0V('}' lJl.

siJllpli f i cation. Th.' CJS de>:J(,1'i bed h('r(~ L; Pl\~ sl"'nt0d in dc,tail only

to tIle' d('~r('0 Itl'CCf;:jCi1'Y to rf'lab' it to the sllv5('(lltent dev,-'lopmc1\l uf

thp line].r model in j,p!wncJix F.

A-l.

1\ highly aggrcgated f1\1<.',' didl1l'<11:1 of c1 ~CnCl\11 CJS is :;110\\'11 in FlU.

IndividuiJI SY~itE'r;".s differ il! slIch t!c,tClils d:; th.. :jl'qllf>nCe of

~t aqc s i 11 Uw co lIrt proc('!J s, the sc ntC' nc in~1 al to rnati Vl' S c1Vdi 1<1hIt",

and, of course, the individual pal'cll:1olcl':.J Chdl\:ll~teri.;inq tho:Jc pd!'t~j

that 1:1c1Yeven be idontic.:11 in stl'lIcturt'.

rf' ::;('mblc ~j the c.lli fOl'ni a CJS, f rom ~oJhich Ine1ny 0 f

.'...
Other agencies, not p111't of the CJS, al so come into the pi ctU1'e.>.
~!any rc fe1'1\)15 of j u\/eni1p S to local probation autho1'i tie 5 01'ig-
inab' from parent!J, churches, or school authol'ities. In turn,
the juvenile may be l'I.'IihlI1dl.'d to the cu~tody of hi s parent s. In
thi~j paper, the primary fOCllS is 0n the c:lgcncies of police, r>l'O~.-
ecut ion clnd courts, cl.nd correction; (:xcluded c1 ri.! ~'lf~l fllre a~lenc i ef; ,
local church or school c1utho ri tie s, ci vi c group s, .:1I\cIoth0.r:;.
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FIGURE A-I. The Criminal Justice System
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Were obtained.* Since the focus is on the CJS, we begin with crimes

reported to the police. Then, we will examine how :in individual pl'O-

gresses through the uystem through a sequence of "processing" stages

that may be followed to a subsequent processing stage, always includ-

ing the possibility of dropping the individual from further processing

by the CJS.

A. THE POLICE SUBSYSTEM

Our initial focus is on the numbers of "major crimes" (usually

felonies)** reported to police. Those reports wlrlch are classified

as "unfounded" are discounted.,'n'o't Of nece ssity, those crimes which

are committed but not reported to the police are not counted.

Some reported crimes lead to arrests by the police. One suspect

may be arrested for one or more crimes, and several sURpects might be

arrested for one crime.t Individuals arrested may have comrndtted and/

or been charged with crimes other than the specific one ~lhich initial-

ly motivated the arrest.tt

,':

The reader who wishes more detail is urged to consult the annual
publications of the Bureau of Criminal Statistics, State of Cali-
fornia Department of Justice.

ir,'t
The "major crimes" are willful homicide, furcible rape, robbery,
aggravated assault, burglary, grand th8ft, and auto theft. (See
Appendix C, Table C-I.)

..'.......
Crime in Cttlifornia, State of California Department of Justice,
p. 2S, 1964.

J..,'l", ~
~,

t"Arrest" is' used to mean formal arrest and booking. Informal
questioning followed by release without booking is not counted
as "arrest. II

t
,:"::,,'~J,,":I'\,~.i~i,"tr~t,,:".;,,i4"f,~"":;';'!~~~~~,...:,.~ '..~ ~ ~:. ':""~:;;'~'~"''"':i'\~.;~:,;

""'" oiIJ",~","t Police have attempted a solution to the problem of linking individu-
als to crimes by defining the "clearance rate" which, for a particu-
lar crime; is the percentage of reported crimes for which the police
believe they know the offender. ..~. The suspected offender need not be
convicted or even arrested for the crime to be "cleared." M1en the
reporting department closes a crime investigation by arrest and pros-
ecution of an offender, the offense is shown as "cleared by arrest."
Offenses are also cleared other than by arrest. These clearances

(footnote continued)
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Because the same individual can be arrested more than once dUl~ng

a single year, it is necessary to make the distinction between "total

police al'rests" and "total nwnver of individu31s arrested, IIthe latter

quantity being smaller than the fOlmer. In order to generate workloadJ

and costs, total arrests rathel' than total individuals arrested will

be of greater interest.*

The processing of juvenile arrests is quite different from that

of adult arrests. "Differences in concepts, arrest practices, and

disposition procedures.,. ,,\h'rcause us to consider separately the police

procedures related to juvenile arrests and to adult arrests. In fact,

it \v.ill be necessary to separatE juvenile arrests from total al'rests

and to treat juveniles separately from adults throughout the entire

CJ S .

.,'.
""t

:

For adult arrests, the arrestee must be brought before a magi-

strate "without unnecessary delay" at which time a complaint or charge

must be filed, or the individual must be released. A representative

fl~m the district attorney's office is responsible for issuing a

felony cOJITplaintif the informatjon on the defendant substantiates

such action. After reviewing the evidence, the district attorney

may decide to file a misnemeanor rather than a felony complaint against

the person originally arrested and booked on a felony charge. If

neither a felony nor misdemeanor complaint is filed, tha arrested

, .

\oJould include those cases where ofi~~d;;;" are sentenced 011 chal~ge's in
other jurisdictions. (Crime in California, 1964, p. 27. ):The wide
variation in published clearance rates suggests that different opera-
tional definitions are being used. We will not use the concepts of
clearance to describe individual flow in our models.

.'. ~';,I~

"Of course, for many questions of interest including the n\'mber

of criminal career arrests, recidivism probabilities, etc., the
number of arrested indi'/iduals is the variable of interest.

.'..'.. .
"" Crime in California, 1964, p. 43.

..'.............

For the age category 18 to 21, arrestees may be treated either
as adults or as juveniles in California.
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suspect must be released, The police

turn over the arl~stee (defendant) to

there might be an outstanding warrant

or magistrate mig}~ decide to

anothp.r juri sdiction where

for hi s arre st.

~'his first major processing stage after arrest is called "police

di sposition ," Police di sposition occurs before a magistl'ate in a

magistrate's court, a municipal court, or a justice court, Thf pos-

sible dispositions are grouped into four categories:

(1) Felony complaint filed,

(2) Misdemeanor complaint filed,

(3) Released, no further action required, or

(4) Transferred to another jurisdiction,

B. PROSECUTION AND COURTS SUBSYSTEM

In our felony flo\'1 model, we are concerned with defendants

formally charged with a felony as a result of police disposition. The

defendant's case is then in the hands of the district attorney who

may at any time prior to trial date decide to dismiss the complaint

issued against the defendant, Most of these dismissals occur between

the magistrate's court appearance and filing of the case in the supe-

~ior court. After a felony complaint has been filed in a magistrate's

court, a preliminary hearing is usually held to detcnnine if there is

probable cause to hold the defendant for trial in the superior court,

If no probable cause is found, the complain' is dismissed and the

defendant discharged. In some cases a decisi. :~rnay be made to charge

the defendant with a misdemeanor offense which can be disposed of in

the lower court. Even if a defendant is held for ~rial in the superior

court, the prosecutor may elect to repla,~ethe original charge in

favor of other (usually less serious) charg'~s, He may also bring about

a dismissal;* about 20 percent of the felony complaints filed (out of

-.':

Crime in California, 1964, p. 101.
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magistrate's court) were

missed prior to superior

ara as follows:**

(1)

(2)

( 3)

(4 )

reported by California authorities as dis-

court filing.* The reasons for dismissal

Furthel' prosecution not feasible,

Referred to juvenile court,

Prosecuted in a municipal ot'justice court on a misdemeanor

complaint, or

Prosecuted in superior court on a different felony complaint.

~l(!can aggregate into a single event, "opportunity for di smi ssal prior

to court appearance," the various opportunities and causes for dis-

missal between the initial felony charge in magistrate1s court and

eventual superior court disposition. Thus, we can consider the pre-

court activity is aggregated into a single processing stage with two

possible dispositions:

(1)

(2)

Hold the defendant for felony trial and eventual disposi-

tion in the superior court (i.e., filing), and

Do not hold the defendant for felony trial in the superior

court (i.e., no filing).

Superior court filings are generated by bills o! info~ation,

certifications (certified confessions), and indictments. In the

model, we do not distinguish among these various types of filing

procedures. The choice of trial type can be represented by a separate

..,: ~
A' '

.,

Crime and Delinquency in California, 1965, p. 53.
. ..,"".:'.,..

_',.t..
'

.;~ "..,
-':: ",~~,":r,W:rtQ-t(i:~';"W':"'r)~,~'tlr~,:~~N~~:"'~1: ~;'r,;}"l,'

:';"~' )'.::'~'~,i~~'~'!l~~~"~.'~'''''~'~',i~~J.JI'~~I'j''''Ii;''~".

"These recorded dismissals account for about 85 percent' of the dif-
ference between the number of defenda~ts charged with a felony and
the nwnber of superior court filings.!f; This difference should rep-
resent all dismissals, but present records procedures result in ..~!,
some dismissals not being accounted for. Ii Felony filings in Cali- :'J'

fornia superior courts present a difficult counting problem in any
system model.~' Some defendants on a single filing are charged with
multiple offenses. ~. An "offense It counting system would include some
duplication of defendants. \ In addition, some defendants have mul-
tiple filings issued against them, each one of which may include
several offenses. \ Thus, a IIfiling" counting system may also be re-
dundant. The California Bureau of Criminal Statistics has chosen to
use felony filings as a unit of count.
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processing stage. A felony defendant may proceed through the Cali-

forni~ Superior Court in one of several ways:

(1) Jury trial,
(2) Court trial or court trial on transcript,

(3) Guilty plea, and

(4) Dismissal or placed off the court calendar.

Following trial type, the defendant may be convicted of the
charge placed, of a lesser felony charge, of a misdemeanor, or he may

be acquitted. Arrival at a verdict can thus be treated as a separate

processing stage. The sentencing procedure can be viewed as the final

processing stage in the court subsystem. There are seven basic types

of sentences which can be impo5ed on convicted felony defendants:

(1) Straight probation (suspended sentence),
(2) Probation with jail (suspended sentence),

(3) ,Jail,

(4) State prison,

(5) Youth Authority,

(6) Fine, or

(7) Civil commitment.

C. CORRECTIONS SUBSYSTEM

As a

enter the

fOllowing

result of the sentencing decision the convicted felon may

corrections subsystem. It is convenient to consider the

correctional institutions separately:

(1)

(2)

( 3)

(4)

Prisons of the State Department

State-supervised parole,
County probation agencies, and

County jails.

of Corrections,

The defendant granted probation is under the supervision of local
probation authorities for approximately three years. Probation vio-

lators may be resentenced and sent to prison, jail, or the Youth

Autl:ority (if between the ages of 18 and 21).
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The State Department of Corrections operates
prison system. Defendants senteced to prison are

director of the department under an indete~inate

the California

conunitted to the

sentence. \'t

Nearly all felons sentenced to prison are parolled at least once

rathel' than given a mandatory release at the end of the maximum term
specified by law.** Parolees remain on parole for up to five years.

Any violation of parole will cause the violator to be recommdtted to
prison.

Local jails are used to incarcerate convicted felons who have

been given sentences of less than one year and those who have been
given a small jail sentence followeu by probation.

Figure A-2 shows an aggregated flow diagr~ of the adult CJS,

combining the previous discussion of the police, prosecution and courts,

and corrections subsystems.

D. JUVENILE PROCESSING

All arrests of individuals under 18 years of age are designated

juvenile arrests. Persons between the ages of 18 and 21 are handled

either as juveniles or as adults. Juvenile arrests are distinguished

either as law violations or as delinquent tendencies. Law violations

include the major offenses (including the seven major crimes) and

minor offenses.

Police disposition of juvenile cases allows one of three possi-

ble decisions to be made:

(1) Handled within the department (presumably admonished

department and returned home),

Referred to the county probation dF~artment, or

Referred to agencies other than the county probation

ment . ,'n'n':

in the

(2)

( 3)
depart-

.~ .
~ ."Exceptions include those few defendants given the death penalty or

a natural life sentence, chiefly in cases of first-degree murder.
**By maximum telm, we include time subtracted for good behavior.

***This accounts for juveniles arrested in one locality who are wanted
in other localities or counties.
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The juvenile probation department is the administrative branch
of the juvenile court. Referrals to this department are transferred

to the jurisdiction of the juvenile court. Referrals can be received

from parents and from church and school authorities, as well as from
police agenci~s.*

The first referral of each juvenile to the department receives
one of the fOllowing initial determinations:

(1) Case

(2) Case

(3) Case

(4) Case

closed nfter interview or investigation,

referred to other agency,

placed under informal (noncourt) supervision, or

filed for court action.

Subsequent referrals of juveniles are treated somewhat differ-
ently, and records of determinations of re-referrals are often incom-

plete.

Juveniles whose cases are filed for court action and who have
not previously been before the juvenile court receive one of the

following initial dispositions:**

(1) Case dismissed,
(2) Case assigned to "local supervision"

(3) Juvenile incarcerated as a ward, or

(4) Juvenile cOlrunitted to the California

(as a ward or nonward),

Youth Authority.

Only a small fraction of the Youth Authority intake is due to

initial dispositions; most comrndtments result from later supplemental

hearings. Those committed to the Youth Authority are eventually

released on parole. Parole violations may caus~ recommitment to the

Youth Authority.

An aggregated flow diagram of the juvenile CJS is summarized in
Figure A- 3.

,'t ,
/.,1::::i',;'.I:","~\

Although the fractions of such referrals
relatively small, they do cause problems
currently available data.

for the major crimes are
in the ~nterpretation of

*~"
In addition to these dispositions, small fractions of cases are
transferred to other counties or are remanded to adult court.
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APPENDIX B

FORMULATION OF THE LINEAR HODEL

Based on the description of the California CJS in Appendix A,

a computer model was formulated. This model permits estimation of

flml rates through the CJS by crime tyPe, the apportior.ment of costs

to types of crime and to components of the CJS, and the estimation

of workload and personnel requirements for va,..iou5parts of the sys-

tem. This Appendix describes the computational details of that model,

first in geneval structural terms and then with the specifics of the

individual segments of the model. Appendix D adds the feedback as-

pecrs of the process by which recidivism can be examined.

Although the model is formulated specifically for the California

~JS, it should be clear that the formulation is sufficiently general

to permit its application to any other CJS--national, state, or local--

with only slight modification. TIle most difficult part is the col-

lection of the appropriate data, a subject covered in Appendix C for

California.

A. GENERAL STRUC'l'URE AIm PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL

For purposes of developing the model, the CJS is considered as

a sequence of processing stages or decision-making steps. At each

such stage, a suspect, defencrant, or offender is somehow "processed"

or treated, and then routed to anyone of a number of p03sible subse-

quent stages. The pSJence of the model is the determin~tion of the

flow along these alternative routes and the evaluation of thL costs,

workloads, and manpower requirements at each of the processing stages.
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1. Branching Ratios and the Partitioning of the Flow at a Processing
Stage

We present here the basic process

processing stage are partitioned among

means of a set of brancrdng ratios.

by which the flows out of a

the possible exit routes by

For an individual processed at processing stage k, we associate

a crime ~ j (1 ~ j ~ J), the most serious crime type \'lithwhich he

is chal~ed. Let there be Dk (Dk ~ 2) decision alternatives at stage

k. Let the integer dk (1 ~ dk ~ Dk) represent the dkth decision al-
ternative at processing stage k. We consider the same set of alter-

natives for all crime types at each processing stage.

The mechanism by which one among the
Dk alternatives is selected

is based on a probab..".ity estimate. Consider a fixed past time

interval (say a year) during ~lhich a population of Nk (j) offenders

chal'ged with crime type j Were processed through stage k. Let

Nk(j, dk) [0 ~ Nk(j, dk) ~ Nk(j)] be the number of persons charg(Jd

\-lithcrime type j, who received the
dk

th
decision altel'native at stage

k during that interval. If an individual is selected randomly from

the entire population Nk(j), then the probability that he received

decision alternative dk is simply equal to the relative frequency of

dk type decisions made during that time interval. Thus, if

Pk(dklj) = probability that a randomly selected individual
fl~m the population l~(j) will receive decision

dk

then,

TIle matrix of these probabilities
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will be called the set of branching ratios associated with the kth

processing stage. These branching ratios represent the probability

of following each of the possible branches out of a processing stage.

The quantityNk (j, dk) is known as the flow of individuals

through state k associated with crime type j who receive decision

alternative dk' Unless otherwise specified, flow rates are discussed

as an annual rate.

As an illustration, a generic processing stage is diagrammed in

Fig. B-1 for J = 2 types of crime, Dk = 3 decision alternatives.

To facilitate the discussion, flow variables are represented by

descriptive letter symbols rather than the numeric matrix notation

(e.g., Na represents the number of arrests). Furthermore, since all

flow variables represent J parallel flows for the J crime types, all

flow variables and their associated branching ratios are J-component

vectors (so that, for example, N denotes the vector [N (1), N (2),a a a
..., Na(J»)). Each output flow from a stage and its associated branch-

ing ratio are designated by a common subscript notation. For instance,

the pair (Padl' Nad
) represents two J-component vectors denoting the

proportion* and numEer, respectively, of adult felony arrests which

result in a felony charge.

Using these ideas, it is more convenient to represent a block

diagram of a typical processing stage (a jury trial) as in Fig. B-2.

The multiplication represents element-by-element multiplication of

the Nand P vectors (not the conventional inner product of vectors)

to obtain the J-component output vectors.

2. Branching Ratio Estimation and Projection

The branching ratios have been defined in terms of flows which

have occurred in the past. We would like to be able to use such com-

puted branching ratios to project future system behavior.

~:When referring to branching ratios, we will interchangeably use the

probabilistic interpretation (i.e., the probability that a randomly
selected individual will receive a certain decision) and the relative
proportion interpretation (i.e., that if the branching ratio is p for
a particular decision alternative, then p is the proportion of offend-
ers who receive that corresponding decision alternative).
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JURY TRIAL

N =N.P to. Nt
t91 t

1 t91 .. 91
Nt ...

1 N = N t -p ) to. N-
tg

1 t
1 t91 , t91

DEFINITIONS:-
N = NUMBER OF DEFENDANTS WHO RECEIVE JURY TRIALS

tl
N tg

1
N

t-91
P

t91

= NUMBER OF JURY TRIAL DEFENDANTS FOUND GUILTY

= NUMBER OF JURY TRIAL DEFENDANTS NOT FOUND GUILTY

= PROBABILITY THAT A JURY TRIAL DEFENDANT IS FOUND GUILTY

FIGURE B-2. The Jury Trial Stege

TDe simplest way of doing this is to assume that there is some

constant underlying probability of each decision alternative being

selected. Ratios computed from past operations provide estimates of

the underlying probabilities, and they provide very good estimates

when the flow thl~Ugh each decision alternative is suitably large

(say, 100 or greater). If the underlying probability dODs not change

fl~m year to year, the computed ratios in each year should be very

nearly equal and no observable tren~ should be apparent. If this

behavior is validated, the system is said to be in "steady state,"

i.e., system parameters are not changing over time.

However, in a syst~m as complex and dynamic as the CJS, it would

be surprising indeed to find all system branching ratios exhibiting

no changes over time. When such changes are observed they must be

accounted for in projecting future system behavior. There are many

ways to perform such projections and we shall use one ouch method

in Appendix D.

Initially, prior to u~ing the model to make projections, we shall

focus on the steady-state characteri5tics.
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3. Workloads, Costs, and Manpower Requirements

The three principal kinds of quantities of interest calculated

from the mod~l are:

(1 )

(2 )

(3)

~lorkloads. The workload is the annual demand for service

at various processing stages. Examples are detective man-

hours per year, jury-trial-days per year and prison man-

years per year necessary to maintain in prison those

sentenced. ~':

Costs. A cost is the product of a flow quantity and the

unit cost of processing one unit (e.g., a case, an offender)

in that flow. (All costs in the model are calculated direct-

ly proportional to a flow quantity. )

Manpower Requirements. A manpmler requirement specifies

the number of personnel necessary to satisfy a particular

Itlorkloadrequirement. It is calculated by dividing the

workload by the time (per year) that one individual can

spend on that task. The computations required to obtain the

workloads, costs, and manpower requir~ments for a process-

ing stage are given in Table B-1.

~':The calculation of certain workloads also gives estimates of popula-
tions at various processing stages, We will use the number of prison
man-years required per year to accommodate defendants sentenced to
prison to illustrate this concept. If l~(j) is the number of indi-
viduals sentenced to prison eac}}year for type j crimes, and if T (j)
is the mean time spent in prison by each, and if 11 (j) and Tp(j) P
are constant from year to yeal~,then the product l~(j) . Tp(J) is the
workload in te~5 of prison man-years, This workload can also be
interpreted as the mean prison population at any given time. That
is,

l~(j) . Tp(j) = mean prison populationat any given time
of those convicted of j-type offenses.

For a deterministic model we can see this as follows: During each in-
cremental time interval 6TI?(j), a number, Np(j) . 6Tp(j), are sentenced
to prison and a number N (J) . 6Tp(j), who were sentenced Tp(j) years
previously are released ~rom prison, All those who were sentenced in
the interim still remain in prison. But the interim is Tp(j) years,
during which time Np(j) . Tp( j) were sentenced,
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Once the values of the branching ratios are chosen and the input

flow distribut~on is specified for the first processing stage, the

model gives as outputs all subsequent flows of individuals, \,lorkloads,

costs, and manpower requirements. Each of the output quantities is

a number, not a distribution, and represents the expected number of

individuals, dollars, or personnel required (i.e., the model is an

expected value model).

TABLE B-1.

Costs:

Workloads:

Manpower Requirements:

Nk(j) . Tk(j)

Hk

where:

~(j)

COMPUTATIONS OF WORKLOADS, COSTS,
AND MANPOWER REQUlREMENrS

= Yearly cost for processing at stage k
individuals charged with crime type j

= CJS time units (e.g., man-hours) per year
necessary to process at stage k individuals
charged with crime type j

= Number of CJS personnel required per
year to process at stage k individuals
charged with crime type j

= Yearly number of offender~ processed
through stage k associated with crime
type j

= Average cost of processing each individual
charged with crime type j at stage k

= Average amount of time per CJS personnel at
stage k required to process each individual
charged with crime type j through stage k

Amount of time available per year from
each CJS person assigned to stage k

=
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4. Incremental Quantities

Here we will consider two incremental quantities, which \.'lill

later be used in the sensitivity analyses of the model. Let Yt(j)

be any calculated variable (individuals, dollurs, etc.) for cL'ime

type j at processing stage t. Let us concentrate on incrementally

changing the flow variable
Nk(j,dk)' the number of individuals proc-

essed at stage k charged with crime j during a year who receive de-

cision dk'

Define

aYt (j)

aUk (j ,dk)
= Incremental change in tt(j) per unit change in Nk(j,dk)

= First partial derivative* of Yt(j) with respect to
Nk(j,dk)

oYt(j)/Yt(j)

oNk (J ,dk )/flkG ,dk)
Inc1'emental fractional change in Yt(j) per

. = given fractional change in Nk(j , dk)

= "Elasticity" of Y
t
(j) with respect to

1\ (j ,dk)

To indicate the interpretation of the se tvlO quanti ties, suppose

Yt(j) is a cost at stage t associated with processing individuals

chal'gedwith crime j. Assume that
Vt (j) is lin:arly related to

r~(j,dk)' so that Yt(j) can be writtenas foIlot-/s:

Then,

aYt (j )

(H~ (j ,dk) = Bt
(j )

= Average additional cost incurred at
stage t for processing individuals
charged with crime j, per additional
individual inserted at stage k, charged
'Nith crime j and given decision alter-
native dk'

..',

The flows Nk(j,dk) \.'Iillnot be constrained to integers so that deriv-
atives are well defined and so tl1atoutput flows can be estimated by
simple multiplications of input flows and branching ratios (i.e., no
inte ge r t l'unca tion is reqld 1'8d . )
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QYt(j)/Yt(j)

QNk(j,dk)/~~ =

= Aver.age fractional increase in cost incurred

at state t for processing individuals charged

with crime j, per fractional increase in indi-

viduals inserted at stage k, charged ~nth crime

j and giv~n decision alternative dk'*

More succinctly, in this example the first derivative is an incremental

cost per person and the elasticity is the fractional increase in cost

per given fractional increase in the numter of persons.

5. SUITmary of Assumptions of the Linear Model

In this linear model of the CJS, W2 have initially assumed the

following:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

The system is operati~g in the steady state. That is, the

branching ratios do not change significantly from year to

year.

The flow at a particular processing stage is described

adequately by the distribution by crime type of individuals

processed at that stage, independent of the prior histOI'y

of those individuals.

Unit costs can meaningfully be assigned to flow quantities.

1(0 feedback mechanism is allo~ed where individuals who re-

peat crimes can be recycled t11rough the system.

The linear model, being an expected value model, does not include

effects due to stochastic fluctuations in demands and in the servic-

ing of those demands. For applications ~/here such random fluctuations

*The elasticity can also be interpreted to be that fraction of the
current value of t11e cost Yt(j) which is directly attributable to
the nl~ber of persons Nk(j,dk)'
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are important, for instance in congestion problems, an extension of

the linear model would be required. The extended model might take

the form of a l10nte Carlo simulation model, in which both branching

pat11s and processing times of individual offenders are generated from

measured probability distributions. The data r"'luirements for such

a model far exceed the already taxing requirements of the linear

model.

In Appendix D, we develop in detail a

assumption 4, and which is an extension of

discussed.

feedback model which avoids

the linear model already

B. DESCRIPTION OF THE LINEAR MODEL

The description of the linear model hel'12parallels

tion of the CJS in Appendix A. For each CJS subsystem,

load, and cost models are presented in order.

the descrip-

f 10',." wOl'k-

1. The Police Subsystem

a. Flow Model. The input to the

major crimes reported to police (Nc).

<"a) is linearly related to Nc by

linear model is the number of

The number of felony arrests

N ="a c
. 11

/ 'a c

whel"e N
/

is the number of arrefJts per reported crime. Arrests area c
broken dmln as "adult arrests" ("ad) and "juveniJ.e arrests" (Naj)'

wi th the fraction Pad of Na being adult arro st'3 . Thus,

Nad = number of adult arrests = Na .
Pad

Naj = number of juvenile arrests = Na . (1 - Pad).

(The flo\olof juvenile arrests will be cOlltinu(!din Section B-4 of this

Append., x . )
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Adult arrestees receive one of four possible police dispositions:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Felony complaint filed,

Ktsdemeanor complaint filed,

Released, no further action required, or

Transferred to another jurisdiction.

We define (P do' N d
o) to be the proportion and number,

a 1 a ~
tively, of adult arrests wldch receive the

ith (i = 1,2,3,4)

dispostion.

respec-

police

A block diagnTIof the police flow monel is given in Fig. B-3,

with the variables and parameters defined in Table B-2.

b. The Police Worklond and Cost Model. The police workload and

cost model shown in Fig. B-4 (with definitions in Table B-3), consists

of patrol and detective pc:.rts. These are the only police costs con-

sidered. Furthermore, since we only consider the operating costs

directly attributable to the c;pecified l'eported crimes, the resulting

cost figures p~bably represent lower bounds for the true costs.*

Patrol officers must respond to all reported crimes; if an arrest

i~ not readily made, they often initiate a follow-up investigation.

Here, the average patrol force workload is assumed proportional to

the number of crimes reported (Nc)' Associated with each reported

crime are two patrol workloads:

= average time requil~d to service a reported crime.T
PI

T
P2

= average time spent in "preventive patrol" trying to

deter that crime for each hour of direct service time.**

,'t

These directly attributable costs Rre good estimates of the
variable costs associated with changes in the number of cri~es.

,,'r-.',

The value assigned to Tp2 is largely subjective for cost allo-
cation purposes or for patrol scheduling purposes. We will note
later that total costs can be quite sensitive to its value.
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TABLE B- 2 . ADULT FELONY SUBSYSTEM
FLOW CHART DEFINITIONS

POLICE SUBSYSTEM

Number of major offenses reported

Nale NJmber of arrests for general classification
crimes per major offense reported.

Number of felony arrests for general classifi-
cation crimes,

N = Na e
. N

Ia c

Pad' Nad Proport~on and nUMber, respectively, of felony
arrests which are adult arrests,

N d =N .P da a a

N .a]
Number of felony arrests which are juvenile

arrests,

U . = N - Nada] a

P d '

N da 1 a 1
Proportion and number, respectively, of adult

felony arrests which result in a felony charge

Proportion and number, respectively, of adult
felony arrests which result in a misdemeanor
charge

Proportion and number, respectively, of adult
felony arrests which result in release

Proportion and number, respect~vely, of adult
felony arrests which result in transfers to
other jurisdictions,

Nadk = Nad
.

Padk
(k = 1,2,3,4)
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FIGURE 8-4. The Police Workload and Cost Model
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Na

TY/d

Md

TABLE B-3. POLICE SUBSYSTEM~RXLOAD DEFINITIONS

Number of major offenses reported

Detective man-hours required per major offense reported

Detective workload for major offen5es reported,

Number of felony arrests for general classification
crimes

Detective man-hours required per felony arrest
.\

Detective workload for felony arrests,

Number of adult felony arrests which result in a
felony charge

Detective man-hours required per adult felony charge

Detective workload for adult felony charges,

Wd =N d
oT

d3
a 1 3

Total detective man-hours required to service felony
crime,

Wd = W
d + \'Jd + Wd123

Detective man-hours available per year per detective

Total number of detectives required to service felony
crimes,

W
M =~d Ty/d

Patrol man-hours required to servic~ major offenses
reported

(table contInued)
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Patrol workload for major offenses reported,

= Nc

Number of preventi..",~patrol man-hours apportioned per
patrol man-hour of service time for major offenses
reported

Patrol workload for maintaining preventive patrols
against ~ajor offenses,

vIp Total patrol man-hours ~pent on felony crimes.

wp

T
yip Patrolman man-hours available per year per patrolman

1.1
P

Total number of patrolmen required to service felony
crimes,

\II

N - Pp -
TYlp

Total number of police officers required to service
felony crimes,

Nd = 11} + Hp ( p

Cp/h

Cd/h

Cost per hour per patrolman

Cost per hour per detective

Total cost of detective force to service felony crimes,

C
P

Total cost of patrol force to service felony crimes,

C = \<J . C /}P P P 1

Cpo Total cost of police due to ffidjorcrimes,

C = C
d + Cpo p
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Thus, the patrol workload W is given by
p

W = N . T +p c PI
Nc

If Cp/h is the cost per hour of patrol time, then the cost of patrol

due to felonies (C ) isp

If each patrol officnr spends T
I hours per year on patrol, then the. y p

number of patrolmen requireddue to felony crimes is

M = W IT
/

.p p y p

The average amount of detective time expended ppr reported crime

depends upon whether or not a suspect is arrested, and whether or not

an arrested suspect is formally charged with a felony at the magi-

stratets court. Thus, in the model we associate different times with

with cases for which no arrest is made (Tdl)' an arrest is made
but no charge is filed (Tdl + Td2) and both an arrest and charge

are made (Tdl + Td2 + Td)' Here, an averageamount of ~etective
time (Tdl) is spent on e~ch reported crime, with Td2 being the addi-

tional detective times required to obtain an arrest and Td3 being

the time to help in preparing a case for Superior Court.* The re-

mainder of the detective model is identical to the patrol model.

,'.n

The detect:J.ve time data were developed by the IjoS Angeles Police
Department (LAPD) by calculating the average time per case for the
three types of cases and then subtracting to infer the additional
time incurred due to arrest and to charge.
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The total police

summing the costs and

tives, respectively.

2.

costs Jnd manpower requirements al~ obtained by

manpower requirements of partolmen and detec-

The Prosecution and Courts Subsystem

a. The Flow Model. The diagram for the prosecution and court

model is shown in Fig. B-S, hith the variables defined in Table B-4.

The input to the prosecution and courts subsystem is N

d '

the numbera 1of adult felony charges. A fraction
Pf of these individuals reach the

trial stage; oth~rs avoid felony p~/cessing before trial. That is,

Nf = number of adults charged with a felony
"'Jhoobtain a court disposition

The defendant may proceed through the Superior Court in one of four

\1ays:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Jury tl'ial,

Court trial (including court trial on transcript),

Guilty plea, or

Dismissal or placed off the court calendar.

For those who go through trials, the outcome is either "defendant

guilty" or "defenuant not guilty." Those who plead guilty 01'are found

guilty by trial are then ~ontenced. The se\~n sentence alternatives

have associated probabilities P . (i=l,..., 7) (E. P . = 1) for the
51 1 S1probability that a guilty defendant 'Nill receive the ith from among

the following seven alternative sentences:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6 )

( 7)

Straight pl~bation,

Probation ...lithjail as a condition,

Jail,

State pl'i son,

Refel'red to Youth Authority,
Fined, or

Refel'l'ed to othel' civil commitment.
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TABLE B-4. DEFINITIONS OF FLOWS AND BRANCHING PROBABILITIES
IH THE PROSECUTION AND COUR'l' SUBMJDEL~':

Prosecution and Courts Subsystem

U da 1
The number of adult arresteas who are formally chargee
by the magistrate

The number of adults formally charged \'Jhoreach the
trial stage.

The number of adults formally charged who do not
reach the trial stage,

Humber of defendants who reach trial stage and \'lho
receive jury trials,

. .

r':umber of defendants \oJho reach trial stage and \':ho
receive bench or transcript trials,

Number of defendants who reach trial stage and ho
plead guilty,

Number of defendants who reach trial stage and \'iho
are dismissed or placed off calendar,

Number of defendants who receive jury trials who
are found guilty,

~:OJtput flows and corresponding branching probabilities are given
as matched pairs. Only tho definition of the flow is stated.

(table continued)
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NS = NS . Ps (state prison)
4 4

NS = NS . Ps (referred to Youth
5 5 Au thori ty )

Us = HS . Ps (fined)
6 6

Us = Us
. Ps (civil commitment)

7 7

, l-P )

t9l
Number of defendants who receive jury trials who
are not found guilty,

Number of defendants who receive bench or tran-
script trials who are found guilty,

Number of defendants who receive bench or tran-
script trials who are not found guilty,

The number of defendants who are sentenced

The number of sentenced defendants who receive
sentence type j (j=1,2,...,7):

(straight probation)

liS = NS . Ps
2 2

HS = NS . Ps
3 3

(probation with jail
as a condition)

(jail)
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b. The Cost and Workload Model. The prosEcution and courts

workload is computed just on the Tlumber of SupeI'ior Court di spositions

and does not include ~lorkloads due to those released prior to Supel'ior

Court. (This restriction is due to the incoITlDleteness of the availc..ble

data and is discussed further in Appendix C.) To determine worklcads

and costs, the model treats jury trials und bench (or transcript)
Itrials separately. The workload outputs are the numbers of judges and

. cf trial prosecutors requi red for all tl'ials and the number of jurors

required for jury trials.

Costs are assigned for pre-trial det~ntion as well as for pre-trial

and trial efforts. These latter two costs are broken down by prosecu-

tor and court costs. Total trial costs are directly proportional to

the duration of the trial. Total prosecutic'n and courts cost includes

total trial costs, pre-trial costs, and pre-trial detention costs.

A diagram of the model is given in Fig. 11-6, with definitions

given in Table B-5.

3. The Adult Corrections Subsystem

The follm./ing flows from the prosecutions and courts submodel are

taken as inputs to the corrections submodel :~':

N = Number of adults granted straight probation.
sl

N = Number of adults granted probation with jail as
s2 a condition.

Us
3 = Numbe l' of adults sentenced to straight jail.

N
s4 = Numbe r c f adult s sentenced to pri son.

We will discuss the three parts of the corrections system (probation,
jail, prison and parole) separately and calculate the steady-state

population of each for costing purposes.

,',
"Those who are referred to the Youth Authority (Nss) are treated

separatt:!ly in the juvenile system. Those fined (NS6) are not
further considered in the model. Those given a civil commi.tment (NS7)
are not further considered, since the model deals with the criminal
proce 55.
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TABLE B- 5 . COSTS A~ID WORKLOAD

Prosecution and Courts Subsystem

P ,Nq q

Number of adults charged with a felony \','ho receive a
court disposition (defendants)

Probability and number, respectively, of charged
defendants detained in jail peniing court disposition,

N :: N
f

. P
q q

Average number of pre-trial days spent in jail by those
detained in jail

{,IJ
q \Tail \o.'Orkload (total detainee days per year) due to

pre-trial felony defendants,

W :: N . T
q q q

Cq/d

Cq

Cost of jail per day per detainee

Total pre-trial jail costs,

C :: W . C
Idq q q

cpic Prosecutor (district attorney) cost per case prior to
trial

Total prosecutor cost prior to trial,

CPl
:: Nf .

Cp/c

Court cost per case prior to tria]

Total court cost prior to trial,

r. tP -

Cc == Nf .
Cc/c

1
Total pre-trial costs,

C :: C + C
pt PI cl

Number of defendants who receive jury trials

92
(table continued)



Number of jury tr'ial days per trial

Total number of jury trial days,

Nj/t

Td/jt

Tt = Nt .
Td/t

1 1 1

Number of jurors per trial

r~mber of trial days' per juror

Number of jurors required for jury trials,

Number of jury trial days per trial prosecutor per
year

Number of trial prosecutors required for jury trials,

..:

Number of jury trial days per judge per year

Number of judges required for jury trials,

Number of defendants who receive bench or transcript
trials

Number of bench trial days per trial

Total number of bench trial days,

(table continued)
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Number of bench and transcript trial days per trial
prosecutor per year,

Number of trial prosecutors required for bench and
transcript trials

Humber of bench and transcript trial days per judge
per year

Number of judges required for bench and transcript
trials,

Total number of judges required for trials,

Total number of trial prosecutors required,

C
pIt

1

C
ItP 2

Celt1

Celt
2

Ct

Prosecutor cost pcr day of jury trial

Prosecutor cost per day of bench trial

Court cost per day of jury trial

Court cost per day of bench trial

Total trial costs.

(table continued)
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C Total pl'osecution and court costs, excluding pre-pCl trial detention costs,

C = Ct + CptpCl

C Total prosecution and court costs, including pre-pC2 trial detention costs,

C = C + Cpc. pCl q2
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a. Probation. A block diagram of the flow model for pl~bation is
given in Fig. B-7 with definitions in Table B-6. The total number

placed on probation durir.g a year is the sum of those placed on pro~1.::l-

tion di rectly from Superior Court, Ns '
and those placed on probation

after serving a short (less than one gear) jail sentence. The steady-

state assumption implies that the annual output fram jail onto proba-

tion is equal to the annual input to jail N . Thus, the total placed
s

on probation per yeal' is 2

Nb = N + N
S S

.
1 2

Each probationer has probability Pbv of becoming a probation vio-
lator. Even though there is a (random) delay until violation, in the

steady-st~te the number of probation violators is Nb . Pbv' Thus~
during a given year, the violators do not represent the same individuals

as are placed on probation. A fraction
Pbs of probation violators are

resentenced, with the sentencing alternatives of jail, prison, or Youth

Authority.

The total n\~ber on probation at any given time is the number
placed on probation during a year multiplied by the average number of

years on probation. This nLUnber (Wb) is used to compute a probation

cost.

b. Jail. A block diagram of the jail model is given in Fig. B-O,

with definitions in Table B-7. Only the steady-state population is

computed here. In the corrections subsystem, inputs to jails are of

three type s :

(1) Those given straight jail sentences (N ),
s

I "'c',, 3
Those given jail sentences as a condition of
probation (N ), and

s
H 2
Those returned to j ail because of probation
violations (Nbsl)'

'" l

the above three flows is multiplied by the corresponding average
jail to compute the number in jail in that flow category. These

are summed to obtain the population of convicted felons in jail.

96
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1>5' bs

Tb

Wb

TABLE B-6. COSTS AND ~RKLOAD

Total number of adults placed on probation in a year,

Probability and number, respectively, of ddult
probation violators,

Number of cldults \olhodo not violate probation,

Proportion dnd number, respectively, of adult
probation violators who are resentenced

Numbe r of adult probat ion violator~j v.'hoare not

resentenced

Proportion and number, respectively, of adult
probation ';iolators who are resentenced to jail

Proportion and number, respectively, of adult
probation violators who are resentenced to prison

Prvportion and nun~er, respectively, of adult
probation violators who are resentenced to Youth
Authority referral,

Nb = Nb
. P

b (k = 1,2,3)
.sk s sk

Average time pI"Jbationers spend on prvbation

Nwnber of adults on prvbation at any given time,
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TABLE B-7. CORRECTIONSSTAGE - JAIL

Number of guilty defendants sentenced to
straight jail sentences

, ,
J.jl Average t irne spent in jail by Ns

3

Number of ariults in jail at any given time
due to straight jail sentence,

;::

Number of guilty defrndants gr3nted
probation with jail as d condition,

T.
.12

Average time spent in jail by N
52

Number of adults in jail at any given time
due to granting of probation with jail as a
cond it ion,

,
Nu~ber of probation violators resentenced to
jail

Average time spent in jail by resentenced
probation violators

Number of probation violators in jail at any
given time due to resentencing,

Nbs . TJ'1 3

'-IJ.
J

Number of adults in jail at any given ..'...l.ffie ,
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c, Prison and Parole, A flow diagram of the prison and parole

model is given in Fig. iJ-9, ~oJith the definitions in Table B-8. Not in-

cluding parole violators, th~ total yearly prison input
(NW3) is tho

sum of those co~mitted directly from Superior Court (Ns4) and those

committed following a prob~tion violation
(Nbs2>' A fraction (Pr> of

that committed receive a first parole. A fraction Pry of those on
first parole become parolo violators and are recommitted to prison

either under a new char~e (II new commi tlT,ent") or under the old charge

(II not ne\'1 commitment"). ThEoretically, this process of recorr,mi tment _

reparole - recommitment - reparo1e could be treated as an infinite

sequence. For simplicitywe terminatethe sequence after the first

reparole.

Time spent in prison and on parole dopends on method of release

(parole or not parole) and \'lhethel' the individual has previously been

a parole violator. A similar statement applies to time on parole. The

prison population is considered in terms of four subpopulations:

(1) Those

(2) Those

(3) Those

(4) Those

who do

who do

who are

who are

receive a first parole.

not receive a first parole.

recommitt:ed under a new offense. ~':

recommitted under the old offense.

The steady-state population of each of these four groups is the product

of the mean time npent in prison and the yearly flow into that group.

Similarly, the parole population consists of three subpopulations,

(first-parole parolees, new offonse repal~lees, old offense reparolees),

whose numbers are computed in the same manner.

'~',;!':h'"";>" ~"",,;,c,; ~',.;,,,;,,,;,.i'.;";; ,,,,,"\,,,"

"","'"
,", ".".',i", ',' ,,"

"
co",

,
_lilt, :t.4~\1."i'! ,;.!;.~;i",

,'" ':, ",.1", \0;;,

'"
;2L,t

"~'
i..H .'>'

..:,.!;,
"""'

i ,",', J,,, >.. ;011 '

'l."'~~-"-' 'MoiI~ '1'I!~~'.11<'r,"~'I'''' 118iii"]'I:,"'$,,'''''.'~U:,~:'''..,"A problem of consistency of interpretation confronts us when consid-

ering violatot's recommitted undet' a new offense. :iThe viol~tor might
have been arrested by police and thus be countedas an art'est statis-
tic and be an input to our model; but, in the model we still classify
such an offende~ as being in the corrections subsystem and associated
with the formet' crime which might: have been a different type of crime.
This complexity is typical of many which the current model,'both be-
cause of its limited scope and the limit~tions of available data, does
not take into account.
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TABLE B-B. THE PRISOU AND PAROLE MODEL

Adults committed to prison directly from Superior Court

Adults committed to prison follmJing a probation violation

Total number of adults sent to prison in a year,

N\.>1
3

+

Proportion and number, respectively, of adult prisoners
who are given at le~st one parole,

Nr P
r

Number of adult prisoners who are not given at least one
parole,

- Nr

Proportion and number, respectively, of first parole
adult prisoners violating tirst parole,

= Nr . Prv

Number of first-parole adult prisoners who do not violalJ
first parole,

N -rv = N - Nr rv

"Proportion and number, respectively, of adult first-parole
violators who are returned to prison for a new offense,

= N .. prv rVl

(table continued)
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Number of adult first-parole violators who are returned
to prison under old offense,

=

,
;,.'\~

Proportion and number, respectively, of first-parole
new offense parole violators reparoled,

=
NT'V

I

Proportion and number, respectively,'of
first-paroleold offense parole violators reparoledJ

Mean time spent in prison by N until next release
rV2

Number of prisoners at any given time consisting of
first-parole violators returned to prison under old
offense,

Mean time spent in prison by N until next rel~ase
rVl

Number of prisoners at any given time consisting of fir~t-
parole violators returned to prison for a new offenseJ

=

Mean time spent in prison by N-
r

Number of prisoners at any given time consisting
..

of prisoners who do not receive at least one parole,

= N-r

104 (table continued)



Me':ln time spem: in prison by N prior to granting
of first parole r

Number of prisoners at any given time consisting
of prisoners who receive a first parole,

vI..
4

= N
r

vIr Prison population at any given time,

Time spent on first pdrole by first-parole parolee

Time on reparole of Nrv3

Time on reparol~ of "rv 4

Total number on parole at any given time

Number on parole at any given time consisting of
first-parole parolees,

Number on parole at any given time consisting of new
offense reparolees,

Number on parole at any given time con~isting of old
offense reparoleeo,
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d. Corrections Costs. We consider here the costs of each of the
three corrections subsystems previously described. The cost-

".
I'"ing procedure, in general, is very simple once We have computed the

~,

~

'

,
I

,

"
,

por'Jlations defined above. There is typically a cost per person in a
-. ~

~
,I

population (e,g., prison population) per year, and the cost assigned

to that population is just the total population multiplied by the

yearly unit cost.

The cost model is depicted in Fig. B-lO, with definitio~s in

Table 9. TIle total corrections cost (C ) is the sum of the costs
co

due to probation (Cb)' jail (Cj)' prison (Cr)' and parole (Cz)'

4. The Juvenile Model

"
~a. Juvenile Flows. The juvenile flow model is developed in a

" rstraightforwal'd manner from the discussion in Appendix A, Section F.
. .,~ .

The model is given in Fig. B-Il; with definitions in Table B-IO. A

fraction Pj
I'

of the arrested j uven.iles (Naj) is referred to juvenile

probation authorities, F01' each police referral, there is a total of

P. referrals (P. ~ I), giving N. total referrals per year. There
Je Je Je
are three possible probation department disposition~'

(1)

(2)

(3)

Petition filed in juvenile

Infonmal probation

Case closed or referred to

COU1't

another agency.

If a petition is filed in juvenile court, there are five possible

outcomes:

(1) The juvenile is incarcerated under Youth Authol'ity
supervision.

(2) The case is dis~issed.

(3) The juvenile is assigned to local supervisioH as a
non-ward.

(4) The juvenile is placed under local supervision as a ward.
(5) The juvenile is incarcerated as a ward.

Inputs to Youth Authority detention halls (Nya) are

juvenile courts, from Supel'ior Court, and as a result of

bation violation. The Youth Authority population is the

106
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TABLE B-9. CORRECTIONS COSTS

Cb/y

Cb

Cost per p?rson per year on probation

Total cost for probation,

C.
/J Y Cost per person per year in jail

C.
J Total cost for jail,

Cr/y Cost per person per year in prison

Total cost for prison,

Cr/Y

C
z

Cost per person per year for parole

Total cost for parole,

Total correct:ions cost,
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TABLE B-IO. DEFINITIONS FOR FLOW MODEL

Number of arrested juveniles
,
IJ

;''''''-0',Number and proportion of arrested juveniles referred to the
juvenile probation authorities,

N. = P. . N .Jr Jr aJ

Number of referrals per police referral (P. ~ 1)
Je

Total referrals per yeer,

N. = N. . P.
Je Jr Je

,

"Number and proportion of referrals who have a petition filed
in juvenile court

Number and proportion of referrals who are given informal
probation

Number and proportion of referrals who have the case closed
or are referred to another agency,

N k = N. . P k
(k = f, i, or ~)

P Je P

Number and provability that the juvenile referred to juvenile
co~rt is i~carcerated under the Youth Authority

Number and probability that the case is dismissed by the
juvenile court

Number and probability that the case is under local super-
vision a5 a non-ward

Number and probability that the case is under local super-
vision clS a ward

Humber and probability that juvcnile i.:- illL:drCerated as a ward

Number of juven~les sent to Youth Authority halls,

Mean time incarcerated under Youth Authority

(table continued)
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Youth authority population at any given time,

T.
JZ

Mean time on parole after release

w.
JZ

Youth parole population at any given time,

W. := N . T.
J z ya ] Z

III



Nya and the mean time incarcerated. Similarly, the youth parole pop-

ulation is computed as was done in the previous section for adults.

b. Juvenile Costs. We will encounter data problems with the
,

I I ~
,

"
.

juvenile model which will be discussed further.
. Because of these

," ?"
,

.

problems, juvenile costing is difficult. We will attempt to assign
.

,

','I'

a yearly cost for each probation referral, juvenile court disposition,
-~ "':,'.1

"

,
~ . I

,

Youth Authority incarceration and parole, and local supervision (as

ward). No cost is assigned for detention of juven~les in local (not

state supervised) detention houses. This omission is caused by lack

of data describing numbers of juveniles in local detention dud duration

of stay.

The structure of the juvenile cost model is

Table B-ll gives the definitions for the model.

is similar to but somewhat simpler than the cost

adult model.

given in Fig. B-12;

In all respects, it

structure of the

5. Misdemeanors

The mod~l does not include the processing of those arrested and

charged with ~isdemeano:.'s or tL'.Jse whose charge is dropped from a

felony to a misdemeanor. Still, we include a system cost for those

who are arrested for a felony and who are charged with a misdemeanor

at the magistrate's stage. This cost Cm'is the total average cost

incurred by CJS agencies due to post-magistrate processing of a de-

fendant whose charge has been dropped to a ~Jsdemeanor at the magi-

strate's stage.

6. Total Direct Operating Cost~

The total direct operating cost Ct of the CJS due to the seven

major crimes is the sum of five custs:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

rost of police (C );
po

Cost of prosecution, courts, and pre-trial detention (C );
, pC2

C~st of the corrections system (C~o);

Cost incurred by agencies processing youthful offenders
(Cy); and
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N.
Je

C,
/] r

C.
/] c

C.JC

"I...y/w

Cyw

Wya

Cy/y

Cyt1

TABLE B-l1. DEFIlilTIONS FOR THE JUVElilLE COST MODEL

Nuaber of probation referrals per year

Cost per probation referral

Total cost per year for probation referrals,

c. = C./ . N.] r ] r Je

Nwnber of juvenile court dispositions per year

Cost per court disposition per ye~r

Total cost per year for court disposition,

C. = C.
/ . N fJC J c P

Number of local supervision as ward cases per year

Mean time as ward under local supervisor

Total number of wards at any given time,

Yearly cost per ward for local supervision

Total cost por year for local supervision,

Number of Youth Authority incarcerations per year

Cost per incarceration per year

Total cost per year for incarceration,

Number of youths on parole par year

Cost per youth parolee per year

114
(table continued)



c.
JZ Total cost per year for youth parole,

C. = W. . C
/JZ JZ Z Y

Total juvenile costs t

c = C. of C. of C
yw of ~

a
of C.

Y J r JC Y JZ
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(5) Cost due to post-magistrate processing of misdemeanor cases
for which tiLedefendant was originally arrested for a felony
(C ).
m

.
t..'

The sum of the first thre~ costs is the adult CJS operating cost.
:. , ,

The sum of the first four costs is the total (adult and juvenile) CJS

operating cost for felonies, exclusive of post-magistrate cost of mis-

demeanor cases.

The cost model is given in Fig. B-l3, with definitions in Table

B-l2.

C
po C

co Cy C
m

c =C +C +cad po pC2 co ADULT CJS COSTS

Cad

FELONY COSTS

TOTAL COSTS

FIGURE 8-13. The Total DIrect Operating Cost Model
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TABLE B-l2.

c co

C
m

COMPONENTS OF TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST

Cost of police

Cost of prosecution, courts, and pre-trial detention

Cost of the corrections system.

Adult CJS operating coct,

C = C + C + C
coad po pC2

Cost incurred by agencies processing youthful offenders,

Total CJS operating CGst, exclusive of post-magistrate
costs of misdemeanor cases

Cost due to post-magistrate processing of misdomeanor
cases,

Total direct operating cost of the CJS oue to the
seven major crimes
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APPENDIX C

ESTIMATED VALUES OF INPUT DATA TO LINEAR MODEL

This Appendix contains the numerical values of the branching

ratios, costs, and other input data used in the linear model. It was

originally hoped that the data from California would be sufficiently

complete to permit a reasonably accurate representation of the Cali-

fornia CJS for 1965, the year for which the data were collected. The

data requirements of the model are sufficiently extensive, however,
",,'

that even California, which has the best s~atisti~s available, could
, ,

not provide all the needs. In computing the branching ratio:3, ref-

erence had to be made to special reports and studies by California
, ,

CJS personnel which often reported values for years other than 1965.

In other computations, data from specific cities within California,
. ,

from cities outside the state, or from other states, had to be used.

We appreciate, therefore, that our numbers are only crud~ approxi-

mations. But with the current state of information, even these crude

approximatjons are needed to gain some initial insights and to point

the way to further refinement and data collection.

The most troublesome problem in computing the branching ratios

is the use of different definitions of the seven "major crimes" by
1,,11

'the various reporting agencies within California. Two sets of defi-
~ 1

" " "
.

nitions which a~e encountered frequently are the "seven r:'ajor offenses"

and the "general classification offenses." These definitions are

contrasted in Table C-l. The "major" offenses comprise a subset of
. .

the "general classification" offenses. For instance, the homicide

category in the seven major offense list is called "willful homicide,"
. .

and "i)~~ludes only murder and excludes negligent manslaughter." How-

ever, the corresponding crime category in the general offenses liat

is called "criminal homicide" and "includes all degrees of murder and

all types of manslaughter, including vehicular."
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TABLE C-l, CONTRAST Bb~EEN "SEVEN MAJOR OFFENSES"
AND "GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OFFENSES"

List I. beven Major Offenses

1. Willful Homicide.

manslaughter.
.,~,

~' 'Robbery,
.
Same as General Classification (List II).

Aggravated Assault. Same as General Classification, with the

exception of wife or child beating.
~

',r

,.

';-

Burglary. Same as General Cl~5sification, with the exception of

"burglary from locked vehicle."
,

s,

Grand Theft, Except Auto. Excludes petty theft with prior and

receiving stolen property offenses.

Auto Theft. Same as General Classification.

Rape. Includes only forcible rape. Excludes statutory rape.

Includes only murder and excludes negligent

2.

3.

4.

s.

6.

7.

List II. General Classiflcation*

1. Criminal Homicide. Includes all degrees of murder and all types

of manslaughter, including vehicular.

Robbery. Includes all offenses in which property is taken from

the person or immediate presence of another through means of force

or violence or by putting in fear, Includes assault with intent

to rob and attempt to commit robbery.
'"".'

Aggravated Assault. Includes:

2.

3.

(a)
'i

.

'..

~,~;

Assaults and attempted assaults which might result in severe
I,

,;
..

.

bodily injuries to the victim or in death.

Attempted murder and all assaults and attempted assaults with

the exception of assault to commit robbery or rape.

(b)

.t' ~,~\"\ \ .

"Also included in the general classification list are forgery
and checks, sex except rape, violations of the narcotic drug
laws, and several miscellaneous offenses,
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4. Burglar~. Includes:

s.

(a) All offenses in which any building or structure is broken

into or entered with the intention of committing a felony or

any theft therein at any time, ei thel' day 01' night.

At.'..:empt to commit burglary.

Theft from locked vehicle and shoplifting. (It should be

noted that these offenses are often looked upon as petty

theft by law enforcement agencies and therefore are not

always reported to the state bureau as felonious acts.)

Theft Except Auto. Includes:

(a) All felonious offenses of stealing which are committed under

circumstances not amounting to robbery or burglary and at-

tempts to commit such thefts. (Any theft involving a value

of OVer $200 is felonious, as in the theft of certain speci-

fied fruits and nuts having a value of over $50. Ip addi-

tion, the theft of any horses, cattle, swin~, sheep or goats,

is felonious regardless of value.)
(b) Buying and receiving or possession of stolen property.

(c) Attempts at any of the above offenses.

Auto Theft. Includes:

(b)

(c)

G.

(a) All offenses in which a motor vehicle is stolen or driven

away and abandoned by someone not having lawful access thereto.

(b) Attempt to commit auto theft.

P~pe. Includes:7.

(a) Forcible rape, statutory rape, and assault with intent to

rape.

Attempt to com~it any of these offenses.(b)
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The predominant motivation for the IImajol' offenses" list is that
,

'thesp. offenses "... are most likely to be reported to the police and
"

'.
~

uniformly accounted for." (See Ref. 1, p. 207.) California summary

statistics of crimes reported to the police include only crimes defined

in the major offense list and omit some of the less serious crimes
, ,

included in the broader general classification list. Thus, in the
, .

model as well, the offenses reported to the police include only the

major offenses: however, most of the later flows (e.g., in courts and

corrections) are defined on the basis of the broader general offense

list. This causes problems in interpretation of same of the results.

For instance, we would like to divide the number of offenders con-

victed by the total number of crimes reported to approximate the prob-

ability of a reported crime resulting in conviction. If the number

of convictions is defined on the basis of the general classification

list, and the number of crimes reported is based on the major offenses

list, the computed probability will be an overestimate of the actual

value.

Occasionally a reporting agency will deviate slightly from the

definitions of the general classification crimes and, where possible,

we report this deviation. For convenience, we will r~fer to the major

offense list as List I and the general classification list as List II

(Table C-l). Other lists used are shown as Lists III through VII in

Table C-2.

In order to give the: reader an estimate of the ffhardness" of the
data, we have a very subjective scale rangin] from 1 to 5, the lower
numbers assigned to the harder data. Data which are given a scale

'''"

r
',;"

_

value of 5 are simply estimates, based on little or no statistical

evidence, while those with a scale value of 1 can easily be duplicated

by the reader by referring to the indicated sources. We do not here

question the validity of those basic sources.

When referring to a specific component of a data vector, we will

~se thB following convention: If the data vector is Z, the ith
(1 ~ i ~ 7) component of Z is Z(i). For instance, the average number
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List VI List VII
1. Homicide--l1urder Same as List

Manslaughter VI, except

2. Robbery

3. Assault--Aggravated
Assault simple
Assault

4. Burglary

5. Theft, except auto

6. Auto theft

7. Sex offense:) 7. Forcible
rape

127

TABLE C-2. ALTERNATE CRIME CATEGORY DEFINITION LISTS

List III

1. Homicide. ,
t ~ ."...

". ' '..,,-.
"'.'""'::

i I

... . .
[,,)

"',1',
.

2.
.

Robbery

3. Aggravated assault

Burglary4.

5. Grand theft, except auto

6. Auto theft

7. Rape

List V

1. Homicide--Murder 2nd
Manslaughter

2. Robbery--Robbery 1st
Robbery 2nd

Assault with a deadly
weapon

3.

4. Burglary--Rurglary 1st
Burglary 2nd

5.
.

Theft--Grand theft,
except auto

6. Auto theft

7. Rape

List IV

1. Homicide--Murder 1st
HUl.'der 2nd
Manslaughter

2. Robbery--Robbery 1st
Robbery 2nd
Attempted robbe:.y

Assault with a deadly weapon3.

4. Burglary--Burglary 1st
Burglary 2nd
Attempted burglary 2nd

5.
1.;11;,';".'

Theft--(l) Grand theft, except
auto

(2) Petty theft with
prior and receiving
stolen property
offenses

6. Auto theft

7. Rape



of robbery arrests per reported robbery is referred to as N
I

.
(2),

a c
i = 2 corresponding to the robbery component of the vector N

I .a c
roughly in the order in which theyThe data values* are reported

were defined in Appendix B.

A. THE POLICE SUB~r.STEM

1. Flow Model Data

There are three types of branching ratios required for the police
flow model. These are (1) N

I (the average number of arrest5 pera c
reported crime); (2) Pad (the proportion of arrests which are adult

arrests); and (3) Pad. (i = 1,2,3,4) (the branching ratios describing
1.

p01jce disposition).

Data values for the police flow model are reported in Table C-3.

All of these values were computed from Crime and De1inQu~nc~

California, 1965 (Ref 1).**

The problem of crime definition consistency arises early. IJists

I and III are both used to compute the number of arrests per reported

crime. The logical relationships among Lists I, II, and III are shown

in Fig. C-l. The number of reported crimes is based on the most nar-

row list, the major offenses (List I). Adult arrests, which are tab-

ulated sept1rately from j uveni19 arrests, are reported according to

..'....
'I ..':<" ...' '<'i.''''',,,,,..,,.",

; n
'.
~ ,;~>

.'. '
.>

,i,...J.l,.i;..";;:,:' ,,,', ...
. '

.

"
,;0,

",
.

,,;

. ' .."''t;;< I
' .'.",J.. 'cddJ'';';'U ,',:,(o:',:iI""i.t1.7,~. .,. ,1'~!;".~.',~'~"1'.')I"'U ':,,'0;~di!rf;iA:~~~iUiiil>.,t,:;~"QV1:.)"rJt*,,~.,~~ti :'I~1~8IWI&~~.~.,~

'Numerical values are usually given to two significant figures only,
whereas in the model four significant f5 qures were often used in I';"

ol'der that the 1965 computed flows \oloul~ closely approximate the ..~."

actual flows." (This served as a check for the flml model.) ~ Some
of the sets of branching ratios, when rounded to two significant'
figures, do not add to one; to correct this, typically one of the
numerical values has been rounded to the second closest one-' ,',I, >
hundredth so that the probabilities in the set do add to one. (This
was not done in the compute~ runs of the model, \/hp.re four signifi-
cant figures were used.) L Where this type of rounding is used) the

~h':
da tum,~

~'"'~".!;:."'gi~yen t~:,,",,~~pe ~:...ri p~,., (~..~»~~~iI;~tt.", .
The computation of these values is given in the last column in Table
C- 3. . The following convention is used: fr-(Reference number) table'
number, column number in the table, page number of the table, crime
category list number).' Thus, for instance, (Ref. 1, Table 111-4, 3,
p. 46, III) refers to the third column of Table III-4, p. 46; the
v~lues are reported according to List III.. . . ~. .
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List. III, On the other hand) arl~st statistics for juveniles are re-

ported by the major offense list only (List I), Thus, in comparing

adult arrest data to those of juveniles, the relative number of adult

arrests is greate~ than if the lists were defined on identical crime

catego~es, This problem is reflected in the computations of
Pad (the

proportions of arrests which are adult arrests») the magnitude of which

tends to understate the extent of juvenile involvement with police.

We should also add at this point that circumstances involving criminal

behavior of a juvenile--for which an adult would be arrested--often

do not lead to the arrest of the juvenile. The system seems less for-

mal and more flexible when dealing with juvenile offenders, and the

stigma of an arrest record is considered when taking police action.

Of the four consistently defined crimes (robbery, aggravated assault)

burglary, and auto theft), Tablo C-3 shows that the two crimes against
,

,

person) robbery and assault, show the gr~atest arrest probability, 0.57
~. . ~

and 0.61, respectively, These comparatively high arrest probabilities

are perhaps due to the seriousness of the offenses and the fact that,

since a victim is directly involved in the crime, a suspect can often be

named or at least described. Reported auto thefts are only one-half as

likely as robbery or assault to lead to an arrest, and reported burglaries

lead to an arrest with an even smaller probability of 0.23, Examining

Na/c(5) (the number of arrests for grand theft per reported grand theft»)

we observe the comparatively low value of 0.28. This would probably be

even lower if the category were all thefts, not just grand theft,

The values of N
/

(1) (number of homicide arrests per willful
.

. a c
homicide) and N /

' (7) (number of rape arrests per reported forcible
a c .

rape) tend to exaggerate the likelihood of arrest for each of these

reported crime types. This occurs because the crime reporting defi-
. .

nitions are more exclusive than the arrest definitions for each crime
.. .

type. (See Fig. C-l,) That is, since a large fraction of the report-
, .

ed homicides are not willful homicides, the number 1.59 arrests p~r

reported willful homicide is misleading and difficult to interpret.

In a like manner, the figure 0.90 for rape does not mean that with

0.90 probability an arrest ~~11 occur for each reported rape.
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Looking at the fraction of "arrests which a~e adult arrests
(Pad)'

we see that for the crimes-against-person (homicide, rape, assault),

arrests are typically adult arrests (85 percent for each are adult

arrests), while for the less serious property crimes (hurglavy, theft,
auto theft) arrests are approximately evenly divided between adults

and juveniles.
~

f:"/'"
r, <

The adult police disposition probabilities (Pad , Pad )
Pad' .\ <. 1 2 3

and Pad4) do not cause any problems of consistency of crime definition

since all computations were made from the same table .~n Ref. 1 Those
I ,

I
'i'

..

arrested for homicide are most likely to be ch ged with a felony at

the magistraters level (Pad (1) ~ 0.68) and those arrested for assault
Ii'

,

have the lowest probability (Padl(3) = 0.34). Typically, one-half of

those adults arrested for a felony are charged with that felony at the
magistraters stage. Assaul~ arrests are most likely to have their
charge reduced to a misdemeanor (Pad (3) = 0.37). Robbery arrests
are most likely to be released (P~d ~2) = 0.38). Auto theft arrests,

3
as we might expect due to the mobility of the automobile, are most

likely to be turned over to other jurisdicticns (Pa~4(6) = 0.18).

2. Police Workload and Cost Data

Reported crimes generate workloads for two types of police offi-

cers--patrolmen and detectives.* Computation of the average time

spent per case is a r8latively straightforward task for detective

personnel. Detectives are primarily a reactive force, spending most
.,

"'"of their time investigating crimes which have already occurred. There
, . .

""
~.~ .

are, of course, special squads such as detective patrols (denigned to
':\.

~ , ,
1.1

intercept crimes in pragress) and detective intelligence units. But
for our purposes here, since we are limiting the model to the seven

serious offenses, the concept of detective workload per reported crime

is operationally meaningful.
. .:.~~

The model distinguishes three types of cases involving detective

man-hour consideration~:

(1) Crime reported but no arrest;
.-.
"See Ref. 2.
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(2)

(3)

Crime reported, arrest occurs, but no formal charge;

Crime reported, arrest occurs, and a fonnal charge is brought.

The Los Angel~s Police Department (LAPD) has computed the average time

spent by detectives for each of the above types of cases for each of

the seven crime types of interest. If the time spent on Type leases

is subtracted from the time for Type 2 cases, the difference can be

called the additional time spent due to arrest. 1:4 a liko manner, if

the time spent on Type 2 cases is subtracted from the time for Type 3,

the difference can be called the additional timo spent duo to chargo.

Nuch of this latter time is spent gathering evidence and in assisting

the District Attorney to construct a case.

The computations for detective workload (in man-hours) are pre-

sented in Table C-4. Note that detective time per reported crime

(Td ) ranges from 0.6 hour for auto theft to 15.1 hours for homicid-9;
1

the typical time is 2 hours. The additional time spent per arrest

(Td ) does not vary so widely among crime types, ranging from a low
2 .

of 2.1 hours for auto theft to 5.2 hours for theft. Finally, the

additional time spent due to charge (Td3)' i.e., the case buildup
time, ranges from 3.5 hours for assault to 23.4 hours for homicide.

Thus, a total of 43.5 detective hours is spent per homicide case

brought to court, compared to a low value of 8.1 hours per assault

case brought to court.

The times spent by patrol in the servicing of each reported

crime (Tp ) were computed from a study performed in Boston, Massachu-

setts, inlJune 1966. (See Ref. 3, App. I.) The times spent by pa-

trolmen per repor~ed crime vary from 0.6 hour for assault and theft

to 1.2 hours for rape and 2.0 hours for homicide. Unlike the times

for detectives, th~ data for patrol times are not broken down by
. .

reported crime-arrest-charge.

A critical workload assignment in the model is the method of

assigning preventive patrol time to the seven major crimes. This

assignment is reflected in the value of the parameter
TP2'

the average

number of preventive patrol man-hours apportioned per patrol man-hour
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required to service reports of crime~. Typically, a patrolm3n spends

from 50 to 90 percent of his time performing preventive patrol and

inspection duties. A fundamental purpose of this type of patrol is

to deter and prevent major crimes, including, of courso, the seven

crimes in the model.* Thus, whatever the cost allocation procedur~

for preventive patrol, it is unfortunate that (1) it will be an ar-

bitrary allocation, and (2) the police costs are fairly sensitive to

the particular allocation.

In the current model, we allocate one hour of preventive patrol

for each hour spent servicing a call for a reported crime, regardle3s

of crime type. (That is, we have set Tp2(i) = 1.0 for i = 1, ... 7.)

Although arbitrary, this workload assignment probably represents a

conservative lower bound estimate of the patl~l effort ~hich can be

associated with the seven major crimes. An aasignment of all pre-

ventive patrol time to these cI'imes \'louldl'E'=present an upper bound
,

and typically would amount to 50 to 90 percent of the patrolman's

efforts.

The number of working hours per year per officer (patrolman or

detective) was set at 1700 hours. The LAPD estimates that a patrol-

man i~ available for work 63 percent of the days in a year. (See

Ref. 6.) Assuming about 7.5 hours of work per man per shift, we cal-

culate that each policeman works 1723 hours per year. This was

rounded to 1700 hours.

The variable cost per hour worked by detectives was set at $10.30.

The variable hourly cost of patrolmen was set at $6.50. Included in

\':. ~' ' ,
"
~
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The detennination of the "need" for a given quantity of preventi.ve..
patrol, based on historical crime distributions and other data, has
been a topic of wide concern in the police 1iterature..~ D.W. Wilson
discusses the problem at length and concludes that".. .preventive ;.

patrol needs cannot presently be determined analytically due to a
lack of studies linking preventive patrol \'dth crime incidence and"
prevention, yet the very real dilem~a exists that most of a patrol-
man's time is spent on preventive patrol." (See Ref. 4, pp.256-258.)
R. Dean Smith (Ref. 5) assigns a given number of hours of preventive
patrol per reported crime on the basis of seriousness and prevent-
ability.
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these figures are indirect costs, e.g., COSt3 of administrators, sup-

port personnel, equipment, and contracted services; these indirect
,

1 ., ,

costs Were distributed to the operating divisions on the basis of the

r.umber of unifonned personnel in each division. For instance, the

c31culation for the patrol division was made by dividing the total
I . . ,

ye~rly budget associated with the patrol division (for the LAPD in

1964, about $19 million for sJlarie9 and about $0.8 million for equip-

ment and other expenses) by th~ numher of uniformpd personnel in the

division (about 2740 in the LAPD in 1964) to obtain a cost-per-patrol
,< . ,.

division officer per year (about $7200). Similar computations were
,. .

performed for the detective Jivision ~nd the traffic division.* Then,

admini3trative and other costs were aggregated and apportioned to each

of the three divisio~)'3 on the basis of the nUr.',berof uniformed pe:nsonnel

in each division. These calculations resulted in an annual cost per

man of $11,000 for patrol personnel and $17,500 for detective~. Di-

viding by 1700 hours per year, We obtained the hourly cost figures

reported above.

B.

1.

THE PROSECUTIOn AND COURT SUBSYSTEH

Flow Model Data

As discussed in Appendix B, Section B-2, the model aggregates all

pre..trial activity into one processing stage. Either a defendant re-

ceives a court ~isposition (including dismissal and off calend~v) or

the defendant is di5missed from the system ~t the single processing

stage prior to court disposition. The values of
Pf' the proportion

of the defendantg charged ',.lith a felr-ny from magistrate's court who

receive ~ court disposition, are given in Table C-S. These values

Were comp..!' ed by dividing the number of adult feJon) def:ndant ~ vlho

received a Superior Court disposition in 1965 by the number of adult

felony arrests for whom a felony complc.int was filed. In addition to

the complications indicated in the previous chapte~ concerning the

,', .
The traffic division was sep.lrated out because it has little to
do here with the seven crimes of int-I?rest and a proportion of the
overhead costs should be assigned b: "~ese personnel.
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interpretation of these nwnbers, there are at least t~ o other' problems.

First, a number of the "adults" charged with a felony as a result of

police disposition are presumably in the 18 to 21 dg(! group, and some

of their cases are referred to juvenile courts; these relativp.ly few
I

','

,

cases are not included in the model. Second, and probably more im-
I

'~...
I"

~

portant, the court disposition statistics repurted by the California
. , .

~

Bureau of Criminal Statistics are apportioned by the crime for I'/hich
,

~ ~
'the defendant was found guilty (if found guilty) or cJ~rged (if

acquitted or dismissed). From the magistrate's court stage there are
, , ,

many opportunities for change in the charge, usually charge reduction.

These changes may be within the same crime category (e.g., from assault
, ,

1 to assault 2) or they may jump crime categories (e.g., from rape to
assault). A detailed description of this process is not available

from recorded data and is not included in the model. Thus, the set

of individuals who receive a court disposition for a particular crime

may not be composed entirely of a subset of those individuals charged

with that type of crime at the magistratets stage. One way future

models could include this behavior, which is an important descriptor

of the "plea-bargaining" process, is to include ;j "charge-switch mat-
rix" in the flow just before the court disposition stage.

HerA again, we run into problems due to the lack of consistfmcy

of crime definitions. The value of Pf(S) in Table C-S is the number

of theft dispositions per defendant charged with grand theft at the

magistratets court. Each of the other prorabilities is computed on

consistent crime definitions from magistrate to Superior Court.

from trH~ Table, We note that the fraction who receive disposi-

tions (Pf) ranges from a low of 0.49 for assault to 0.79 for homicide.
Robbery, burglary, and rdpe probabilities are also all near one-half.

Thus, typically, about one-half of those adults charged with a felony
at the magistrate's stage receive a Super~.or Court disposition. Re-
ferl,ing back to a ["rests, about one- fourth of those adults arrested

for a felony receive a final Superior Court disposition for that
felony, and only a fraction of these dispositions find the defendant

guilty.
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Examining the tl'ial stage, We see that guilty pleas are the most

likely method of disposition. Over all crime types, at least 50 per-

cent of all dispositions are pleas of guilty or nolo contendere. The

fraction of defendants receiving a trial is greatest for homicide cases

(43 percent) and lowest for auto theft cases (19 percent). None of

the three property crime cases (burglary, theft, auto theft) has a

trial probability greater than 0.26 (for theft cases). Jury trials

are quite rare among the property crimes; the largest fraction of

cases which are tried by jury (one-quarter) are homicide cases. Aver-

aged r er all of the seven crimes, 8.9 percent of defendants received

. jury
= ~al, 18.0 percent bench or transcript trials, and 64.2 percent

submit':ed a plea of guilty or nolo conterdere; all others Were dis-

missed and placed off calendar.

Probabilities of being found guilty in each of th~ two types of

trials are given in Table C-6. Except for defendants charged with

rape, probabilities of being found guilty in jury trail (Pt9l) are

never less than 0.68 (for theft) and reach 0.83 (for auto theft).

The associated probability for rape is 0.54. The probability of being
'~~"

found guilty in a court or transcript trial (Pt92) ranges from 0.61
for rape (again, this crime category has the lowest probability) to

0.89 for theft. Averaged over all of the seven crimes, the probability

of being found guilty in a jury trial is 0.76, whereas the corre-

sponding probability for court or transcript trial is O. 15.

Sentencing probabilities are given in Table C-7. The probability

of being sentenced to prison (Ps4)' given the defendant is sentenced,
exceeds 0.25 (burglary) only for the violpnt crimes of homicide (0.55)

and robbery (0.62). The pt~bability of a prison sentence is lowest

for theft defendants (0.14). The straight jail sentence is infre-

quently used for homicide and robbery defendants but is used in about

20 percent of the other cases. Probation (Ps ) and probation with,

1
jail p~)babi1ities are greatest for defendants found guilty of rape

(0.62) and lowest fOl' those found guilty of robbery (0.20), Averaged

over all seven crimes, the fractions of sentenced defendants granted

probation or probation with jail is 0.45. Relatively few defendants
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~tL1

~C1.1~~B ~~E-i ~:>
f;j ~E-i

~H ~tL1H
~~~~is@

~en
~~@ CI)

~A ~tQ 8 (J) COMRlTATION

.. ,. .

Pt9l 0.81 0.81 0.75 0.78 0.68 0.03 0.54 1 (Ref. 1, Table V-5,12, p.69, II)
(Ref. 1, Table V-5,12+7, p. 69, II)

"

Pt92 0.68 0,71 0.77 0,71 0.89 0.75 0.61 1 (Ref. 1, Table V-S,13+14, p, 69. II)
(Ref. 1, Table V-S,S+9+13+l4, p, 69, II)

TABLEC- 6. PROBABILITIES OF BEING FOUND GUILTY IN EACH OF THE TVD TYPES OF TRIALS
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~j:Q ~~tL1 5 COM FtlTATION~j:Q en
f:@~~CJ)

fi ~-, .~,:( E-t U) ".:,)', '~i,::- ., .
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~~J
Table V 13 1"1 9 ' 81 ,~ II)

~.

PSI 0.15 0.05 0.33 0.21 0.34 0,22 0,40 1
(Ref. 1, - t J P.
(Ref. 1, Table V-13, 2, p. Sl, II)

'. ""',~
"

,
"'!1">~

X'~
81,'

0.24 0.15 0.23 0.24 0.22 0.19 0.22 1
(Ref. 1, Table V-13, 10, P. II)

PS2 (Ref. 1, Table V-13, 2, p. Sl, II)

I~~ \~ "~''''''''\'1U.:t!(R) '~'I . -
(Ref ," 1, Table V-l3,

,
11, P" 81, II),

Ps 0.02 0.02 0.20 0.18 0.24 0.25 0,12 I (Ref. 1, Table V-13, 2, p. 81, II)3
, ;~"II '.

(R)
~(Ref . 1, Table V-13, 7, P. 81, II)

r 0.55 0.62 0.19 0.25 0.14 0.18 0,16 1.54 (Ref. 1, Table V-13, 2, p. Sl, II)

\,\,;:j~,rtr,A",'

(Ref,
;

Table
~/

p.Ol, II )
Ps 0.04 0.14 0.04 0.10 0.04 0.15 0,07 1 1, V-13, 8,

(Ref. 1, Table V-13, 2, p.Sl, II)5

~- -"I'

Ps 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 I (Ref. 1, Table V-13, 12; p, BI, II)
(Ref. 1, Table V-13, 2, p.S1, II)6

--
(R) "(Ref. 1, Table V-13, 3 + 4, p. B1, II )

Ps 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03 1 (Ref. 1, Table V-l3, 2, p. 81, II)7

.. ..
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are committed to the Youth Authol~ty and very few are fined or given

a civil commitment.

Cost and Workload Data - Prosecution and Courts2.

Cost and workload data for courts are perhaps more difficult to
"

~.

"obtain than similar data for the other subsystems. POlice, for in-

stance, maintain fairly good records on manning assignments and can

calculate the total working days per year per officer; they also know
,",,"1

quite accurately the total numbers of incidents handled in a year.

Correction officials can easily compute workloads by taking a prison

census and by recording parole and probation officer caseloads. In
,

.
prosecution and courts, hOl.,ever, the system at times is not as neatly

defined as are the other systems. Cases which are dismissed prior to

trial or are settled by a plea of guilty represent some workload on

prosecution, but it is difficult to estimate how much. It is not

possible to follow individual cases from the data currently compiled

by the Bureau of Criminal Statistics. Those cases in which the charge

is dropped to misdemeanor after the magistrate but before final dis-

position are impossible to trace.

Assignir.g costs which are proportional to flow variables is eVen

more difficult and the cost assignments given here should be considered

rough estimates at best. However, since the overall CJS costs are

dominated by police and corrections costs, the rough estimates made

here for the courts sy~tem do not greatly affect the total system

costs.

We have separated costs by pre-trial and trial costs and by pros-

ecution and court cost; in addition, there is a cost due to pre-trial

detention. Not all the data required for costing purposes were avail-

able from California, so estimates Were made from other jurisdictions.

The defendant, prior to trial, may either be l'eleased if he can

post bail, be rel~ased on his own recognizance, or be placed in jail

(i.e., pre-trial detention) if bail cannot be posted. Only the last

category causes the CJS to incur direct costs; that is, the cost of

detaining the defendant in jail. Unfortunately, for California no
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, ,.

I'data are available for the proportion of defendants, by crime type,

who are detained in jail. Nationwide, the bail system is most often

used, with relatively infrequent release of the defendant on his own

recognizance. The Courts Task Force of the National Crime Commission

reports that in 9 counties distributed throughout the nation, the

percentage of felon defendants unable to make bail ranges from 93 per-

cent to 6 percent.* There seemed to be no typical value, indicating

that local practices can vary widely.**
-,\;',;.>.

'j ",

In addition to the probability of pre-trial detention, the model

requires data on the mean time spent in jail by those who are detained.

This is not available for the state of California. The President's
,

Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia reports that the medi-

un time between indictment and disposition for all cases in the Dis-

trict Court in 1966 was 4.8 months. The "time \'.' ..ied considerably,

howev~r, by type of disposition, growing lcnger as accused persons

,'.

"Ref. 7, p. 37. The detailed breakdown was as follows:

Felony Defendants Unable
to Make Bail (percent)

Large Counties

Cook (Chi cago) ~r",;;.,";,:;,,'
Hennepin (Minneapolis)
Jefferson (Louisville)
Philadelphia (Philadelphia)

75
71
30
14

Small Counties
Brown, Kansas
Rutland, Ve~ont
Putnam, Missouri
Anchorage, Alaska
Cetoosa, Georgia

93
83
36
28

6
,'n', "

.
i

!"'!"
\

~;~"
\. I";,'~

Studies have shown that a defendant's later court disposition, '

including determination of guilt and sentencing, is dependent on
whether or not he was detained in jail prior to trial. '(See Ref.
7, p. 38 for several 1~ference5.) Thus, a detailed flow model
would e~tab1ish separate branching ratios for those detained and
those not detained. Tlds has not been attempted here.
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exercised their rights to jury triul. Persons acquited by the jury

waited 5.6 months for v~~dict, and it required 6.3 months to convict

those found guilty by the jury. 'n': Appealed cases required years to

determine guilt or innocence. For use in the model, pre-trial deten-

tion probabilities and mean time served in jail by those detained are

given in Table C-8. These values should he considered exemplary and

are inserted solely to include the order-of-magnitude effect of pre-

trial detention in the cost of the overall system. The cost per day

of detention was set at a conservative $2.87, in accordance with the

value reported by the Corrections Task Force. (See Ref. 9, p. 164.)

To establish jury and court tr).al workloads, it is necessary to

know Td/tl' and Td/t2' the mean number of trial days for jury trials
and for bench (or transcript) trials, respectively. Again we must
resort to another jurisdiction to obtain estimates for these data. We

use data compiled for criminal cases of the U.S. District Courts and

compiled yearly by the Administrative Office of the United States

Courts. (See Refs. 10 and 11.) The results computed here are ba~ed.
'on the federal definitions of the seven major crimes, a federal auto

theft, for instance being one that the automobile is driven across

state lines. Thus the severity of the offenses, within each crime cate-
gory, will not be the same as that for an average statewide juris-

diction, where the felony definitions are different. The mean rlumbers

of trial days required per case computed from the Federal data al~

given in Table C-9. Note that the 1:lean length of jury trials varies

from 4.6 days for homicide cases to 1.6 days for auto theft. Bench

trials are of generally shorter duration, ranging from 1.1 days for

homicide, robbery, rJnd theft to 0.8 day for rape.

From the data describing the mean lengths of trials, it is nec-

essary to comput(~ judicial workloads. This computation is complicated

by the fact that judges must spend more time out of court looking up

,'t.. 'I
'{'

j.
Ref. 8, p. 245. See Table 7, p. 246, for the disposition ~md median
tjme interval fr~n filing to termination--U.S. District Court. See
Table 14, p. 260, for the median times elapsed between detailed points
in the criminal process (i.e., indictment to that disposition, con-
viction to sentence).
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precedent cases and reviewing the current. case for bench trials than

for jury trials. James McCafferty (Ref. 12) agrees that the court

workload measure should be proportional to the average lengths of the

cases involved.* In facing the problem of additional jUdge time spent

out of the courtroom for bench trials, HcCafferty assigns an additional.
judge day per trial (out of court) 'fol1each day spent in court (Ref.

12, p. 4). We will follow thi3 procedure in the model.

There are six cost figures required by the prosecution and courts

submodel. These represent a cost per case (which receives a disposi-

tion) prior to trial incurred by the courts (C '

I
"') and the prosecution

' c c
(C Ic) and a cost per day of trial for jury trials

(Cc/t
'

Cp/t ),P
df b h( .

)
.

( '"

,,

) 1 1.an or enc or transcr~pt tr~als
C~/t2' Cp/t2. The data serv~ng

as the basis of the costs were obtained primarily from Los Angeles

County. The components of costs considered included tiLose of (1)

judgeships, (2) prosecution, (3) juries and witnesses, and (4) grand

jury.

First we estimate jury and witness costs. In 1963, the Los

Angeles County Superior Court budget for jury and witn-~ss expenses

was $1.7 million. There were 6489 civil trials c~upleted and 5964

criminal trials completed. Apportioning 'costs equally to each trial,

whether civil or criminal, WP. obtain an allocation of $814,000 to

criminal trials. There were 1127 criminal jury trials in 1965. As-

sl~ing the average criminal jury trial lasts 2.8 days, there Were

.
. - .. "~:1::.l,I.Iiii~:..I,:"'A~",,,.,~;:,I.,.~., ,',oil,:

.
""

",:..j,~i~~J;[.,:t.. ,:.
1104

"~
~':!!,."

"', 'L~"'~ .~l6ti1~I<I'1Q ..
".

"
1J:oIt'~;L'''>"McCafferty' (Chief of Research and Evaluation Branch, Division of

Procedural Studies and Statistics, Administrative Office of the
United States Courts) d~ve1oped a weighted case10ad concept in
which the weights Were proportion«l to the time of the case by
type. '; "In the study of the courts it was obvious that the amount
of r.ri,11 time and the proportion OJ: cases disposed of varied con-
siderably and in a sense Wel~ directly related to the type of case.
In other words, some cases might take very little trial time and,
thel'efore, very little of the court's time, whereas other cases
took considerable t~al time and proportionately a considerable'
amount of the court's time. In 1962,the weighted case values Were
publi shed and We have continued to use them with a minor revi sion
in 1964. The weight system in simplest terms is taking the pro-
portion of court trial time used and dividing this by the propor-
tion of such cases terminated. tI (See Ref. 12, p. 3.)
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3156 jury trial days required. Each of the 12 jurors is allotted a

$10 daily fee plus $10 for subsistence and travel. Thus, a cost vi

$20 per juror per day implies a daily cost of $240 just for the 12

jurors. Multiplying by the total number of trial days, we obtain

$757,400 allocated to jurors. The balance ($814,OOO - $757,000) of the

$57,000 can be assigned to witnesses. Dividing the balance by the

number of criminal trials, we obtain a cost of about $10 per day f('r

witnesses--for jury and court trials.* (This last computation assumes

an equal use of witnesses in both jury and non-jury trials.)

We now attempt to estimate daily court costs due to judgeships.

The 1965 Los Angeles County budget (Ref. 13) for Superior Courts was

$8,340,000. This budget,' les5 $1,700,000 for jury and witness expenses,

,is $6,640,000. In 1965 there Were 120 judgeships in Los Angeles

County Superior Courts. Dividing 6,640,000 by 120, we obtain $55,333

as the annual cost per judgeship, excluding jury and witness costs..
'In addition, there is a $15,000 California State subsidy for each

jUdge (Ref. 14). The total cost allocation per judgeship is then

$55,333 + $15,000 = $70,333. Assuming 220 working days per annum, we

obtain a figure of $ 70,333/220), or about $320 per j'udgeship per day..
Adding $10 per day for witness expenses, we obtain a cost of $330 per

day for court trials. Adding (in addition to the witness costs) $240

per day ior jury expenses, we obtain a co~t: of $570 per day for jury

trials. Similar computations were performed (for purposes of compari-

son) for Sacramento County Superior Courts (Ref. 15) and a cost of

$236 per judgeship per day was computed (excluding jury and witness

expenses) .

The Los Angeles County budget in 1965 allocatp.d only $148,000 to
Grand Jury costs. Typically only about 3 percent of the felony filings

,.,
'I'

,~o!'

'"

'( ',I
'. .""I,fJ~~:'

.i,..). '1\,,;"-\
"'.t

;~;;,.~\':,,",
'This calculation is very crude because of two assumptions. First,

we assign jury and Witness costs equallyto criminaland to civil
trials. Second, the $58,600 allocated to witness costs is the re-
sult of a subtraction of a (comparatively) large number from another
large number, and a small error in, for instance, the mean number of
trial days per jury trial could cause the daily witness cost~ to
vary by a factorof 2 or 3.
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on defendants in Los Angeles County are by grand ju~y indictment; the

remainder are based on filing by bills of information (t}~ically about
90 percent) and on certified pleas of guilty from the lowev courts

(about 7 percent). Although ~he additional cost per case processed
by the grand jury lnay be considerable, the use of indictment is so
infrequent that we will not considev it in our cost estimates.*

We now develop a daily cost factor for prosecuting attorneys.
From the 1965 Los Angeles City budget, the Office of the Distvict

.
Attorney WLtSgiven a $3.0 million approp:.'~ation. There were 120

j

"
. (

"iattorneys provided for in the budget, resulting in $25,000 per attor-
'.II~

,. , ,
,"'

,

ney per ann~~. Dividing by 220 working days per year, we obtain a

daily cost factor of $115 per attorney pev day. (It is interesting

that the identical figure is obtained using the above procedures to

compute a daily cost for attorneys assigned to the California State

Department of Justice, Division of Criminal Law.) It is estimated
;:". .~,'.",~.

,

trat for each day in court, a prosecuting attorney on the average

spends another day in prepa~ation for trial. Therefore, the $115 .

"
t'~ ~' ',,',,"

per day cost factor" for p!,~3ecutors :i.s doubled ($230) for cost allo-

cations to trial days.
,

The final court costs to be computed are the non-t11al costs per
" '

,
.

"case incurredby prosecution and by the courts. These costs could
"

.. ,
'.

'
"_.'

_
~ ,

. , ; ,

be considered to be those miscellaneous costs incurred by all cases
, .

receiving final disposjtions and which are incurred outside of trial.
, .

For instance" they are the only costs associated with cases fo!' which
,

. t w
I )~~~"

"

~

the plea is guilty. We roughly approximate this cost as follows:
.

TI1e judges' schedule for the Los Angeles County Superior Court provides
l l,

".' (" _. . ~ .','for one hour each day for the conside!'ationof pleas of guilty; sen-
,

' I'
J

tencing and other types of activities, not including trials. Los
j

'. -,
Angeles County data indicate that 10,251 cases were handled during

thi s allotted houv in 1965 by 30 judge s, implying about 1.5 such

~,
j

:~:,:,,~",,' i ~:~.<":'I4!~~~~~~'~.~J""I,I"
I;",

i" :~: :-~'~
t"

~

"The California Bureau of Criminal Statistics reports "."~iI.the number
of indictments in California is 50 small as to relegate this type
of filing to a relatively little-used procedure." (See Ref. 16,
p. 103.) ,
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Non-Trial

Court Cost) Cclc = $36

Prosecutor C = $19
Cost) pIc

Jury Trial

Court CostJ Cc/t = $570
1

Prosecutor C = $230
Cost) Pltl

Bench Trial

Court Cost, C = $330
c/t2

Prosecutor C = $230
Cost) P/t2

actions per day per judge.

ing jury and witness costs)

allocation based on 6 hours

($320 divided by 6 hours).

case would on the average)

judgeship costs per case.
.

Recall court costs per judgeship (exclud-

are estimated at $320 per day. An hourly

per day would represent $53.33 per hourJ

~tlth 1.5 such actio~s per hour, one such

require 2/3 honr or ,)36 (2/3 x 53) for

An allocation of this cost for the prosecuting attorney is also

required. Considering that 2/3 hour court time is required, and
"

.'

assuming again that on the average a prosecuting attorney required
., ,

the same amount of time for preparation as is required in court) the

total time requirement is 2'~ ='
i hou,rs per case. The j hours of pros-

ecution time ~t $115 per day (computedon an 8-hour day) is about

$19. We will assume that every case which receives a final disposi-

tion is chargud with these incurred court and prosecution costs in
addition to those incurred during trial.

In summary) then, the prosecution and court costs are estimated

as follows:

In the present model, costs of pre-sentence investigations

(usuaJJy performed by probation officials) have not been included.
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C. THE CORRLCTIONSSUBSYSTEM

1. Probation D3ta

Fro~ the number granted probation each yea~, the first calcula-
. ,

tion required by the model is the number of probation removals by
,

,

vlolation of the conci t.ions of probation. We ~,ay assume that an in-
, ,

dividu~l, when granted probation, is characteri~ed by the proL~bility
,

~.. <:

Phv' the probabili~y of probation violation (specifically, probation
removal by violation). Even though the lengths of probation terms

"
,

and the times until t~)mination vary among individuals, in the steady

state the random delay,} until removal can be ignored,' and the fraction

of those granted probation who are removed by violation is
Pbv' In

the real system, however, the steady state is not an entirely valid
~.

."assumption. Also, we would expect random fluctuations from year to
year in the numbers granted probation, removed by violation, etc.

Thud, the.nprefe~red way to c0mpute
Pbv would be to follow a large co-

hort of individuals from moment of granting of probation until each

of the cohorts has been removed from probation, either by termination
1.fIII.

'II.'
~~.

.
,

o~ violation. This procedure would remove effects of yearly flow
j' '"

fluctuation and) ~:rhaps, fluctuations in parameter values. The
. .

'", '\available data~ however, are not reported in this manner and we mu~t
", .

'"
I .resort to using yearly flow data instead of data on individuals.

, ,

Specifically, Pbv was estimated, for each crime type, by ~~~iding

the number removed from probation (due to violation) in 1965 by the

total number granted probation (both with and without a jail term
,~

I'~"'"""1
"as a condition).* These calculations are reported in Table C-lO.

Note that th~ probation violation probability, as computed, varies
.'.",

.,

.~.''''
"'".

.

<

from a low of 0.12 for homicide to a high of 0.48 for auto theft and

0.45 for robbery. These probabilities could Us used as a measure of

the recidivism tendencies of those placed on probation, by crime type.

\': ~,L:'\ilt<#.;,~Ii~'~~~~~~~I'I~~~~W'~~~i~.,;;;{;W'
A possible bias in this procedure that should be further investi-
gated is that probation probabilities have been increasing, and
the delay until removal would cause a relatively smaller popula-
tion of possible violators than there would be in the steady state.
If this is in fact true, then the figures reported here are low
biased estimates of the probation violation probabilities.
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.,.,

Also reported in Tcble C-lO arc the probabilites associated with
if:

'"

,

"

It:;,
. ~

"

resentencing of proba~,ion ~i,olators (.Pb~)
'".;;for the~,~, ,~,~gure~.,,"~~.re-

,.
...'

,. :
". .

ferred to Ref, 17, Delinquency and Probation in California, 1964.H

Table V-20 in this publication reports the number of adult defendants

removed from probation by California Superior Courts (1964) by con-

victed offense and type of removal. The probability of resentencing

was approximated to be the number of defendants whose probation was
, ,

revoked and who were resentenced in 1964 divided by the total number

removed from probation.** Note that the computed numbers range from

a high of 0.59 for homicide to a low of 0,2B for robbery. (Apparently

those \"ho were last arrested for robbery are most successful at eluding

bench warrants for their rearrest.)
,

,,'
,~.

.,'
~

The resentence decision is broken out by jail, prison, and Youth
. , ,

Authority, respectively., The estimates of the associated probabilities

are also given i~ Table C-IO.*** In general, jail'is the most frequent

type of resentence; however, for robbery defendants;'prison (Pbs (2)

= O. 77) i~' much more frequently used.
'

Youth Authority commitmen~s are
~

'

~ .
L

highest, (PbS3 (6) = O.lB) for probationers originally fOlmd guilty of

auto theft. .

. ,/ 1,.""
: I

. The mean time Tb spent on probation was estimated to be three
l :', r. W

..
i". . . _

, __,-=~~,;Jr",
"~,"",':,',~I!I'~I'~" : ~,..'

"years, regardless of crime type.'~ In both Delinquency and Probation in
., ("J .

"I'
..," '~. .

1".:1'

California 1964 (p. IB6) and in Crime and Delinquency in California

1965 (p. 111), the moqa1probation term imposed on adults who were
"_ . f .

granted probat~?n by Superior Courts during those years was 3 years.

In 1965, for instance, 51.3 percent of the terms imposed were for 3
,Y,'

,"'''':I;"
,:& ~~:w.. ~",.:';;4if;:,... ;<,

....

5
.

'
.'

"
,

"_I .~",
~h\ ,~,,'LJ~~','I':,:~,;\;'r:';,:::;:~,'"~

' " '" ""

, .

* u _ v : t,''''''~il',~~'fI~1~I:t'1:,~
,.,

,<.i.,I' -<
'f.:"" "'..:-1.1

This booklet was last published in 1964 and not all of the data
reported therein are carried over in the expanded Crime and
Delinquency in California (Ref. 1).

'.' .'. .." .'

'I'f*
... "';1i~iI~I&IiiiI'..wIit' u; "" -~,~""j.~Jbi",~".q;';f'~'~~~""\"f:':i~::.; t";';,;~\I.~J' ;.

The group whose probation was revoked but who were not sentenced
was composed largely of probationers who had absconded and had :,.

bench warorants outstanding for theiro arrest. X Some of these were
receiving sentences in other jurisdictions. (See Ref. 17, p. 190.)

'I'n'n'r '. "
. .

"
,:. ';.i ,Y,,,~~j,.,Jiri'i:;~~t:;r.~~~~~,~.. '."

A certain small number were committed to the California Rehabili-
tation Center as addicts. This flow was not computed and accounts
for the fact that, in general, the resentencing probabilities do
not add to one.

~,,"
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, ,'I,,"

years; 79.7 percent were for 3 years ov less. Unfortunately, these

figures are not broken down by crime type and do not report actual time

served on probation, only the term imposed. Eai~ly removals can OCCUi'

either by te~ination or violation.

2. Data on Jail Terms

The only data required for defendants sentenced to jail are the. .

mean times spent in jail. Reference 1 reports a disti~bution,' byof-
fense and by the length of the tenns in months, of the term impo:1ed

"'
,::o.:.~¥\\-.<, ...

"

.;;.;:0.
'

.;,;.

on felony defendants sentenced to jail from California Superior CJurts,
..

"
. ~ \. ~,I

1965. Separate distributions are given for defendants sentenced to
. ,

straight jail and for those whose jail term is a condition of probation.
,~ ,

The means of these distributions \'/ere computed to provide estimates
...

"

,
~ . I

for Tj
1

and Tj and are given in Table C-ll. The average jail term

imposed is at ~east 118 days, which holds for defendants charged with
"

.

auto theft and woose jail term is a condition of probation. Straight
. .

jail telIDS for homicide and robbery defendants are greatest, 273 days
. .

and 264 days, respectively. For each crime category the term is short-

er for the case in which jail is a condition of probqtion, ranging from

III days shorter for homicide to 24 days for theft.

No data were available describing lengths of jail terms of those
"

,

resentenced to jail as a result of probation removal by violation. The

en+;ries,for, Tj
3

shown in Table C-ll are simply arithmetic averages of

Tj and ~j .
1 ~,2

~'I:.'.\ I

3. Prison and Parole Data
. . .

Prison data consist of times spent in prison by those who are
I .. ..I,~

paroled and by those not paroled. First we report estimates of the
-I'

,., _

relevant parole branching probabilities and then the times spent in
.: \I"'L\

"
.. .

"~ 'prison and on parole. 'The data source for much of the parole and,
, .

prisoner data is the booklet published early in 1964, California Pris-
oners 1961, 1962, 1963 (Ref. 18).*

,
., . ,

. ~

.', j.'"
~""~'

c;'.~",.t"\...
' ,'"

...1fN ";i':::r;tit\t::i.~;J~,:d,:I:~;jo~~~;~' ~~..~ ;~"
(;.;~ ~~,'",'.n,,/~ ,,::,~. :~V I:f'~ ~

!1'~
_

'Apparently this publicationis not regularlyissuedby the Depart-
ment of Corrections and, in particular, it was not possible to obtain
data values specifically for the year 1965. Often weighted averages
of several previous years were used.
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Examining Table C-l2, we see that the parole probability is very

close to one for every crime type. This probability (P ) was computed
.". r

by dividing the number released on first parole," by crime type, for

the years 1959 to 1963 by the sum of first parolees and those first

released from prison by discharge at expiration of sentence. Persons

committed for the crime categories of homicide, robbery, assault, and

rape apparently are always paroled at least once. The crime categories

of burglary, theft, and auto theft include a small number of offenders

(never in excess of 20 percent of the total) who do not receive at

least a first parole.

The probability of unsuccessful parole was computed from a spe-

cial study entitled "Number and Percent of Men Returned to California
.

,

Prison with a New Commitment or Without a New Commitment During 24
<

",,',W

Months aftar Parole Date by Offense Class at Date of Parole, II (Ref. 19)

The tabulation in this publication is done for each year 1955 through

1959 for adult males paroled to California supervision during those

y~ars. A weighted average was used to compute the branching ratios

given in Table C-l2. Sjnce the study was truncated at 24 months, these

values can be considered to bt lower bound estimates of the true prob-
. ~\~j~~I'"

abilities. Note that the probai.' ~:i..ty of unsuccessful parole varies
. ,

from 0.17 for homicide to 0.46 fo~ auto theft. A typical value seems
. I r ~ 1

T' -/'to be about one-th~rd. It is intereftingto compare these probabilities

to the probabilit~es of unsuccessful probation reported in Table C-10.

With probationers also, those charged with auto theft have the highest
,

'~.

'""failure" probability (0.48 for probationers compared to 0.46 for
, . .

parolees) and those charged with homicide the lowest (0.12 for proba-

tioners compared to 0.17 for parolees). However, within the extremes,

"failure" probabilities are quite different for probationers and

parolees.
. .

Parole violators will be recommitted either u~rler the old offense

or charg~d with a new offense. Values for Pr~ ," the probability' that
.' 1.

a parole violator is recommitted under a new offense, .,re also given
,

.
in Table C-12. These computations were also made from the sf.ecial

study (Ref. 19). Those originally charged with burglary are most
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likely to be recammitted for a new offense (Prv (4) = 0.57») the m:H'I
offense prabably being burglary, and those char§ed with rape or hcmi-

cide have the lawest probabilities .of being recamrodtted unner a new

offense (P (7) = 0.23, P (1) = 0.26).
rVl rVl

It was not reparted what fractians .of thase recommitted are re-

paroled and this was estimated ta be 0.5 for both P and P , far
rv 3 rv 4all crime types.

Median times spent in prisan vary widely aver crime categary, as

can be seen by examining Table C-13. Far thase wha are paroled at

least .once the median time spent in prisan befare first parole val'ies

fram 1.54 years far auto theft ta 5.4 far hamicide. A finer breakdawn

within each categary indicates even greater variation.* Of those wha

are nat paroled (only a small number of thase charged with burglary,

theft, .or auto theft), the typical time spent in prisan befare release

is about 2 y aI's.

Of ose recommitted, either under a new offense .or under the
"

.
former .of ense, the median time until next release was nat reported

1
'

I.

by crime ty Far those T€cammitted under a new .offense, we approxi-
"

,

mate the mean. e spent in prison until next release ta be 3.3 years;
this is based on data reported in Ref. 18, aggregated by crime type.

The mean time spent in prisan by those recammitted under the old of-
,'"

a like manner, estimated fram Ref. 18 ta be 1.5 years,

crime category.

fense was, in

regardless of

Reference 18 reports, by offense, the median time served on parole

before discharge for male felons discharged from first parole in 1961,
,'~' I,', ~ .

1962, and 1963. Since only offense groups with 25 or more cases are

reported, there are no entries for murder list, attempted robbery,
,

,..
"...-

attempted burglary 2nd, and petty theft with prior. We are thus forced

"r:' ,. ~,"i'~"':;"l,1~i'i::i~~~~i"';;~~~;:;:b:~1Ii,~l,;" ,{~,;'~~ri;'.1i~j"~!..i,.iiiiti ,j"if',..:~it.;" ,
Thase corrrnitted for first degree murder remain for a median term""
befare first parole 11.7 years, those cammitted for manslaughter,
3 years. t The three categories of robbery (robbery 1st, robbery 2nd,
and attempted robbery) have associated median times of 3.26 years,
2.35 years, and 2.44 years, respectively. For the individual bur-
glary categories (burglary 1st, burglary 2nd, and attempted burglary)
the assaciated tim~s in prison are 2.9 years, 1.9 years, and 1.7 years,
respectively.
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to define a crime category List V, as given in Table C-2, Weighted

averages of the median times spent on first parole are given in Table

C-14, The values reported in Ref, 18 allow us to approximate
Tz , the, ,

3mean time spent on first parole, Values for Tz and Tz
, the mean time

1 2spent on reparole for those recommitted under a new offense and under

the old offense, respectively, were not reported and were arbitrarily

estimated to be equal to
T~3' Note that the time spent on parole does

not vary significantly by crime category, ranging from 1,65 years for

auto theft to 3,27 years for homicide, The typical value is about 2

years,

4, Corrections Costs

Corrections costs are computed by multiplying the
"per individual in a particular correctional population

,
,

that populatio~, ' The four populations of interest are

on probation, in jail, in prison, and on parole,

yearly unit cost

by the number in

the individuals

i.

The yearly cost per probationer \-lasset at $200. This figure is

$50 more than that derived from figures reported by the Corrections Task
..,..

::If:';: ~
~\" ~'Force* and $80 less than a proposed figure reported ~n Correction in the

,',f

United States.** The importance of the probation cost is found not in

its exact amount but in comparison to yearly costs of imprisonment.

The annual per-person jail cost was set at $1044, simply the daily

cost of $2,86 reported earlier*** multiplied by 365, the number of days

in a year,

,

The annual cost of prison per inmate depends, of course, on the
ii";i.-:,f'~("'"" ., :-:tt

C::IJ'''''''','''t"~,, \'''
-,

". . ~ I

type of prison,' particulat"ly the number of inmates per prison staff

~ ,,(~':j~~~i£~W~~WfIi~~~.Ii~~.,. "~.,illttw.~~~4''i'';~
Ref". 9,'" P 27.~ Accord:i.ng to the National Survey of Corrections and
special tabulations provided by the Federal Bureau of Prisons and
the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, 257,755 felons were on
probation in 1965 and the associated annual cost was $37,937,808.

''t*Ref.~ 20,p~ 175.1~ flIf the'"~resent -;stim~t;d $31,507,204 'c;;'t of pro-
bation were increased to around $89,000,000 (+184 percent) to meet
current standards, then the cost for investigation would be about
$25,000,000 a year and the annual cost for supervision would be about
$64,000,000.' At current low salary levels, the annual cost per
case...would be about $280 per year..."

***
. ,

Section B.2 of this Appendix.
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member and whether there are special training programs given in the
institution. In addition, some state prisons "sell" a large quantity
of manufactured goods each year* which, of course, reduces the direct

,
taxpayers' cost of prison. The 1965 budget for the California correc-
tional system includes a calculation of per capita costs. Admini5tra-

, ,

tive costs were not included in the calculations, however. Total

administrative costs for the California corrections systems are bud-
geted at $11,500,000 for 1965. The total California prison population

(in the state system) is 28,000 inmates. Prorating the administrative
costs equally among the inmates yields a proration of $410 per i~mate

for administrative costs.

Per capita costs of several particular institutions are given uS

follows:

San Quentin

California Conservation Center

Sierra Conservation Center

Rehabilitation Center

Voca~ion Institute

$1,851

2,541

2,745

2,740

2,884

The average of these five CQsts is $2632.** including the $410 admin-

istrative proration, we round off and set the prison cost at $3000 per

inmate per year.

. ~~,ar1y pa~le cost 'pe'r parolee was set at $391. This figure was
obtained from the California State Budget, 1965. It should be mentioned
that the figm.'e of $391 represents conventional parole only, and that

more specialized supervision, particularly work unit supervision and

-.'r '"','''','$.:..I':\;'~I,<~''''1'i
- "~'J~:,.".' J. "':t;,",,ia.i'..,i" ~)~;~~,,~"i"';',ii,~ >,"_r.. - >,.;,:,J ' ",l:Ij;,/j""r""

" "L~~'t

The Il1inoi; State Budget'provided $5,000, 000 for Joliet Peniten-
tiary. 'Z During a year, Joliet sells to other state t~lst~.tutions
$2.5 million of industrial products and $371 thousand in ayricul-
tural products.

**
.' ... II,>":'~:,..~J"..\~<~~\~'~:~' :".",,; ~\, .. ."'..Y,' f:',~~'~::1,': :...' I':, ,;¥. ~,

','"~"
~i 't~~,' ,,,",':,.. ,~ ~.,:, ..

Actually,' a ~...eigh;:ed average should be used to account for the
relatively greater use of standard penitentiaries, such as San
Quentin, which show significantly lower annual per inmate costs.
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non-felon addict supervision, costs more than conventional parole ($591

for work unit supervision and $860 for non-felon addict supervision).
,
'

,

In Correction in the United States, the typical figure spent by a state

per parolee per year is about $250 (Ref. 20, p. 219).

D. DATA ON THE JUVENILE SYSTL1-1

1. JuvQni16 Pl~bation Referral

The model of th~ juvenile subsystem, although relatively easy to

structure, is very difficult to provid~ with a consistent set of data.

The heart of the problem is that juvenile agencies act in a much ~ore

inf01~al manner when handling juveniles than do the regular CJS agen-

cies in dealing with adults, For instance, California juvenile agen-

cies, in reporting statistics, often classify crimes associated with

juveniles eithor as m~jor law violations (these usually reflect Penal

Code violations of ~.felony nature), minor violations (...,hichlargely

reflect Penal Code violation of a misrtemeanor nature), and other acts
, ,

of delinquency which are cenominated "delinquent tE:ndencies." (Ref-

erence 1, p. 141. Delin~lent tendencies include incorrigible, runaway,

waYh'c1t'<iness,and improper associations.) The seven crimes :)f interest

for the model are included in the major law violations. Police statis-

tics break 0Ut the major and minor violaticnd by crime type, thus pro-

viding useful information all injtial juvenile pl'ocessing by poltce within

~acll cvime category, Juvenile probations and court records are not re-
o.

ported in this manner, however, initlal referrals to juvenile probation

are ...,ell docu~ented; but the referral of juveniles (that is, the re-

ferral of tho~e whone cases are currently active) is noc vl'ry 'Ilell docu-

mented, and these ve-referrals account for much of t}le juvenile court

workload. ~'t

V;-'
Some of the problems of re-ref~rra1s are illustrated in the follow-
ing paragl'aph which is takQn from Ref, 17, p. 113:

"Generally, all but the srna11e~t probation departments have
established ~ome sort of intake unit3 around which have deve10pe~
standard procedures for the recording of new cases coming to the
attention of the departments, regardless of the method of thQir

(Footnote continued next page)
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~'he probabilities Pjr that an arrested juvenile will be referred

to juvenile probation authorities are given in Table C-15. These

referral probabilities are quite high, ranging from 0.71 for burglary

and auto theft arrests to 0.90 for forcible rape arrests. Typically,

about three-quarters of the juvenile arrests for major offenses are

referred to juvenile probation.

We are flOW forced to link up the police data and those of the

juvenile agencies. Table C-lG presents the numbers of police referrals

of arrested juveniles to the probation departments for which the arrest

is for one of tho seven major offenses. The second column of the table

lists the numbers of initial referrals of juveniles to provation de-

partments for which the juvenile was arrested for one of the general

offenses. (Rape was not reported.) Due again to the lack of consis-

tency of crime category definition, only three of the rows in the

table are directly comparable--the rows corresponding to robbery,

burglary, and auto theft. We sl3e, for instance, that 1J.,564 of the

16,840 burglary referrals (or 69 percent) were initial referrals from

the police. For robbery, 56 percent were initial referrals and for

auto theft, 75 percent were initial rdferrals. On the other hand,

.,"t

initiation (by .j~'Venile hall l~ck-up or otherwi~~ )':~'jjln\"~~~tine

fashion, essentially all Hew cases are documentad whothor poti-
tions are filed or not," Ho~'~ver, recurring activity in cases
already under jurisdictionmay not be recorded in the same ~ys-
tematic manner, ... SuChdata al'e available and ~mpirical formula-
tions suggest that this lapse is particularly tru~ of cases that
a are ori inated other than b law enforcement a encies b'
arb reportedbecause 0 t e commission 0 minor types 0 of enses
or technical violations or care dis osed of without ~ourt
action, ~ Hence, n a situation where the probation O' icer is
advised by a foster parent that a runavlay has occurred, and the
case is adjusted without resort to court action, it is highly
likely in some areas that there will be no statistical recording
made of the incident. And, indeed, some occurrences of this
genoral nature are on the borderline of defillition of what con-
stitutes a re-referraJ. as differentiated from Some regulative
activity that might derivo from a routine suporvisory contuct.
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I~ ~t~~t.:1

~~~~~t1 f-I
fi t t.:1t.:1 H ~~~~5r; @
~VJ

~~~~::J
~COt1PUTATIONz £-1 ~VJ

Pjr 0.85 0.80 0.76 0.71 0.75 O. J1 0.90 1 (kef. 1, Tdble VIII-4,6,
p. 144, I)

Ilje 3.05 1 2.51 1 17. .1 1 1 4 See text. Crjrr.e category
list VII.

Number of Police Number of Initial
Referrals of Ar- Referrals of Ju-
rested Juveniles veni1es to P1'O-
to Probation De- bat ion Depart:ments

Crime partments for Crime for General 0f-
Category Major tifen5es~'( Category f

. .
enses~n:

..-

Willful Her.d- 75 Homicide 176
cide

Robbery 1,482 Robbery 833

Aggravated 1,794 Assault 3,460
Assault

Burglary 16,840 Burglary 11 ,564

Grand Theft, 1,275 Theft, Ex- 17,089
Except Auto cept Auto

Auto Theft 9,889 Auto Theft 7,369

Forcible Rape 291

TABLE C-1S. DATA ASSOCIATED WITH JUVENIL£ PROBATION REFERRAL

,

.,'

\'':~

TABLE C-16. NUMBER OF REFERRALS OF JUVENILES TO

,t"-"t,,,
"'.

PROBATION DEPARTMENTS

,',

Refeyence 1, Table VIII-4, p. 144.
-.':"I'r

Reference 1, Table IX-5, p. 161.
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there is a total of 1275 referrals (initial and r~-referrals) of ju-

veniles arrested for "grand theft, except auto, I'whereas there are

more than ten times as many (17,089) initial referrals for the broader

category of "theft, except auto."

The problem is that probation departments do not report total

referrals by crime type within a year. Thus, for the crimes of homi-

cide, assault, "theft, except auto," and rape, we must use a scale

factor to estimate the total number of referrals in each of these

categories. In addition, the referrals reported by polite do not con-

stituta all referrals of juveniles to the probation department. The

great majority (87.2 percent) of initial referrals of all juveniles

were from primary law enforcement agenci~s, but the remainder were

from criminal courts or other juvenile courts, from the family, schools,

welfare departments, private agencies, and attorneys (Ref. 1, p. 161).

Thus, even the police data on referrals for robbery, burglary, and auto

theft do not represent total inputs to the juvenile model.

The ra-ref~rrals add to this already difficult data preble/no A

re-referral is a currently active case which is refer~ed again to a

probation department, regardless of ~lhether or not a status change

resul~s fl~m the re-referral. The individuals whose cases are re-

referred are delinquent wards who violate probation (or commit subse-

quent offenses) and are continued under local supervision, with 01'

without a change in placement. The data on initial referrals are usu-

ally much morE complete than those on pe-referrals. ~':

Due to these data limitations, and the fact that in its handling

of juvenile offenders the CJS usually defies any systematic description,

many of these problems are circumvented in order to provide some form

of first, simple model of the juvenile system. First, re-referrals

are not treated explicitly; they may be included implicitly in some of

the police referrals. Second, initial referrals are not singled out,

..',

There is a good discussi.on of the issues
referrals, re-referrals, and the numbers
in Ref. 17, pp. 112-120.

relevant to counting of
of individuals involved
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primarily because they are not singled out by police. Thus, we com-

pute the input to the juvenile probation departments in the following

ways:

(1)

(2)

(3)

For robbery, burglary, and auto theft, we Ufie the police

figures on the number of juvenile referrals as the input

to probation.

For homicide, assault and theft (except auto), we mUltiply

the probation department figures on numbers of initial re..

ferrals by a scale factor that depends on crime type. This

factor approximately accounts ,for the ~otal referrals com-

pared to the initial referrals for the crime categories of

robbery, burglary, and auto theft.

We assume the total number of forcible rape referrals is

equal to the police figure (291 in 1965). Branching ratios

for forcible rape are computed from category 7 ("sex of-

fense s") in crime Li st VI.

These procedures give l'ise to the values of N. reported in Table
Je

C-15. A new crime category list (List VII) hud to be defined to in-

clude forcible rape and exclude other sex offenses from List VI. The

el~ry of 17.4 under the theft category is particularly bothersome

since it implies that one police referral of a juvenile arrested for

grand theft results in 17.4 total referrals for the broader theft cate-

gory. Hopefully, these problems will come under control as consistent

crime categories are used throughout the system.

2. Initial Probation Department Determinations

Cases referred to juvenile probation can have one of three initial

determinations:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Petition filed for juvenile C'jurt action,

Informal probation, or

Case closed or referred to other agency.

Data describing these determinations by crime type are not usually re-

ported. We rely on the special study (Ref. 21) issued by the Bureau

of CrilJ1inal Statistics in NOl/ember 1966. As computed from this study,
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':

initial probation determination probabilities are given in Table C-17.

Homicide referrals are most likely (Ppf(l) = 0.87) to lead to a filing

of a petition; theft cases are least likely (Ppf(S) = 0~~3). Inforrr.al

probation is not used very often, theft referrals being '~he most likely

type to receive, and there Ppi(S) = 0.16. Theft referrals are also most

likely to have the case closed or referred to another agency. The fact

that theft probabilities are so different than the others at this proces-

sing stage is probably due to the large number of petty theft referrals,

petty theft being the least serious crime in the list.

3. Initial Juvenile Court Dispositions

There are five possible initial juvenile court dispositions:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Dismissal,

Non-ward,

Wards, no incarceration,

Wards, incarceration, or

California Youth Authority.

Due to initial Youth Authority commitments resulting from re-

referrals, the branching ratios for initial juvenile court disposition

cannot be used directly to c~nerate Youth Authority intake. That is,

for some of the crime categol~es, it is necessary to scale up the prob-

ability of initial Youth Authority commitment (Pjy) so that the model-

computed Youth Authority intake per year is approximately equal to that

reported by the Youth Authority. These scaled probabilities plus the

other juvenile court branching ratios are given in Tahle (-18.. It \olaf.

necessary to change P. (3) (assault) from 0.04 to 0.12, P'y(S) (theft)
JY J

from 0.01 to 0.07, and Pjy(6) (auto theft) fr(m 0.02 to 0.00; sinc~

rape cases are included in "sex offenses" by the Youth Authority, no

direct comparison was possible and no scaling was perfolmed. Note that

the most likely disposition in each crime category is "ward, no incar-

ceration;" this probability varies from 0.25 for homicide to D.£)4 for

burglary. Typically, 20 percent of the referrals are dismissed, 15

percent become non-wards, and 5 percent wards with i'1cttrceration.

Except for homicide (Pjy(l) = 0.19) and robbery (Pjy(2) = 0.12), ini-

tial commitments to the Youth Authority are rare.
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The time spent under local supervision of probation agencies (i.e.,

the time of wardship) was not available by crime type and was estimated

to be 1.09 years (Ref. 1, Table IX-II, p. 170).

4. Youth Authority* Commitments

The yearly input to the Youth Authority, as defined in the model,

is composed of those received from juvenile courts, criminal (adult)

courts, and those received as a result of probation removal by viola-

tion. There are several problems encountered in matching the yearly

input to that reported by the Youth Authority (Refs. 22 and 23). First,

the Youth Authority reports data on first commitments each year and on

the total population at the end of the year. However, the criminal
r .court dispositions, for instance, do not distinguish individuals who

have not previously been adjudicated. In addition, those who are

committed to the Authority as a result of probation violation may be

counted elsewhel~ as a court disposition as well. Second, the majority'

of the commdtments are received from the juvenile courts and many of

these are the result of re-referrals, which is not explicitly included

in the model. Third, a large fraction of the Youth ~uthority ward

population is composed of those recommitted after a parolp. violation,

either with or without a new commitment. Thus, the model in this case

must be viewed as a very crude approximation to the real system.

.t.
n

t,..'~. .,.\ ""J't','~~~~,"~:~-'~ I~;:~; '~'~;"'\'~.Feii,~;':.:i:~
The California Youth Authority was created by an act of the Legis-
lature in 1941 to provide a state authority responsible for the
training and treatment of young persons found guilty of public
offenses by means of correction and rehabilitation as oppo~ed to
retributive punishment. Under the Act, persons under 21 at the
time of the commission of an offense may be referred to the Author-
ity by juvenile or criminal courts and if the referral is accepted
9uch persons are under commitment to the Authority. ~ Jurisdictionexists over those committed as juveniles until age 21; those com-
mitted as felons until age 25. The department operates diversified
institutions for care of wards committed to them and, in addition,
has the author! ty to place wards in the most appt'Opriate institu-
tions maintained by the Departments of Corrections and Mental
lIygiene, or in county jail facilities. (See Ref. 1, p. 197.)
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Instead of modeling the recycling phenomenon of incarceration/

parole/parole violation/incarceration as we do for the adult model,

we simply compute a mean total time spent as a Youth Authority ward in

"Authority institutions and on parole. The mean times spent incarcer-

ated in Youth Authority institutions \,oJerecomputed as the ward popula-

tion (for each commitment offense) measured at a particular time

(specifically December 31, 1966) divided by the average yearly intake

of first cOli\ffiitmentsto the Youth Authority. That is, we make use of

the fact that, in the steady state, if N persons are admitted to an

institution per year and each stays an average of T years, the steady

state institution population is lIT. Thus, if we divide the measured

population (NT) by the yearly intake (N), we have an estimate of the

mean time (T) spent per person. The number of first commitments per

year was computed as an average of the first commitments received (by

individual offense category) for each of the years 1964, 1965, and

1966. The time estimates are given in Table C-19. These ti~~s are

interpreted to be the mean time spent in Youth Authority institutions

per first commitment associated ~vith a particular offense category

T . A frdctionof the 1.5 years given for robbery, -forinstance, isya
caused by recommitments of individuals who were not first committed

for robbery. The greatest estimated time is 2.2 years for homicide;

th~ shortest duration of incarceration is 1.0 year for burglary and

for auto theft. These times compare to an average time per commitment

(over all crime categories) of about 7 or 8 mOJlths before parole (Ref.

1, p. 198).

Also given in Table C-19 are the estimated mean times spent on

parole per w~rd, T. . These were computed in a similar manner. By
JZ

comrndtment offense, the total parole population on December 31, 1966,

including those on first or subsequent parole, waG divided by the

average number of new commitments per year. Again this aVGrage was

computed for the years 1964, 1965, and 1966. These estimated total

times on parole (by fiI'stcommitment offense) do not vary greatly by

crime type, ranging from 2.3 years for homicide to 2.9 years for sex

offenses.
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5. Juvenile Costs

There are five costs in the model which are specifically related

to juvenile processing. The~e are costs due to:

(1) Probation dete~ination of juvenile referrals,

(2) Juvenile court,

(3) Local supervision of juveniles on probation,

(4) Juvenile incarceration, and

(5) JU'lenile parole.

The cost per referral to the juvenile probation department was _

estimated to be $50 per referral, regardless of crime category. The'

cost of juvenile court was estimated to be $100 per court disposition

regardless of cri,ne type. Each of these very crude estimates should

be refined in latar studies.

Juveniles released under local supervision Were considered to be

on probation and the annual per case cost was set at $330. This fig-

ure was derived from tabulations reported by th~ Corrections Task

Force (Ref. 9, P. 27),

The only juvenile incarceration costs considered in the model are

those incurred within the California Youth Authority. Per capita

Youth Authority costs appear to be significantly greater than compar.

able costs for adults (ill Stilte correctional institutions), These

costs, as reported in the California State budget, are directly related

to the ward/employee ratio. Four examples of actual 1966-1967 expend-

itures indicate the possible variation in costs:

Facility

Youth Training School

Fred C. Nelles School f~r Boys

Fri'cot Ranch School for Boys

Northern California Youth Center

Ward/
Employee Ratio

3.0 to 1

2.2 to 1

1.7 to 1

1.2 to 1

Per
~apita": Cost

$3905

4904

6225

8697
,'f
Ref. 24, p. 191.
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, .

(These costs would be increased slightly if Youth Authority central
I

" I'
. ~ ,

administrative expenses were to be prorated to the individual wards.)
.

" ",'The Youth Training Schoo] is for boys between 17 and 21 years of age
.

-. . .
-

,

and the school's program is designed to give If,'ards pre-employment trair.-
...:.,t" . ,~ ,f .

'!'ing in the various vocational fields and to provide an opportunity for

completion of the reql11 rements f01' high school graduation. The ratio
..

"

, ,

of wards to employees can be comparatively high since many auxiliary

functions associated with institutional administration are performed. .

by wards (Ref. 24, p. 187). The F~icot Ranch S~hool for Boys, on the

othp.r hand, is for delinquent boys primarily between 8 and 13 years

of age. The institution places mc:'jor emphasis upon a program of aca-

demic education and coun~dling and requires a relatively smaller t/ard/

employee ratio. The a~~rage population per capita cost incurred in

fiscal 1966-67 was $S06.L We set Cya (the annual Youth Authority cost
per wa~d) at a value of $5JOO, a figure nearly twice the magnitude of

the comparable adult incarceration cost.

Youth parole cost~ ar.~ also higher- than those of adults and can

fluctuate, depending on the type of supervision, by a greater percent-

age than youth incarceration costs. We give three examples (Ref. 24,

p. 190):

Program

Regular Parole Supervision

CCltrmunity Treatment Project

Purt Way Home Program

C-'st Per Parolee
Per Year

$ 346

2327

4464

The Ccrrununity Treatment Proj£:ct is a parole program that is concerned
.,

with testing the feasibility of the treatment of delinquent wards with-

in the cOTntl1unitywithout lon~r-term institutionalization. The more

intensive treatment received by wards in this program includes indivi-
dual counseling or psychothel~py, group therapy, natural and foster
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parent group meetings, school tutoring, etc. The Part Way Home Pro-

gram, operated on a contractual basis with private agencies, actually

places wards in homes* for an average of 90 days in residence at which
, ,

.

'time they are offered group counseling and are provided with employment

placement information. During 1966-67, about 95 percent of the paro-

lees were paroled under regular parole supervision. We set
Cjf (the

annual cost per pal~lee) equal to $375, recognizing that changes in

programs could alter this figure markedly. We can compare this figure
. .

to one repcrted in Correction in the United States (Ref. 20, p. 101).

An average computed from 40 states which responded to a national sur-

vey showed th3~ $320 are spent per year p~r case in State-supervised

juvenile after~are pro3rams.

6. Misdemean)rs

The model does not consider misdemeanors explicitly. Costs and

workloads associated with misdemeanor arrests are not included, pri-

marily due to the lack of data describing the extent of misdemeanor

arrests and subsequent prosecutions. It was felt, however, that since

such a large fraction (about 20 percent) of those ad~lts originally

arrested for one of the seven offenses of interest (List III defini-

tions) are charged at the police disposition stage with a misdemeanol',

some attempt should be made to assign an aggregated cost to each of

these individuals. This cost would represent direct CJS operating

costs received for all later processing--courts, detention, probation,

etc. Some of the problems encountered in trying to account for thesl.

costs are discussed in Correction in the United States in the chapter

on "Misdemeanant Probation." In a survey reported in that chapter

(Ref. 20, pp. 115-117), cost estimates were made for municipal court

charges of misdemeanor in one eastern city for six months. Summing the

cost of the judges (1 cedef judge and 14 associate judges), probation,

h
Ref. 24, p. le5. "The Part Way Home Program is usad as a resource
for the placement of wards who have no homes to go la, or whose homes
are so destructive that it would be hanmfu1 to their rehabilitation
to place them there."
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psychiatric services, and detention, and dividing the sum by the total

number of probation charges, We obtain about $28 per misdemeanor charge
,

incurred after police handling (i.e., this figure does not include pro-

rated rolice costs). About $22 of the $28 is.due to detention costs,
,

.
assigned at $2.35 per day. Although these costs are not significant

,

when compared to other CJS costs, we will include a cost per ~.isde-

meanor charge (for those adults originally arrested for one of the

List III offenses)of $30 per charge. That is, C will be set to $30,
pm

regardless of crime category of the original arrest.
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APPENDIX D

SOME RESULTS OF RUNS WITH THE CALIFORNIA MODEL

,

In this appendix we present some computed results derived from

the model of Appendix B and using the data of Appendix C.

First, using the distribution of reported crimes in California
. .

in 1965 as the input to the model, we compute flows and costs at

various stages wi~hin the California CJS. While many of the computed

quantities are .~erived from the model itself and were not specifically

reported by California agencies, a reasonable check on the model's

validity is provided by the fact that some flows are directly comparable

to reported statistics.

Second, we mak~ an estimate of crimes at a future time and use

the model to estimate future CJS flows, costs, and wprkload require-

ments,

At ATTRITION IN PLOW OF AOOLTS

A basic question in studying a criminal justice system is the

relationship between the flow through the early stages of processing

and the flow through the luter stages.

Figure D-1 depicts the computed flow at seven successive CJS

stages, from systems input (numbe~ of reported crimes) to the final

output to state correctional institutions. It is clear that the rate

of attrition or "dropout" from beginning to end is re:i.~t.1velylarge.

Figure D-l must be interpreted in the context of the crime

cateyory definitions at each stago. Reported crimes are defined in

terms of the exclusive "seven major offenses" list, as discussed in

Appendix C. Arrests are defined on a combination of lists (sea
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CUMULA TlVE
PERCENTAGE

NUMBER DROPPED

386,708 0

118,067 70

74,186 81

33,970 91

19,217 9S

16,353 96

STAGE GRAPHIC DECLINE

NUMBER OF '
REPORTED CRIMES

NUMBER OF
ARRESTS

(N )
c

(N )
a -

II
II

I
I

I

'I "
,1':.'.'f.:~:,f,,''',':. .;. l;

NUMBER OF
ADULT ARRESTS

( N
ad

)

NUMBER OF
ADULT CHARGES

NUMBER OF
. ,

ADULT DISPOSITIONS

NUMBER OF
ADULT SENTENCES

NUM8ER OF ADULT
SENTENCES to A STATE
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 4,309 99

FIGURE D-1. Computed Flows at Various Stages of the CalifornIa CJS
(TotoI of Seven Maior Offense Categories)

Tables C-l and C-2)--list III for adults and list I for juveniles.

Charges for adults are based on list III definitions. The remainder

of the variables are defined in list II. Thus, only flows for robbery,
aggravated assaUlt, burglary, and auto theft can be meaningfully and

consistently compared among processing stages. Since the crime category
lists become even more inclusive with deeper CJS penetration, the flow

,

'

attrition indicated in the figure is an underestimate of the attrition
I.ates that would be observed if there were a consistent, inclusive set

of crime definitions.

Figure D-l indicates that less than 30 percent of the reported
major offenses lead to an arrest (where arrest is defined on a broader

classification of crimes); 9 percent of crimes lead to an adult being
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. .
charged with a felony in magistrate's court; 4 percent lead to adult

, . , jf.,~ '.,,'., .

conviction in Superior Court; and about 1 percent lead to sentencing

of an adult in a state correctional institution,
. ,

Flows deriving from reported robberies, aggravated assaults,

burglaries, and auto thefts can be traced consi~tently through the
system. These attritions are depicted in Figs ," D-2 through D- 5. For
robbery" th~ attriti~n is .:.uch less than that observed for the aggre-
gated seven crimes: 57 percent of reported robberies result in an

arrest. Since 85 percent of the robbery arrests are adult arrests,

this adult attrition diagram presents a reasonably complete picture

of what happens to those arrested for robbery. There is 80 percent
, ,

attrition at magistrate's court (compared to 91 percent for the aggre-

gated crimes), 89 percent attrition at Superior Court disposition, and

91 percent at the sentencing stage. Of all reported robberies, 6 per-

cent lead to sentencing of the offender to a state corroctional in-

stitution; this is the highest percentage sentenced to prison of the
four consistently defined crimes.

Aggravated assault can be compared directly to robbery, since

85 percent of the at'rests for bo~h crimes are adult arrests. Attri-

tion is less for aggravated assault than for robbery at the arrest
stage, but it is greater at the magistrate's stage. This effect prob-

ably results from the greater likelihood that assault victims and

perpetrators know each other. Thus, victims are more likely to identify
, ,

thej.r assailants, leading to a relatively high arrest probability; this

same relationship also leads, however, to a lower probability that the

victim will press charges. Attrition of assault cases is greater than
that of robbery cases throughout the remainder of the system, with

only 1.2 percent of assault arrests leading to sentencing of an adult

to a state correctional institution.

Burglary is a particularly difficult crime to solve.* Since about

half of the burglary arrests are juvenile arrests, comparison of

..',

Of the seven FBI index crimes, only larceny had a lower clearance
rate (19 percent) than that of burglary (22 percent) in 1966.
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NUMBER OF (N )
REPORTED CRIMES c

NUMBER OF (N )
ARRESTS a

NUMBER Of (Nod)
ADULT ARRE!lTS

\""".IQ<a~,"':'j ", ,

NUMBER OF .
(Nodi)

ADULT CHARGES
:"":':"','....,~;;!.;,:,\

NUMBER OF (Nf)
ADULT DISPOSITIONS

NUMBER Of ( N.)
AOULT SENTENCES

': j\I':!III.:~,tI'r~,*",-,~,:w'

NUMBER Of ADULT '/
eN.4)SENTENCES TO A STATE

CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION

. .
CUMULATIVE
PERCENTAGE

NUMBER DROPPED

26,088 0

15,794 39.~

13,418 -H

4,576 82.5

2,259 91

1,821 93

STAGE GRAPHIC DECLINE

NUMBER Of (N )
REPORTED CRIMES c

NUMBER Of (N )
ARRESTS a

NUMBER OF ( Nod)
ADULT ARRBTS

NUMBER OF (NodI)ADULT CHARGES

NUMBER OF (N, )
IIADULT DISPOSITIONS

NUMBER OF ( Nt)
~ADULT SENTENCES

;":11''',\ ,
NUMBER OF AOULT

(N...)
U

SENHNCES TO A STATE
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION

CUMULA JIVE
PERCENTAGE

NUMBER DROPPED

21,055 0

12,041 .3

10,199 52

.,222 eo

2,297 89

1,918 91

"
STAGE GRAPHIC DECLlNi:

-III
I

338 99.8

FIGURE D-2. Computed Flows at Various Stages of the CallfornJa CJS (Robbery)

, ,216 94

FIGURE D-3. Computed Flows at Various Stages of the California CJS
(Aggravated Assault)
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NUMBER OF (,..~ )
REPORTED CRIMES c

NUMBER OF (N )
ARRESTS 0

,

'

NUMBER OF (Ned)
ADULT ARRESTS

. ,:1"~'~"">!iI':
NUMBER OF (Nedl)ADULT CHARGES.

.

NUMBER OF ( N,)
ADULT DISPOSITIONS

~,::,~;,..,:t" , ,

NUMBER OF ADULT (N.)
SENTENCES

. ..", '".. ".J4'.I',"'~
..,;Ii'.

NUMBER OF ADULT
(N.4)SENTENCES TO A STA TE

CORRECTlO~AL INSTITUTION

CUMULATIVE
PERCENTAGE

NUMBER DROPPED

218,078 0

51,052 77

27,410 87.5

13,705 94

6,970 97

5,874 97

CUMULA fiVE
PERCENTAGE

STI GE GRAPHIC DECLINE NUMBER DROPPED

NUMBER OF (N )
REPORTED CRIMES e

81,541 0

NUMBER OF (N )
ARRESTS e

24,479 70

NUMBER OF ( Ned) F!ADULT ARRESTS 10,560 87

NtJMBER OF (NodI) IADULT CHARGES ","04 95

NUMBER OF (NJ)
IADULT DISPOSITIONS 2,584 97

NUMBER OF ADULT ( N.)
ISENTENCES 2,301 97

NUMBER OF ADULT
' eN.4)

ISENTENCES TO A STATE
CORRECTIOHAllNSTITUTION 401 99.6

FIGURE D-5. Computed Flows at Various Stages of the California CJS
(Auto Theft)

STAGE GRAPHIC DECLINE

I
I
I

I
1,"54

FIGURE D-4. Computed Flows at Various Stages of the California CJS
(Burglary)
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,1..

",~

'

burglary attrition estimates with those for robbery and aggravated
,

~, ,

\
,~

assault, for instance, must be made with care.' Direct comparison
"

> I

shows burglary attrition to be consistently higher than that of rob-
,I .

,

bery, aggravated assault, or even the aggregated crimes. However, of
,

'.
~ . . .,

those adults arrested for burglary, 21.5 percent reach the sentencing

stage in Superior Court, whereas only 19 percent of those arrested for

t~bbery and only 13.5 percent of those arrested for assault reach that

stage.

The attrition pattern for auto theft is very similar to that for
.

'!
J

'(.c./I,. ",
~

, ,

'II,

burglary. There are comparatively more arrests for auto theft, but
~," . r

'"

.,

these are arrests of juveniles; only about 13 percent of reported auto
.',

thefts and burglarie3 give 'rise to an adult arrest. From adult arrest
~ .

. ,

through to sentencing, the attrition patterns are vitually identical.

At final sentencing, however, relatively fewer auto theft defendants

are sentenced to a state correctional institution. ~'t

B. FLOW OF JUVENILES

In this section we trace some aspects of the flow of juveniles
.

. ~
,

through the juvenile CJS. Since the data from which the branching

ratios were computed were tabulated from a special report (Ref. 21)

and yearly flow data are not regularly reported, the results of this

section have not been validated by checking with statistics from

operating agencies. The calculations reported here have all the prob-

lems of validity (for instance, the effects of failure to report re-

referral) that were discussed in Appendix C.

For robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, and auto theft, sev-

eral flows computed for the juvenile system are given in Table P-l.

Approximately 70 percent of the juvenile arrests for these crimes are

referred to juvenile probation authorities. The scale factor that we

,.,

'This is indicated by tho sentencing branching ratioss PS4(4) = 0.25

for burglary and PS4(6) = 0.18 for auto theft, where
PS4 is the

probability of a convicted defendant being sentenced to a state
co~rectional institution.
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Stage Robbery Assault Burgl.)ry Auto Theft

Uaj 1,842 2,375 23,642 13,918

Njr 1,483 1,793 16,833 9,896

Nje 1,483 4,501 16,833 9,896

Npf 1,096 2,829 0,876 5,361

Njy 131 3.39 213 429

\'lya 621 541 040 814

used to account for referrals from other agencies, rereferrals, and
changes in crime definition cause the total nUrtlber of juvenile re-

ferrals for aggravated assault to jump to 4501; the scale factors for

the other crimes were unity. For the crimes considered, slightly

more than half of the referrals are r~ferred to juvenile court by
filing of a formal petition. Relatively few of these juvenile court

cases result in the juvenile being placed under Youth Authority super-

vision. The estimated Youth Authority input ranges from 541 for

aggravated assault to 840 for burglary.

TABLE D-l.

Naj = Number of arrested juveniles.

Njr = MJmber of arrested juveniles referred to Ul0
juvenile probation authorities.

Njo = Total referrals per year.

Upf = Humber of referl'als who have a peti tion filed in
juvenile COU1't.

Njy = Uumbor of j\lveniles refel'!..'od to juvenile court vJho
are incarcerated under the Youth Authority,

'-Ilya = Youth Authority population at any given time,
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;
Total of, .,

-
,...,,. , . .

All Seven
Population Robbery Assault Burglary Auto Theft Crime Types

Jail, Wj 205 341 1,167 430 2,930

Probation. 1.157 3,073 7,909 2,820 2l,9Bl
~lb

,
'

,
Prison, Wr 4,777 1,292 4,967 . . 1,159 15,708

Parole, Wf 3,700 914 3,705 737 11,623
!

c, FOPULATIONS IN 0IRREC'l'IONS
,

'.~"
., i .'

\0
i ~ '"

I ,

' '.
,,,' ,'r..~ ~ ,'.'~

..
J

,(.,~
'
t . t Ii" ~'''< \

'I
~.I .' - ;. .~E

}, ,~i,tAll populations in the model have been computed by independently
it'" ,', -

\"" ' '; . ~ ,

'
'(

, .,~ t Iestimating parameters applicable to individual offenders and ignoring
," ... . . ,

'.: I I'
i I.~, I'.J ~(except as checks) any population data reported by operating agencies,

," ""'..;, . ,,',,, ,
I..>. "JWith estimates of the annual input to a facility and the mean stay of

.
.',"

111,
~

.' 'J
,,',.l

';''-
'

,

individuals assigned to that facility and an assumption of a steady-
~ I

':'
1/,,',,", 'I,' ,

'
., .,. .

" :,'~:
r"

~.
".F'!..'" :! ... .state process, the total population of the facility can be estimated

,
"

I \ '.M'.,10 .. \-.

as the product of the annua1'i~put a~d the mean stay.' We can in-
... ',.,

'I'
\ 1 ,

I
I .

vestigate the reasonable~ess of this procedure by comparing such

estimates of populations to reported populations. Unfortunntely,

since total populations are not reported by crime type, this com-

parison cannot be made precisely now,

'w
1

Several of the computed ~~sults are given in Table D-2. Specif-

ically, for robbery~' aggravated assault, burglary~'. auto theft, and

the aggregated total of the sev~n crime types~ the estimated po pula-
; ,~.

tions are given for adult probation, jail, prison, and parole, The
-, ,

computed probation population is the largest of the four groupings
for all crimes except robbery.

I .
'l'ABLE D- 2 ,. ESTIMATED CORRECTIONS POFULATION

'1'0 compare these computations with reported figures, as of
December 31, 1965, there were 33,677 active adult jurisdictional

probation cases that were originally received from the California
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Superior Courts (Ref. 1). About half of those granted probation
"~

,

(straight or with jail) from the Superior Courts are associated with

one of the seven crimes of interest. Since these crimes are generally
.. ,

the more serious of the felonies, we would expect the probation terms
" '"

, , , .

for these individuals to be somewhat longer than the average. Thus,
. . ,

we would reasonably expect the probation population of offenders
, f,

'.

charged with one of the seven J.,'jorcrimes to be somewhat over half
. ,..

the total population. The computed probation population of 22,000
,

"is, in fact, about 6S percent of the reported total probation popula-

tion of 33,677, a reasonable consistency. In the model; the probation

term was set as three years for all crime types. Once the probation

term can be established as a function of crime type and if the pro-
. , .

bation population is reported by crime type, then \~e will be able to

obtain a much ffioremeaningful test of the population estimation method.

The total Californla prison population as of January 1, 1965, was

22,822 (Ref. 1). This can be compared with the computed estimate, as

was done above for the probation population. Of those sent to prison

during 1965, about 60 percent \-la1'e charged with one of the sev€:n major

crimes. The model-derived prison population of 15,7bo is approximately

69 percent of the reported population of 22,822. Again, considering

that felons associated with one of the seven major crimes probably re-

ceive longer sentences, this comparison also seem reasonable.

The estimated average parole population in 1965 was 12,657 (Ref.

1). The computed estimate of number of parolees charged with one of

the seven major crin,es is 11,623; this is about 92 percent of the

actual average population for all crimes. We would expect the model-

derived parole population to be roughly 70 percent of the total parole

population, since parolees first had to serve a prison term and about

70 percent of the prison population were associated with the sevell

major crimes. This assumes no difference between the two groups in

regard to parole probability and duration. One possible explanation

for the overestimate could derive from the fact that the parole viola-

tion probabilities have increased by about 50 percent since 1959.
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.
! ,.,

!" ,,,,,...'

Our ostimates of the time spent on parole were computed from the
, ,

times spent on first parole of those discharged from first parole in
~ I I I

1961, 1962, and 1963, a period when the violation probability was
,. I

~
_:

r.lower. The parole duration was therefore longer in 1965. Thus, our
.

..input data on parole duration may be too large. Also, lacking other
. . ,

.. . ~

"data, we assumed that the mean time spent on reparole was no different
'

I'. .
~

'-Ifrom the time spent on first parole. " These assumptions should be in-
r

vestigated further 50 as to make further refinements on the model.

-
, , ,

,1. .

The estimated population in jails as a result of Superior Court
..

_"ill
',W""

,

'"

I

disposition for one of the seven major crimes i5 estimated to be

2,930, only about 10 percent of the 25,000 adult jail and prison

camp population reported as of September 23, '1965. This huge differ-
.

:>
'ence results from the fact that a large fraction of the jail popula-

tion is composed of persons either awaiting trial or found guilty of

less serious crimes.

D. AGGREGATED OOSTS

This section reports on some of the cost distributions computed

from the ITodel. ~le are particularly interested in how the costs and

effects are currently distributed among parts of the CJS and among

the seven crime types.* Because of rounding the percentages in Figs.

D-6 through D-8 may not equal 100 percent,

. ,'. ,;~'t, ,"v /1 .',i,I,",!':"",,~,n-,
'~:t.c'lk..J' ',il',,,, '!"~'"f,;.~,,'I',.r'

'i,"wHere again; the qualificat.ions and assumptions that were stated in'
structuring the model mU!jt be taken into account. {

The inconsistency
in crime definitions at various stages of the system represents one
major class of problems. ;" Since the crime-category lists tend to
become more inclusive with deeper system penetration, our cost esti-
mates err on the low side near the system input (e.g., police costs)
and on the high side for corrections. .

.,' /
" ,e",

'. .In addition, some costs have not been allocated because of the dif-
ficultyin measuring them (e.g., costs of juvenile local detention)
or assigning them to crimes (e.g" the cost of preventive patrol).
For this latter case, we allotted only one hour of preventive patrol
time for each hour spent servicinga crime call; this allocation of
time to the oeven crimes accounts for only a small fraction of total
patrol affor.'t and may thus be considered to represent a lower bound
for police costs associated with these crimes.
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The percentage distribution of CJS costs to each of the sub-
>

'f~nctions (police, p~osecution and courts, corrections, juvenile

processing and corrections, and misdemeanor adjudication) is given

for each crime category in Fig, D-6, When averaged over all crime

types, corrections involve the largest proportion (52,6 percent) of

the total CJS costs, Fallowing are juvenile (25,9 percent), police
(14,7 percent), prosecution and courts (6.2 percent) and handling

diversionr. to misdemeanors (1,1 percent),
"

I

'
i..;" ~

; _ , .
i"

i i I ~.

Among the individual,crime categories, corrections costs range

from 77,5 percent of total CJS costs for homicides to 34 pe~cent for

auto thefts. Juvenile costs are proportionately highest (46 percent)
, ,

fOI' auto theft and low~st (9,4 per~ent) for homicides. Police costs
are proportionately highest for burglary (21.9 percent) and lowest for

, ,
,

homicide (5.6 percent). This reflects the high clearance rate for

homicide (making police costs small compa'red to corrections) and the
. I I

low clearance rate for burglary (many police investigations, few
. , .

sentences), The most significant feature of these distributions is
"

.
'the relatively high cost of corrections and the relatively low c03t

of c<)Urts» even though most police costs are not included,
,

Figure D-7 shows the cost distributions amQ]~g crime types for
'.' '1"

"

,

the total CJS and for each of the subfunctions (police; prvsecution
~i,

'.
1

and courts, corrections, juvenile, and misdemeanors), For the total'
.

"CJS, burglary accounts for about one-third of the direct Qperating
I .

~ i:"' i<' I ;..
.'costs. Following burglary are robbery (20,S percent), and larceny

(13.3 percent), The three strictly"prope~ty cri~es (burglarY/larceny,
, .

'
,,:,',w'

"

,
"',1 I ,"and auto theft) account for about 59 percent of the direct CJS oper-

,
~ ~ '.,',:' ,','"

~
~.:-.~, ~

,"
-, ..,,,./fr-',,, ~,

ating costs, Including robbery in this group increases the total to
. ~

"
.. I . I ~

'80 percent of the CJS operating cost~ for these seven crimes. Burglary
,

~

" 0'
. ,. .

"
:"I .

consumes the largest portion of the direct operating cost in each of the
I .

i .
i,'i

"subfunctions and accounts for nearly half of the allocated police costs.
"-!
j

~,

I'

.
_' . ~I

!',
, ,

'

. .
.

'.'

,

The distribution of corrections costs is given in Fig. D-8.
. For, ,

'.'
, ,

.~
-all crime categories, more than 80 percent of the corrections costs

,
I

_"
.; ~

"

1 II

"

,

are accounted for by prison operation,' followed by 7.5 percent for

proLation, 6.5 percent for parole, and 5.2 percent for jail. Prison
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costs are proportionately highest for homicide (89. 7 percent) and

robbery (89.5 percent) and lowest for larceny (63.8 percent).

E. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES--INCRf.MENTAL FLOWS AND COSTS

1. Incremental Flows per Reported Crime
. j

It is important to investigate the incremental system flows gen-
e

e~ated by an additional reported crime; this can be done with the
I

"

,

sensitivity analysis segment of the model.*' To illustrate the pos-
I

,'~'~

sible interpretations of this particular type of system sensitivity,
,

r
,

I'

consider the number of adult defendants found guilty of robbery, Ns(2).
,

.

The associated incrementalflm': is [oNs(2)/oNc(2)], tho first deriva-

tive of the number of guilty robbery defendants with respect to the

number of reported robberies. In the California model this is calcu-

lated to be 0.08. Two alternative interpretations could be given to

this number:

1. For each additional robbery reported there would be, on

the average, an additional 0.08 adult defendant found
,/I,"

,

guilty of robbery. Or, equivalently, for (1/0.08) = 12.5
. ,

additional reported robberies, there would be, on the

average, one additional defendant found guilty of robbery.

In a randomly selected reported robbery, the probability

that the robber would be found guilty of that robbery

is 0.00.

2.

'd'> .':,~

The probabilistic interpretation Hill often be ambiguous, be~ause

several crimes can be associated with one individual. (This problem

is virtually eliminated when the derivatives of the flow variables aT'e

taken with respect to the number of arrests.)

,
'/J~~I'

"'~

~,/,,~

'

I

*
.

1-" ,'" ,1'"
. . The real system, of course, would not observe fraction~l flows

.

generated by another reported robbery, but our formalism allows
.,S ~o investigate such average effects.

:;
~""
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We can also consider the sensitivity of a population variable,
'

,

such as the steady-state n~mber of inmates in a state correctional

institution. For the crime of robbery, Wr(2), the associated deriva-

tive, [aWr(2)/3Nc(2)], is computed to be 0.23. This quantity has two

possible interpretations.

1. For every additional robbery reported on the average, an

" \"additional 0.23 man-years are spent in prison by an in-

dividual founrlguilty of robbery.

For every additional robbery reported, the steady-state

prison population is increased by 0.23 inmates.

The first interpretation is givdn in terms of ~ spent in prison,
the second in terms of the population in prison.

2.

Table D-3 lists values of several incremental flows per reported

crime. These are given for the four consistently defined crimes
.

,-'c'\

(robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, and auto theft). 'The in-

crell.ental number of adults charged ranges from 0.20 for robbery to
,

" ""',,...0.05 for auto theft. This signifies that; on the average, one adult
.

,
.

is charged with robbery at magistrate's court for every five robberies

reported; whereas, for auto theft, one adult is charged for every 20

auto thefts reported. The incremental number of adults sentenced

ranges from 0.09 per reported robbery to 0.03 per reported burglary

aI' au to the ft.

Table D-4 shows the incremental adult co~rections popu]~tions
r

"

~
','"

"

.
,

per reported crime for the four consistently defined crimes. Of these
~ , ..

'...""~_.,,,",,!..f\"~.~',~','",,!",
"",'~

.

" 'O.'.~crimps, a robbery has the largest effect on the corrections system:
~'.. ~

.' ,~,.',..~. ",,,,~,'.:'I"'..,I

'"one more robbery raises the prison population by 0.23 inmates, the
.

,

-," "..,
.:,..t-,

'.
,:J!

'1.'l.fc'.'r
. ~

::'j"
.

..'".."i:.

'"

_~..

"parole population by 0.18 parolees, the probation population by 0.05
I.

":\' ""'\.'1\1''''''/oIII'~'
.,

.' ,
\1"

"

,.

probati0ners, and the jail population (on the basis of Superior Cour~
'

..." ']1111,
"

,

"dispositions) by 0.01. A reported auto thE!ft has the smallest effect
..'

r
'.(only 0.01 additional inmates) on the adult prison population. 'The

1.
~. , .

' ',"
. .,

'
.

"
...'

;

~~batio~ population is most strongly affected by a reported aggravated

assault; on the average, it increases the probation population by

0.12 p~bationers.
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--Aggravated
Population Robbery Assault Burglary Auto Theft

Had 0.20 0.18 0.06 0.051

Nf 0,11 0,09 0,03 0.03

Ntg 0.07 0.05 0,02 0,02

Us 0.09 0.07 0.03 0,03

-

Aggravated
Population Robbery Assault Burglary Auto Th~ft

~Probation, Wb 0,05 0,12 0,04 0.03

Jail, W. 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01J

Prison, WI' 0,23 0.05 0,02 0.01

P-3role, \..,z 0.18 0,04 0.02 0.01

TABLE D-3. INCRD1EJri'AIJ FlA1WS PER REPORTED CRIME

Nad Number of ddult arrests that result in a felony charge1

Nf Number of adults charged with a felony who receive a
Superior Court disposition

Number of adult defendants who plead guilty

N\lmber of adult defendants found guilty

Ntg

Ns

TABLE D-4, INCREMENTAL POPULATIONS PER REPORTED ClUNE

The time interpretation of each of these quantities could also
,

. ;

be used. For instance; for the'~~ime of burglary (refer to Table D-4);
. ,

~

for each reported burglary an average of 0.02 year will be spent in
I' .prison by a defendant ch=1rged \!ith burglary.

2. Incremental Costs per Reported Crime
, .

i:',~ "110" ~<

"

I

'The CJS operating cost implications of crimes are indicated by .

the incremental costs per reported c~ime shown in Table D-S. Within
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Cost Aggravated
Component Robbery Assault Burglary Auto Theft

Total, Ct
1,083 437 169 170

Juvenile, Cy 180 147 35 78

Adult Cor-
760 197 87 58rections, Ceo

Probation, Cb 11 24 7 7

Jail, Cj 10 14 6 6

Pl'ison, Cr 681 149 68 43

Parole, Cz 58 12 5 3
>

Prosecution,
Courts, and 59 35 9 8Detention, Cpc

.

2
POlice, Cpo 82 52 37 25

I
, ,

,,~the context of the costing assumptions, each reported robbery costs

the CJS an averageof about $1,083, each aggravated assault $437, each
burglary $169, and each auto theft $170. Table D-5 also indir.ates the

detailed components of these total costs, Thus, of the $1,083 incre-

mental costs associated with robbery, $760 is attributed to correc~ions,
,

"of which $681 is attributed directly to prison costs, For each of the

cost components except probation and jail, robbery conts are the

larg'3st, Police costs range from $82 for robbery to $25 for auto

theft. ..'t

I,~'"

TABLE D- 5. INCREMENTALOOLLAR COSTS PER REPORTED CRrnE

;

'~Urtl~~W~~~~i.~i(~~;"'~"";~~~~~~~ii~~~;~~~',:""
"'These are so small because of the conservative allocation procedure

used. ~An upper bound would be to consider all preventive patrol
allocated to the serious crimes, . Of the roughly $300 million spent
on police in California, about $75 million might be attributed to

'preventive patrol:p'Allocating this entire amount among the 390,000
reported serious crimes allocates $190 of preventive patrol per ,.
crime."' This would increase the estimated total system cost (as,
sh 'n in Fig, D-6) from $111 million to $184 million (a 66 percent
increase) and raise the police'fraction of all crime categories from
14.7 percent to 48 percent.
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To illustratethe cost computation methods, we compute here the

incremental police cost per reported auto theft. In general, an in-

cremental cost is the weighted sum of costs incurred at various

processing stages, with the weights being the probability that the

corresponding cost will be incurred. For a reported auto theft, police

p~trol costs are incurred with unity probability, because the patrol
, ,

force must service the call that reported the auto theft. In addition,
, I

"we allocate an additional equal amount of preventive-patrol time to

-
auto theft. The time to service an auto theft call is 0.7 hour, and
the cost of patrol per hour is $6.50. Thus, the patrol cost per re-

ported auto theft is

(2)(0.7) ($6.50) = $9.10

The relevant detective times are as follows:

Td (6) =1

Td (6) =
2

Td (6) =
3

0.6 hour

2.1 hours

6.1 hours

,..
where the three times correspond to those associated with in\1~stigating

, .
a reported crime, with arrest, and with processing a charge. The

1
:i..r'," ..." . , ,

probability o~ arrest is Na/c( 6) Qoj
0',30. The probability that the

arrested individual is an adult is Pad(6) = 0.43. Given that the

arrested individual is an adult,\ the probability th~t he is charged
,

'with auto theft is Pad (6) ~ 0.42. .
The hourly cost of detectives is

~ 1 .
$10.30. Thus, the average detective cost per reported auto theft is:

$10.30 [Td (6) + Td' (6) Na/ c(6) + Td(6) Na'/ '~(6) Pa~(6) Pad (6)]
123 1,

,. I

= $10.30 [0.6 + 2.1 (0.30) + 6.1 (0.30) (0.43) (0.42)]
.

Qoj $16

Adding' the detective cost ($16) to the patrol cost ($ 9), we ('ompute
-

.
'. . ,

\

the police cost as $25. The other cost components are computed
"

,
,\'

,- .

similarly, using the computer program outlined in Appendix F.
.

, .
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Plow Aggravated
VaI'iables Robbery Assault Burglary Auto Theft

Nadl 0.35 0.29 0.27 0.18

N- 0.19 0.14 0.14 0,11r ,

Ntg 0.12 0.07 0.09 0.08

"
.

Ns c. 0.15
I~~\:

0.11 0.11 0.09

3. Incremental Flows p~r Arrest

The derivative of flow or population variables with respect to

number of arrests permits a rletermination of flow or population in-

creases lator in the uystem as the number of arrests increases.
, .,

As an example, (~NSl(2)/oNa(2)],' (wherf! NSl(2) is the number of rob-

bery defendants who receive sentence type 1 (straight probation) and Na(2)
.' I

is the number of robbery arrestees), is the average incremental number of
robbery defe~dants who receiv,e sentence. type 1 per additional .ro~bery ~r-

restee, Interp~:~ed probabilistically, it is .,a ve,ry close approximation~':

to the probability that a randomly selected l~bbery arrestee will have a

Superior Court disposition and receive straight probation for robbery,

Several incremental flows per arrest are given in Table D-6.

flows resulting from a robbery arrest are seen to be the largest.

The

,

''''j.1'

'

TABLE D-6. INCREMENTAL FLOWS OF ADULT ARRESTEES PER ARREST

Number of adult arrests that result in a felony charge
. . ....':1'1"" :'''1.'~

= Number of adults charged with a felony who receive a
Superior Court disposition

."
,i

.

'"
~

'

...
:,"!"','\ ~' ,~." .

Ntg =, Numb~r of adult defenda,nts..who p~~~.~o:gU~lty

;./Ns = ~ Number of adult defendants found guilty:;;,;,;,(, ,

'"

.
"nI:~:Et1A(J,t!;~.r1j"~_n"'; ',' ..';.i.:..~!!t:,' ' ' ,".

'
,'

.' ,'"
I.

'it.,I.i' "!:.:&&Jt~;,

rr
rrr~~~~1 ~.~I:~::i~'" """",... "',,' . ~",~!~~\;~":,,,;~

The approximation arises because of crime-type sWitching. In gen- r"

eral, arrest for crime type j could be changed to Superior Court dis-
position under cI'ime type k. . The reported statistics from which we ~,.'.

obtained the branching I'atios, Ot' pro~abili ties, were based on the IF;::::'
total numbet's who were. arrested, rece~ved the various dispositions, ',:;
and so on. (t Thus, the number who receive dispositions for crime k I:,.~_.

may not be composed only of individuals who were originally arI'ested I

fot' crime k. iJ For the seven cI'imes of interest, this type of problem "

occurs relatively infrequently, since most charge reductions out of'
a given crime category would be to misdemeanors ratheI' than to another
of the seven crimes treated in the model.
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Aggravated
Population Robbery Assault Burgla~y Auto Theft

Probation, Wb 0.10 0.19 0.15 0.12

Jail, Wj 0.02 0,02 0.02 0.02

Prison, WI' 0.40 0.08 0.10 0.05

Parole, Wz 0,31 0,06 0.07 0.03

Incremental populations can he calculated si~ilarly. Thp-se can

be interpreted either in terms of time (man-years) Ot' in terms of

population units. For instance, oWr(2)/oNi\(2)," where Wr(2) = adult

prison population of sentenced robber3 and N.(2) = the number of rob-
C1

bery arrAsts, could bc interp~eted ~s (1) the average number cf prison

adult inmate-years per additional robbery arrest, or (2) the average

incremental change in prison adult population per additional robbery

arrest. A robbery arrestee selected at random would have an expec~ed
, ,

,"

prison stay (taking account of the possibility of dismissal of the

charge) of [oWr(2)/aNa(2)] years in adult prison dS a result of the

current arrest.

Table D-7 contains some computed incremental adult populations
per arrest, In all of the~e felony cases, the expected incremental

jail population is small. The prison effect is largest for robbery,

whereas the probation increment is largest for the other offenses.

TABLE D-7. INCREMENTAL CORRECTIONS POItlLATIONS PER I~RREST

4. Inc~emental Costs per Arrest

"This section examines the cost consequences l'esulting from an( ,
~ I. ~

"additional arrest. Here, a typical basic quantity is [oCt(2)/~Na(2)],

the first derivative of the total CJS robbery costs with respect to
',' :r . I . ", .

the number arrested for robbery. This is the average cost incur~ed
,

'. ",
.., ~ ,

,I

by the CJS for processing of a robbary arrestee for all processing
.. ,',~"::. .It t!

'"

1
" '

.
"

".

resulting from arrest and after arrest, The tot~ ~ incurred by
I ..

"the CJS for processing a robbery arrestee is this expected o~ average
cost, plus the prior cost incurred for processing before arrest.
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1~'1 '.. ,I" \

"

. .':;j.t~'
\i .J',~

>1,_
'J':"\>,,;.'~',j ~<'" .'

I':~
"

,,

Some illustrative incremental costs per arrest are given in
,

'.I' "f ",~,'
".'

', ",- ,'.1',

"

' 1
r , ,

.Table D-8. The incremental total OJS costs (Ct) is lar.gest for an.
,

"
..

"," "",,'
',,~ '., Itr",

\'
,~, ~

,
'~,," ';

" "
:. I; .additional robbery arrest ($1823); aggravated assault ($674), burglary

($611), a~d '~~to th~ft ($515)' are grouped fairly closely. Here, the
t

"
":

'

,
r
':

.
I ,'~

incremental costs per arrest associated with burglary and auto theft
~

"f
'," ',I

~
'\ "', .'

':1' Y'

10;,~
'II!' ':

t '..>If:"i,,:,",:" ",
,.

',.;i:
:'~ 'are much larger than the corresponding {lasts per crime, because the

.~: '; ,
"'.: U" ~ . ,

low arrest probabilities are no longer factors entering the cost esti-

mate. 'Because of this 'consid~~ation,;. we note that', exc~Pt for' incre-
,

~ j,I',. ,:.:r. ,. ~ , .

mental police costs, each of the costs per arrest in Table D-8 is larger
. . ~ ,~.

':"':;'~"':"~,L:.';'Wt'...,',f' ',',,;. ,->,,'"
':II"""! ,~~""/.',, ""I\fI'J'

. ,~,

,'I'
uthan the corresponding costs per reported crime of Table D-S. This is

,II-, ..
"

,
.;.

true despite the fact that the incremental costs per additional arrest
~ ," ","

j

"

,.:
-Ii

'

:~ .,' .. ,.'
,

~ _

.'"
~do not include the police costs prior to arrest. These are more than

'
"

"compensated by removing the probability of no arrest from cOllsideration.*
.. .

-,

'"

, ,

The incremental police costs in Table D-8 are those incurred from

' .
arrest through final diaposition. They do not include prior costs of

'e'
.,

servicing the call by patrol and routine detective time spent on the

crime report. Thus, the $33 reported for auto theft is computedas

fo11m4s :

Patrol costs = $0
Detective costs = $10.30 [Td2 + Td3 . Pad' Pad1]

= ~lO.30 [2.1 + 6.1 (0.43)(0.42)]
~ $33

"
. .

'j" 'k,""
.

,.,
'.1

::.
'''1,t..,,~:voJ~.'i.x)!';,~ il.~I,'/This situation can be generalizod by considering a simple, single-

path processing system of n stages. At each stage Si (i = 1_
?, . . ., n), flow is either to stage Si

1
1 (with probability Pi) ordropout (with probability I-Pi)' Then, f we define

Ci = oxpectejcost incurred at Si' Si+l' . . ., Sn
ai = cost incurred at Si

we have
Ci = ai + Ci+l Pi'

..~ £.~"i? ,'" ,...' f :f .~,",Io ,r"
'I,

"

,_

.Then, by_simple substitution, we can see that Ci ::;
Ci+1 if and onlyif ai < Ci+l (I-Pi) or, equivalently, p{ < l-(ai/Ci+l}'

Thus, if tho probability of proceeding from one stage to the next
is sufficiently small, then the average incremental cost incurred
by an additior.al in~ertion at a later stage is greater than an
insertion at an earlier stage.
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Cost Aggravated ,

Component Robbery Assault Burglary Auto Theft

Total, Ct 1,824 674 611 515

Juvenile, Cy 315 243 150 261

Adult Cor-
1,329 326 370 193rections, Ceo

,

Probation, Cb 19 39 31 23
, ,

Jail,Cj 18 23 24 18,

Prison, Cr 1,190 245 292 142

Parole, Cz 102 19 23 10
..'::~~,~,

Prosecution,
Courts, and 103 57 39 27
Detention, Cpc2

Police, Cpo 73 38 48 33
. ,

--.

TABLE D-8. INCREMENTAL COSTS PER ARREST

5, Elasticity

A variation of the concept of incremental flows (or costs) is

the concept of elasticity. IIere, the derivative of the incremental
J"

.

flow is modified to a percentage derivative, For instance, the

elasticity of the police cost with l'8spect to the number of arrestees

for crime type j would give the fraction of total police effort for

crime type j that is spent on arrests and further processing.

As an example, the elasticity of the

hours for auto thefts with respect to the
is computed to bet~

number of detective man-

number of auto theft arrests

Na(6) ~Wd(6) aWd(6)/Wd(6)

Wd(6)
.

aNa(6) = aNa(6)fNa(6) = 0.62

,., . . . 'a
,_ .

Tho derivative itself (~Wd(6)/~Na(6)] is 3.2 hours. This is the
sum of the number of detective man-hours sp~nt in making the auto
(Continued next page)
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. , ,

". This elasticity can be interpreted to mean that for a small in-
,

" "

\:
'l~~ ,.'

~

"

,. ,
'oJ ,.,.;, ,

"i 110 ..~. . ",0crease of X percent in the number of auto theft arrests per year (re-
.L>;,"."'~;""'I".rf':l<'ll '.,.1

,'.:'p,--'"~ r
,"" "'.;'! "",~ ::'r"

"":;"(:,"" "', ,'~'\}"'~' ...<1 _" ,,'11.'. ~.(tiw'.;; IsuIting perhaps from more auto thefts or from a slightly greater arrest

probability)," the detective workload for auto thefts would increase by
r .

c-.'
'I ," .'"(O.62)X pe~cent. ' The elasticity could also be interpreted to ind~cate

,'"
.

1(':," , _
.that under present operating conditions,'62 percent of the detective ef-

.
.

~

"
".

,,-

" '

.fort ~llocated to auto thefts involv~ arrest
a~d charge proces~ing, the

remaining 38 percent involvitlg auto theft crime reporting activities.

Table D-9 presents two computed elasticities of police cost and
-

.:-',I!.""

,

"'. <'.
. ,. I ,

total CJS cost (Ct) with respect to number of arrests.
.'

The latter
"','.'

.,. .,~.,,t.~
''''.~.j''~,'" ",'

.
~",

~

"'.:

~,

figure represents the fraction of the total system cost that is at-
.,:..

"-'

.~:
-"~~"~",..',.",

r., .
,4.

",'
..~ ".,.< ..'

'.
,

.."'"tributable to costs incurred at the arrest stage and aftel~ards. "We
.. ..

. i ,,~

'.
JII.' r.can note that the pre-arrest costs represent the highest proportion'

. ,

'" ". ,
,

for burglary (15 percent) and the lowest for robbery (4 percent); this
1. ,~

'k
I"

I ,,4-is because robbery has a higher clearance rate and longer sentences.
.

,
~ .. 1

'l'
'Arrest and charge processing account for only 30 percent of police

,
.

costs associated with burglary, and they account for 51 percent of the

police costs associated with robbery, again largely because of the

difference in clearance rates.

'"
",

~'t 8 ""~<'i'",:.,j,,;':'.',.
""",' ~'>",cl''''';''''';''':''''''''

( Continue,., ) ~,~1".I!".I.,,,I,,,,,, r"'J ,I.,h,.~1i' ~1i'
.
.,;:c :,.);"",.., .,

"',.;, ,.'.;':f."." 'CJ"~"', 'Ii'.',
"\I "Ji!i.iO,

.ii'A"""
,. .

In',.'."", ",,_ ~,theft arrest (excluding prior time spent on routine crime reporting)'
and the expected time spent in charging the arrestee with the felony.
Dividing the annual nUmbe~ of auto theft arr~8ts into the annual num-
ber of detective man-hours spent on auto thefts (Wd(6)/Na(6)J yields
an average of 5.2 detective man-hours per auto theft arrest. ~ This
figure is the Sum of the averag\! time spent on arrest and later
processing (the 3.20 hours computed above) and the total time spent
on auto theft crime reporting allocated to each auto theft arrest.

.

Since each auto theft arrest is associated with an average of

1/Nac(6) ~ 1/0.3 auto theft reports, there is an average of
Td (6)/. , ft-, .1, 1

Na'o(6) =0.6/0.3..7.,2 hours spent on crime reporting for auto thefts
' ,'"for each auto theft arrest. . Thus, the 2 hours spent on crime report-

ing and the 3,2 hours spent on arrest and charging gives 5.2 detec-
tive hours spent per auto theft arrest. Then, the ratio 3.2/5.2
gives tfia elasticityof 0.62.
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, , Aggravated
Cost Category Robbery Assault Burglary Auto Theft

Total CJS Cost, Ct 0.96 0.93 0.85 0.91

P0lice Cost, Cpo 0.51 0.45 0.30 0.39
-,-

TABLE D-9. ELASTICITIES WITH RESPECT TO THE
NUMBEROF ARRESTS (Na)

6. Other Incremental Costs
. k,,~,

\ !f'~t't~:;,~,.~~ .',
\

,

The previous discussion has focused on the incremental costs per
',,","11. ". .' ..

crime or arrest. The method is applicable to any subsequent costs

from any stage~ and especially t~ the effec~ on tot~l CJS costs (Ct)
of an additional person at any stage. Table D-10 lists the ex~ected

incremental total syste~ costs (Ct) resulting from a unit increment

in several selected flow variables at successive stages within the
, ,

CJS. These costs reflect processing at the increrr.ental stage and the

expected value of subsequent processing; they do not include costs

incurred prior to the incremental stage.

In general, these costs tend to increase with deeper system
~ I', .

'

j .

penetration;' even though earlier costs are excluded. As discussed

earlier, this results frorn both the relatively low probabilities of

reaching the later stages and the relatively high costs associated

with reaching them.*

.
"',(' .,"!."Jj:'".,

,...
.".

" '",.,
,,~I'''''~

! 1~,IW1f.t';ttor.o.:" Ii',
'

,

For instance,.' a defendant charged with robbery in magistratets
court can expect to cost the OJS an additional $4,749; but once he
reaches jury trial, the OJS can expect to spend an additional'
$9,477 on the jury trial and any sentence that may follow from the
trial. A robbery defendant sentenced to prison can incur an addi-
tional CJS cost of $12,419 from the point of sentencing.
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Aggravated
1:'-';

Cost Category Robbery Assault Burglary Auto Theft

~Ct/aNad1 4,749 1,484 1,878 1,809
'. .

cCt/oNf 8,560 2,933 3,544 2,976

~Ct/oNt

.,

9,4°'7 3,675 4,254 3,451.:
".1

;

aCt/aNt 7,309 2,986 3,308 2,851. 2

aCt/aNtg 9,460 3,143 3,864 3,053

oCt/oNs 12,419 11,587 9,905 8,209
4

TABLE D-10.
. ..i;.,"~'~''';!I,'A~hi",. .':' .

SOME INCREMENTAL TOTAL CJS COSTS ($)

, .
Nad = Number of adults charged with felony at magistratetsI court.,

I.~' . .

= Number of filings resulting in a Superiol' Court
disposition.

= Number of jury trials.

= Number of bench trials.

Nt
1

Nt
2

Ntg

NS4

7.

= Number of guilty pleas.

..: Number of defendants sentenced to prison.

Estimates of Expected Punishments
..

-

Previous examination of incremental flows, populations, and costs

indicated that an incremental crime generated only a small number of

incre~iental priooners, in the order of 0.01 to 0.10. ~h;s rosults
. .

from the succession of opportunities of nonpenetration into the CJS.

In order for an offender to be sent to prison, at least seven actions

must occur after the crime is commicted:

1.

2.

3.

4.

The crime must be deteoted and reported to the police.

Tho offender must be arrested.

He must be charged with the felony.

The susper.tmust be prosecuted (the prosecutor must ask

for an indictm9nt or bill of information or certified con-

fession) .
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5.

G.

The suspect must be brought

The defendant must be found
,.{'

"The convicted offender must

correctional institution.

to trial.

guilty.
be sentenced to a state

Each of these seven events has a nonzero probability of failing to
, ~,

",~'
"I' '~"

~'",' "
"occur. \ve want to examine the probability of imprisonment--the per-

., I ~
", ('. ',,"I ,I , . .

forma nee of all the r~ove events--and the expected duration of imprison-
ment. If we denote by Pi""the '~onditio~al probability of the"fth action

\, ,...'"'.',
I'~','.':

.j
. .

occurring, given that the (i-I) has occurred, then the probability of
,. .,~ . -> ," ',....

imprisonment, given that a crime has been committed, is simply
,~ .

"
..

""
~ \

PI P2' . . P7' If the, mean ~ime served by those sent to prison is
T years, then the expected incarceration time for one offense is
simply PI P2" . . P7' T., Thi;" is' t~e ~~p~~ted pu'nis~m,~~t ~o ,be con-
sidered by a "rational" individual contemplating the risk in committing

a c~ime. 'Es'timates of Pl' for each ,of the seven crimes o~ interest can
be obtained from survey results reported by the National Crime Com-

mission's Assessment Task Force (Ref. 22).* The Task Force reported
the following breakdown by crime type of the fraction of cases in

which a crime was committed and detected, but not reported to police.
".j .

Fraction of Cases in Which
Police Were Not NotifiedCrime

Robbery

Aggravated Assault
, .

Simple Assault

Burglary

Larceny ($50 and over)

Larceny (under $50)

Auto Theft

Sex Offenses (other than forcible
rape)

0.35

0.35

0.54

0.42

0.40

0.63

0.11

0.49

\'t "'/~
,I'.

~.,,,,
.~'

The estimates were obtained by the National Opinion Research Center
of the University of Chicago in a survey of 10,000 households. Re-
spondents \~ere asked whother they or any member of their household
had been a v.'.ctim of crime during the past year and whether the crimo
had be~n reported to the police.
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PI = 1-0.42 = 0.58

P2 = Na/c = 0.23

P3 = Pa~ = 0.50

P4 = Pf = 0.51

P5 = I-Ptd = 0.91

P6 = (Ptg + Pta .' Pt1 + p
t92

. Pt )(l/(l-ptd) = 0.93
""I 2

P7 = Ps = 0.25
4

,

'

We can thus use the complement of these fractions as an estimate of

PI' the probability that a crime is reported.

, We can now make 8l)jne rough estimates of the expected puni3hment
to be weighed against the gain in committing a crime. For an adult

who contemplates thb crime of burglary, the p.
'

assume the fallowing
1 S

values

., .;' , , ,

MlJltiplying the Pi IS' we find the probability of adult incarceration
"1.-'

r
'

,

for burgl~ry,given that the burglary is c:ommitted by an adult, to be

approximately 0.007. The average time served in pt'ison (including
, . I

.
."time spent in prison because of parole violation) is about three

years.
.

Thus, the expected time that one could be incarcerated in a
.

'state correctional institution fot' one burglary is 3 (0.007) years,.
or about 7.7 days. Adding tho chance of being sentenced to jailor
being incarcerated due to probation violation, the total expected time

"
.

incarcerated per bur~11ary is about 11 days.

We can use this estimate of tho riok a~~ociatcd \.tith arrcct oJnd
conviction to explore some aspects of a potential burglar's d~cision

in considering \-/hethor or not to commit a burglary.

For most propert1 crimes, those presumably pet'formed for economic
I 't, . t

gain, the losses are reported in the FBIts Uniform Crime Reports.

Robberies averaged $269 (but the 1840 bank robberies averaged $5,240);

burglaries averaged $298; and larcenies averaged $100 (but the 60 per-

cont of larcenies that involved $50 or more averaged $238). Thus, we
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t I. ','

might use $300 as a rough estimate of the average benefit in a
, .,. .,.

property crime, recognizing that an individual criminal considering

il potential crime has much finer information on the amount involved.

The general formulation of n potential offenderts expected loss

might be calculated as:

R.
J

where J ;:"..:: :~:'.. ~: :.1,1

= disutility in advancing to the kth stage
of :~~(;!

."

~S, having committed crime Cj
".,"::.~:~,~Q~"~.ilc-il."""\1')"/-" ~, .(:~,,:',\J ',~': ,~t~I'" "',;'", .'

= conditional probability of advancing to the kth
staget (k = 1,2,...,7) already having advanced
to the (k-l)tn stage after having committed
crime Cj

;OJ,

The sequence of conditional probabilities reflects the branching
":;I

,

probabilities at each stage. The disutilities reflect fines, lawyerts
I

,I, .
'fees, value of time, earnings lost, stigma in being caught or labeled

a convict, unhappiness at being imprisoned, and so on,

For simplicity, we have ignored other more complicated routings

through the CJS (e,g., plea bargaining to reduce the charge to a mis-

demeanor), At each stage we simply imply dropout or further penetra-

tion.

If the offenderts only concern is the prison sentence (i.e., in.
the above notatio'n, ~j = 0 for all k < 7), then the burglarts expected

prison sentence is 7,7 days. Thus, if he were to derive $300 from the
, ,

'burglary, then he woulu )liiVu to valuo his time dt mure than $40 per
day,' and have other m~ans of earning that much, to think that tho

burglary were a bad risk,

So fart wo have ignored the cost of arrest, pretrial detention,
bail bonds, lawye~ts fees, and the intangible costs associated with

stigma and other factors that must be taken into account. Any nu-

mOl'ical analysis can treat only part of it. For instance, if \-/0

aSSUme a cost of $500 resulting from arrest, $800 from trial, and a
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time value of $30 per prison day, then the expected costs are

-

(0.13)(500) + (0.03)(800) + (7,7)(30)
= $320

then we calculate an expected loss of $320, and the proceeds of the

crime must exceed that to be profitable.

Let us assu~e that a potential burglar were to place an arbitrary

disutility of $1,000 each on avoiding an arrest and a conviction recol~;

in addition, we might assume that he assigns a disuti1ity of $20 per day

for each day spent in jailor prison, an expected period of about 11

days. Then, the expected disutility 11(20) + 1000 (0.13) + 1000 (0.03) =
$380, or $80 more than the average gain from a burglary.

On the other hand, the potential burglar's utility structure and

alternatives could well be different. For instance, if he already had

an arrest and conviction record, there might well be little additional

disutility deriving from an additional arrest or conviction. A13o, he

might be unemployed and not value his time highly at all. Or he might

commit a burglary with a target more attractive than the average. Or

he might be convinced that he knows how to avoid detection and appre-

hension much better than the tlaverage" bu'~glar. In these cases, the

burglary may well appear attractive.

This analysis is certainly very crude and preliminary, It treats

very complex utility structures in an extremely simple way, It ignores

such asp~cts as multiple charging and dependence of sentence upon prior

criminal record. But it provides a framework for examining the risk-

benefit a~pects of committing and deterring crime, And, it suggests

that because of the relatively small risk in committing a crime, in-

tangible costs associated with arrest and conviction records play an

important role in deterrent considerations. Further explorations along

these lines are clearly called for.
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APPENDIX E

PROBLEMS IN MODELING RECIDIVISM:
EXAMINATION OF A STI1PLE MARKOV MODEL

At nearly every processing stage in the CJS, one of the possible

alternative decisions is to dismiss the offender from further processing

and return him to society. Once back in society, the offender may later

commit a crime.. We are particularly interested in the probability of this

event of recidivism. Making estimates of the probability of this event,

however, is made difficult by the fact that we rarely know when an indi-

vidual has committed a crime. We only know when he has been arrested,

convicted, sentenced to prison, or has some formal, recorded contact with

the CJS as a result of being accused of having committed a crimp. Thus,

we are limited to using such probabilities as those of rearrest or re-

imprisonment as measures of recidivism, Certainly, the observed values

will depend on the definition used.

Some controversy about recidivism probabilities has arisen in the

literature because of the different definitions used. In criminology,

recidivism is often defined as "a falling back or relapse into prior

criminal habits, especially after punishment. ,,~'r Correctional agencie~

usually view recidivism as "return to prison," Police usually consider

recidivism to be "rearrest." Recidivism probabilities calculated by

each of these definitions will be different from each other,*. and both

\',

Webster's New International Dictionary, 2d ed., G&C Merriam Co"
~, Mass., 1960. In this dictionary, a recidivist is de-
fined to be u...one who is ~ecidivous or has been guilty of recidi-
vism; an incorrigible criminal."

~'n',
The use c:f rearrest includes some erroneous arrests. The use of
conviction or sentencing fails to include dismissals where evidence
was strong but insufficient to convict ("beyond the shadow of a
doubt"). In each instance e include cases in which ther~ was no
recidivism and omit cases in which there was recidivism.
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grossly underest1mate the probability of "repetition of crime," the

true but unknown recidivism.*

To indicate the differences in these definitions, we can consider

the following simplified Markov model. Each offender, after committing

a crime, is apprehended with a probability
PA and, if apprehended,

incarcerated with a probability
PI' Assuming that the actions of the

CJS have an effect upon the offender's future behavior, the probabi1-

it~,'s of committing at least one more crime are
PRl' PR2' and

PR3'
dt:;ending on whether the offender was (1) not apprehended, (2) appre-

henop.d but not incar~erated, or (3) apprehended and incarcerated,

respectively. The model is diagrammatically presented in Fig. E-l.

We now define three different types of recidivism:~h':

P(C/C) = Probability that an offender c~ommits at least

one more crime/he has just co'nmitted a crime
P(A/A) ~ Probability that an offender is arrested at

least once mor~/he has just been arrested

P(I/I) ~ Probability that an offender is incarcerated

at least once more/he has just been incarcerated

For our simple model, it is straightforward*** to show that

(1)

*
"Host estimates of recidivism probabilities based upon present.

CUS records tend to underestimata their actual values by any defi-
nition. This Occurs because all recordR are incomplete and there-
fore do not record some of the recidivism that does occur. Records
within a jurisdiction fail to include all arrests outside that
jurisdiction. Central records kept in a large jurisdiction(say,
a state or federal agency) fail to include arrest$ for minor of-
fenseR And for offenses perhaps not reported to the central agency.

\', \',

In fact, we could define even mOre types of recidivism, such as
P(C/A), which is th~ probability that an uffender commits at least
one more arime giv~n that he has just been Arrosted, and P(C/I),
which is the probability that an offender commits at least one more
crime, given that he has just been incarcerated.

*** h hWe use t e t eory of discrete Markov chains. See J. G. Ketneny, and
J.L. Snell, Finite Markov Chains, Van Nostrand, New York, 1960.
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(I-PRI) (I-PA)
~NO RECIDIVISM

~.
..

'"

~I-D
.

R3

. . (I-PR2) (I-P,) A

CRIME
L!.. PA .... ARR[STE

P,
PRISONE... ...

.
'"

. ~.
~~PR2(I-P,)

... PR3

-'"

STATE', THE OFFENDER HASJUSt COMMITTED A CRIME.

STATE 2: tHE OFFENDER HAS JUST BEEN ARRESTED,

STATE 31 THE OFFENDER HAS JUST BEEN INCARCERATED.

STATE 4: THE OFfENDER COMMITS NO MORE CRIMES (A TRAPPING STAtE),

a
The directed branches are labeled with the conditional probabilities 01
going from each sfate fo the Ir.lmediately followIng 'tote,

a
FIGURE E-l. SImplifIed RecIdIvism Model

(2)

(3)

To indicate how greatly these quantities can d~ffer, assume

thatt \'t

'It

This simplifying assumption implies that the offender's
criminal behavior is not affected by where he interacts
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and thatz ,',

thenl

P{C/C) = P

P(A/A) = 4

P(I/I) =

p
- 3P

P
16 - lSP

(4 )

(5)

(6)

Equations (4), (5), and (5) are plotted in Fig. E-2. Note, for

instance, that the probability of crime repetition P can be as high

as 0.90, yet the probability of refirrest is appl~ximately 0,69 and

the probability of re-incarceration is only approximately 0.36. Thus,

an apparently favorable reincarceration rate of 0,36 is compl~tely

consistent with a rearrest rate of 0,69 or a crime repetition rate

as high as 0,90.

Using this same model we can compute the average rumber of

career crimes, arrests, and incarcerations.

nc/C = Mean number of crin.es committed in criminal

career/at ledst one crime is committed

nA/C = Mean number of arrests in criminal career/at

least one crime is committed

nI/C = Mean number of incarcerations in criminal
career/at least one crime is committed

)',.) ,

"f':
.

'
.'

,

tt'
\

For the cri~cs of burglary, larceny, and auto theft in the state
of California, the approximation that PA = 1/4 is very close to
the actual figures (Na/c(4) = 0.23 for burglary, Na/c(S) = 0.28
for larceny, Na/c(6) = 0.30 for auto theft, and the conditional
incarceration probability is much l~fis than 1/4. Thus, we are
overestimating incarceration probaLllity and understanding dis-
crepancies between re-incarceration definitions of recidivism
and other definitions.
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1.0

0.75

P (CIC) = PROBABILITY THAT AN OFFENDER COMMITS
I\T LEAST ONE MORE CRIME/HE HAS JUST
COMMITTED A CRIME

Pt(..yA) = PROBABILITY Hi"T AN OFFENDER IS
ARRfSTED AT LEAST ONCE MOREIHE HAS
JUST 8EEN ARRESTED

P (1/1) = PROBABILITY THAT AN OFFENDER IS IN.
CARCERATED AT LEAST ONCE MOREIHE HAS
JUST BEEN INCARCERATED

0.25

0.25

FIGURE E-2.

0.5
PR

CRIME REPETITION PROBABILITY

A Plot of Three Different Recidivism Probabilities Versus
the Crime Repetition Probabi Ifty

0.75 1.0

It is straightforward to show, with our simplified model, and using

the data values assumed above, that:

1
nC/C = 1 - P

- 1/4
nA/C = 1 - P

- _ 1/16
~/C - 1 - P
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First. comparisons of nA/C and nIle with nc/c are intuitively reason-
able; on the average. there is one arrest for every four crimes com-

mitted and one inearceration for every 16 crimes committed, Second,

we note how sensitive
nC/C' the mean number of career crimes committed,

is to P for values of P between 0,75 and I,D, For instance. a change

of P from 0,9 to 0,8 (a reduction of 11 percent) causes
nc/c to drop

from 10 to 5 (a reduction of 50 percent), In practice. this means

that a rehabilitation program that causes only a small but measurable

reduction in recidivism probability could \"611have a substantial ef-

fect in reducing the t"till number of crimes committed by those par-

ticipating in the program, The more complex feedback model, which

includes effects of aging and crime-type switching. demonstrates this

same property,

A complete description of the recidivism mechanism requires not

only the values of the crime repetition probabilities (or the other

proxies for it) but also an estimate of the time until recidivism

occurs, This time is especially important in determining the duration

of a criminal career and in relating reci~ism of an individua:. to

the overall crime rates,

To indicate this, consider the simplified mouel of Fig, E-l for

the case in which all
PRk = P for k = 1, 2, 3, Here, we found that

the dverage number of crimes committed during the course of a criminal

career is l/(l-P), If the average time between crimes is T years,

then the average time between the first and last crime (or the average

length of a criminal career) is [l/(l-P)-l] ? years, The average num-
ber of crimes committed per year during the ccurse of the individual's

criminal career is lIT crimes per year;~'r this is the "contributic.mtl of

one crime-comITlitting individual to the crime rate during a year,

..~

The value of lIT crimes per year excluded the first committed crime.
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APPi:i:DIX F

PROGRI":.: CRTI-:C--I, VeCTOR SU:ULATIOI;
LAr;GUI~GE FOR THE ;,a:INISTRI~TIO!: OF JUSTICf. ~)YGTC.:

nITROnJCTIOri 1\[!D HISTORY

Pl'oql'um Crime '..hls r;lct i VJ ted b~' +-}w need t:o "edal the <)Clul'-: fe Ion

ac!rdnistratio!\ of justice systerr. The Orili!1c11 Trodel ','1)S suqqe~t(~d

by l~. BltlTr,stein uncI 'd<J:3modified and restructl'l'cd by S. ,Johnson and

I~. La l'son.

E~l'ly in June 19G(, R. Larson specified "he preliIT:inal~Y S'Ttlct Ul''';

oi the sirwlation lC1n~1tW0c. incll~di.TFJ the fiv0. arithr.e'ic subr'':'t.riw~

calls, the thl'0.G vector cor~,binat..:icn suhroutine calls. dnd Uw nC1HH'al

r cthod of the associated boo1<kcepirH] procecJure~. This prelir~,inJry

vcrs ion a f Fro ~Tl'(1r;'Cr ir1e, '..:hich '..:(1S ',.:ri '_'ten and encoded by T. Co i 1 i

cJnd J. Heineken, ':.'as in operat ion by t-he end of JuJ j'.

Durin~~ ! ',1CJtlSt a:~d Septer-,ber, ,,.:hile product ion runs

executf:d ','1ith the preliminary I..":l'sior;, C. i:cnride r.odified 170St of

the earlier rOtJti!1(~S in order to C(1nS~::l'\F: storaqe and less(:L t1'(~ nur.-

bel' of necessary subrouti I1-2 c(111s. Hl~ also adc1':d thf~ ver:,! i;:.por...:c1! :

sensitivity analysis and f(:edbdck cap~lbilities.

B. FUNCTIONS OF PROGRN.:

Pl'ograr,. Cri 1:'.e is a CCIT.put'er i ;:ed irrDlerr:(:!1ta t ion of the qene ric

overall criminal justicc s y:::terr. (C'JS) fi',cdel, The heart of the pl'OC]l'df1l

is a set of subrou tines tha t provides th(~ user '.d t h a vlad' d i an',lr: r::i n(1

langur1qe; i. e., there is a OIW- to- one co rr-:: s pcnc.ic: .ce bGtr,-:een a bloct.

on a flO'.-1 chart and a computer ins tl'uct ion. Th i oS capab i 1 i ty rrc1kes it

possible to revise the nlodel or t:ven chaWle it con-pletely id tit a

minimum of effort and '.-1ithout interferinC! '.'lith the rest of the pl'Oi)l',lr;'.
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Given a reported crime rate for a jurisdiction in a pa~ticular
year; a set of policy-related probabilities, and a set of certain

.

"aggregated fixed and variable costs based on data for several pre-

vious years, the program will generate costs and flows for that year

at each stage of the CJS,

"
II

"The effect of changing various policies, flows, or costs can be
'" '. I ~ ~

'measured by uSing the sensitivity analysis routines. In this way the
~ I ~

""
"

critical points in the system can be quickly isolated, Incremental

flows and other quantities can be computed for each additional person

inserted into the system at a particular stage and charged with a

particular crime,

The cost and flow breakdown an1 the sensitivity analysis program

both C'perate on an "open-loop" structure, i.
e" the input is the total

reported cl'lime rate and the offonders who "drop out" of the system who,

are subsequently rearrested are not specifically taken into account.

, .,.
~

,

The closed-loop feedback model, on the other hand, is based on
. .

"offenders (those arrested), net on cl'imes. 'The input is "new offenders"

and, using probabilities of rearrest, a portion of tnese re-enter the
,

,

system, contributing to the number of total offenders. A sensitivity
.

. .
unalysis can be made on this closed-loop model to find, for example,

.'those factors that would be most helpful in reducing recidivism,
,.,

-<,,' ;, ..
""Career costs" can also be found by linking the closed-loop and

'
"

~open-loop models, .One new offel:ler of a particular age and initial.
crime type is injected into the feedback model. The resultant total

number of arrests is then used to compute an input to the open-loop
..

,model, which then computes the various costs resulting from the single
new offender.

.

C, THEORY

I, Overall System Model Assumptions

, There are five basic assumptions inherent in the overall system

model:
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2,

Offendev flows and costs at vavious points in the

system can b~ allocated by c~ime type,
I

Probabiliti~5 (also by crime type) can be assigned to
describe the likelihood of va~ious outcomes at the

. .
decision points in the system, A set of these proba-

bilities at a pavticular decision point forms a "policy"
at that point, These probabilities are also known as

branching ratios.
, .

Changing a policy at a particular decision point does

not affect th~ policies at other decision points.

The model is "steady state" with respect to policies ,nd
costs, Once thuse polici~s and costs have been determined
for a given year, they are assumed to be constant for

other years.

The system is linear; i,e., all costs and flows are

linearly relatad to the input crime rate,

3,

4,

5.

2,
,

.'~
p

Techniques Used in Sensitivity Analysis
, .

The sensitivity analysis routines compute two types of "deriva-
tives" that measure the response of the system to incremental changes

in offender flows at various point~ in the system, By using these
"'derivatives, one can find both the expected cost per offenderand the

percentage increase in the number of offenders inserted at any stage

in the CJS. These derivatives are computed numerically with the com-

puter, and thus we use 6X to refer to the difference X2 - Xl = 6X.
The computed numerical derivatives closely approximate the exact

alaebraic derivative when 6X is small....

A description of these derivatives follows:

a. Numerical first derivative of an output vector \'/ith

respect to a flow vector

Definition: Let C = a seven-component output vector

N = a seven-component flow vector
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Then ~?i~ = numer~cal first derivative of the ith

component of C with respect to the ith

component of N

Interpretationl The first derivative can be interpreted

as the expe~t~d incr,emental value of
Ci

'
.

given a unity i~crement of Ni; Since the

system is linear, C(i) = A(i) + b(i) N(i)

!lC(i) b(i)(1l2(i) - Nl(i»
.

AN(i) =
N2(!) - Nl(i) = b(1)

If C is some system cost, then b(i) is the incremental

system cost per additional person inserted.

b. Elasticity of an output vector with respect to a flow vector

Definition:

Interpretation:

) -.
C(i) _

~ = numer~cal first derivative of the ith

N(i)

!lCei) .
Cei) = numerical elasticity of the ith
llN(i)
N(f)- c~~ponent of C,with respect to the

i component of N
.'1' \

The elasticity can be interpreted in
. ,

- .
either of two ways, First, it can be

. I
',.

'"the ratio of the percentage change in

Cl caused by a percentage change in N(i).

It can also be interpreted as the fraction

of C(i) that is linp.arly dependent on
. ,

N(i) since
o

~','

,;; ,
:~.

\ ,~~,Ui\i:~~;';'~~"?1r,;

b(i)(N2(i) - Nl(i»

A(i) + bNl(i)

N2 (i) - Nl (i)

Nl(i)

b(i)Nl(i)
-

A(i)+b(i)Nl(i)

= fraction of C(i) that is linearly

attributable to N(i),
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D, OPERATING PROCEDURE

I,
"

,
~

Data Requirements

a. Data Cards, The data deck contains three types of information:

(1) the input crime rate fo~ the jurisdiction under consideration; (2)

cost, workload, and manpow~~ data associated with the various subsys-

tems; and (3) probabilities of various outcomes at a particula~ decision

point in the system,

All data are given by crime type; there is a data entry for each

of the seven index crime types for each item of data, Each data item

can, therefo~e, be thought of as a row vecto~ with seven components,

Each data vector is identified by an alphanumeric code of from one to

eight characters that in some sense is an abbreviation of the data

name; e,g" "VCSTARS" could be the code name for "Variable Cost of

Arrest,U

In some cases, a data vector may contain more than one ~ow; each
., ,./

.' 'I

row then refers to a particular attribute associated with the offender

flow at some point in the system, FOI'example, the data vector "FJL"
, ,

(probability that an adult found guilty will be sentenced to a local

jail) could have three l~WS associated with it,'corresponding to

(1) those adults who were found guilty in a jury trial, (2) those who

pleaded guilty, and (3) those who were found guilty at a bench trial,
,h ,

b, Comment Cards. In orde~ to add to the readability of the

computer printout, a deck of "comment cards" has been added to the

data deck. Fo~ each output vector (e,g., flo'Jl,cost) that the pro-

gram prints out, there is an associated explanato~y comment.
1 .

2. Block Diagram Implementation
. .

The program contains five subroutines that perform arithmetic

operations on the various ve~tor flows ~nd costs. There are also

three subroutines that are used to combine or separate the vectors

according to various attributes. By using these eight routines it

is possible to completely specify a system and to output ~ll neces-

sary information.
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. ,

All cards punched in this block diagram simulation language have
the standard FORTRAN instruction formats to call one of the sub-
routines one begins in column 7 with

.,

~~LL (subroutine name) ~ARGI, ARG2
'"

lOODE)
l' ~a" , . .

The arguments of the subroutine are vector names; which are in
the Hollevith format} i,e,. the computer reads these arguments as

eight or fewev characters, This requires the programmer to specify
.

_~'4a character count before each vectr.~ name, The order of the arguments
. ." '"in each subroutine is normally input(s), output(s), and data, The

"
.

last argument. IooDE. is an integer variable that controls the output

print option, '

,
. \

'

,
:);

"A brief de~cription of each of the eight block diagramming sub-
routines follows, Each of the first five subroutines described can

~ - \

'
~-,

~,

'be used with "vectorized" inputs. which are equivalent to matrix in-

puts, 'Par simplicity.' however. we h~ve described each of these sub-
. ,

routines as having vector (not matrix) inputs and outputs,

a, Subroutine: GAIN-
Block diagram example: _ INl OUTl

".'.,'

'Calling instruction: CALL GAIN (3HINl, 4HOUTI. 2HPl, lCODE)

Function:
.

OUTI(i)~ INl{i) . PI(i)
"

. .. ',", 'J". ,,"'1'
OUTI is a vector whose components are the

.
of." I

products of the corresponding components of

INl and PI, That is, GAIN takes two input
,

I

"

j.,

vectors and performs element-by-element multi-

plication to obtain the output vector,
Subroutine: GAINDFb.

INl OUTl
Block diagram example:
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Calling instruction, CALL GAINDF (3HINI, 4HOUTI, 4HOUT2,

.. . 2HPI, ICODE) .
~

"
~ I

'Functions
..-

OOTI(i) = INI(!) , PI(i); OllT2 = INI(i) , (I-PI(i»
'I "In the context of the overall system model, OUTI would be

. ~,,~:,:'
'If.

the portion of the input ~ffenders (INI) that continue on
, .

to the next stage of the system; OUT2 would represent those

felons who \lere ttdropped out" (released, given a suspended

sentence, and so on) of the system at that point,

c, Subroutines VECDIV

_4ATA. OUTI.Block diagram example:
INI

Calling instruction: CALL VECDIV (3HINI, 4HOUTI, 4HDATA,

ICODE)

Function: OUTl(i) = INl(i)/DATA(i), OUTI is usually a
ratio, i.e" cost per offender, number of judges

per jury trial, and so on.

d. Subroutine: --VECTAD

Block diagram example: INI OUTl

Call instructions: CALL VECTAD (3HINl, 3HIN2, 400tlTI,

, ICODE) ,

Function: OUTl(i) = INI(i) + IN2(i)
Used for aggregating system costs and flows at

various points,

e. Subroutine: MATRIX

Block diagram example:
INI OUTI

Calling instruction: CALL MATRIX (3HINI, 4HOUTI, IHM,

ICODE)
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IN2
Attribute

OUTI

IN3
-

Function~

,

Performs matrix multiplication in the usual
.

.

sense, For instance, if INl is a 7-component

row vector, M is a 7x7 transition probability

matrix, then OUTl is the i component output

vector resulting from the matrix multiplication

INl ' M,

"
'ii.

f, Subroutine~ VECTOR
INl

Block diagram example:

'!.;'~ ',~

'Calling sequence:

MANNAM (1) = 3H!NI
'I';W

MANNAM (2) = 3HIN2

MANNAJ.! (3) = 3HIN3

CALL VECTOR (3, 4HOUTl, ICODE)

Function:
r 1

'
.'

.",
~'~;~ ,~,

~"
~

' '1>

Subroutine VECTOR operates on a set of vector
~","...,.",

flows that have been partitioned. according to
,. .

Some attribute; for example, INI, IN2, IN3,
-

'

~ I,

could be, respectively,' felons found guilty

in a jury trial, felons who pleaded gUilty,
,

;' 'I;
,

,
./I'~

and felons who were found guilty in a bench
I

",i,
',I

trial, These three vectors were computed by
.,

"

I I

partitioning the total number of felons found
.

"
..,:.

'I<
.;
.1\'

,
~

guilty at the trial stage according to trial
',','. ".

"type. ' By calling VECTOR, one can refer to
.:
~ .

.

"

,
I

all three components by just one name (in the
. ~,'K

I'~
.

case of the preceding example, this name would
1,.01"', ,. . .

\. «

be OUTl). ,If we carry this example one step
,'I

"further,' the advantages of using VECTOR become

"more apparent. Suppose OUTl is now passed

through a GAIN in the fOllowing manner:
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OUT2

OUTl(1) ~) Om'2(1)

---2!Tl (2)
J;~(2)

OUT2(2)_

OUT1 (3)
~I(3)

OUTl (3)

All entries (lx7) vectors

( B)

PI

All entries (3x7)
matrices

( A)

Without VECTOR, one would have to write a call

to subrou tine GAIN for each component of OUTI
, ,

(as in (B) above) and give separate names to

each of the three rows of PI (a 3x7 matrix).
,

f]

VECTOR allows one to implement this particular

block with only one instruction (as in (A) above),

g, Subroutine: SQULCH

Block diagram symbol:
INl L:" OUTl

Attribute
( SQPT)

Call instruction: CALL SQULCH (3HINl, 4HOUTI, 4HSQPT,

ICODE)

SQPr is the code name for the ClJtput of the

VECTOR operation that is to be nullified.

Function: SQULCH can be thought of as the inverse of
... .

VECTOR; SQULCH collects the componentsof a

VECTOH-ized flow and sums them into a vector
"

.,

with a single row. In the example given above,

Jf IN! had three rows (each having seven com-
I, ,

\."

ponents), OUTl would have a single row whose

components were the sum of the three input

components,
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k. Subroutine: CRIMSUM

Block diagram s~Jbo1:
INl x

"0'

Call instruction: CALL CRIMSUM (3HIN1, X, IooDE)

Function: X j3 a scalar equal to the sum of the components

in INl.

To illustrate the use of these eight sUhroutines, a section of

a system mode1~'t(shown in Fig. F-1) Has programmed and is given be10\-1:

(1) CALL HATRIX (4HNMAL, 6HNMJLPR, 3HMAT, ICODE)

(2 ) MANNAM (1) = 6HNMJLPR

(3) MANt!AM (2) = 4HNMPR

(4) CAI,L VECTOR (2, SHNMPRC, lCODE)

(5) CALL GAIN (5HNMPRC, 3HOOM, 4ffrPRC, 0)

(G) CALL GAIN (3HIXlH, 3HOOM, GHVCSTPR, 0)

(7) CALL VECTAD (3HIXlM, 6HFCSTFR, 7HrCSTPRC, ICODE)

(8) CALL VECDIV (7HTCSTPRC, 5HNMPRC, 8HTCSTPPRC, ICODE)

(9) CAl.L SQULCH (7HTCSTPRC, 6HrCSTPR, SHNMPRC,. ICODE)

(10) ('.ALLVECTAD (GHTCSTPR, 8HrCSTrSJ1J, 7HrCSTTPR, !CODE)

(11) CJ\LL CRIMSUM (7HrCSTTPR, X, rCODE)

(12) CALL GAINDF (5HNMPRC, 7HNMPRVIC, 7HNMSUCPC, 7HPNSUCPC,

IooDE)

NOTES:

Line 1: The putput argument lCODE is used "~,thenthe results of

an operation sht)u1d be printed. 1\.'1 f.1,/e1ve instructions

would actually be part of a higher 1~ve1 subroutine

called RUN. One of the it1~oJts to RUN is leoDE; if.

ICODE is zero, nothing is printed; if lCODEis one,
all calls to the eight block diagramming subroutines

whose 111st argument i9 "lCODh" generc1te pl'!nted output.

..'t
This is not a portion of the overall system mod~l and is given
only to indicate how to implement the subroutine calls.
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NMJlP~ '
..NMAL ..

MAT( 1x1VECTOR)"'"

(7x7 MATRIX)

NMPR

TPRC

VCSTPR

FCSTrR

TCSTlSJL

CAUSE

FOR

DISPOSITION

NMPRC

(2x1 MATRIX)

NMPRC

TCSTPRC

Pt~sucrc

TCSTPPRCC
(2'/(1 MATRIX)

TCSTTPR

+

FIGURE F-1. Example 01 Block Diagrammed System

E
CAUSE FOR

DISPOSITION

TCSTPR
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Line 5:

Idne 6:

3.

Here the output argument is set equal to zero within
,; ,,,,:,,<,

,,~~~ ~

the call; thus "oow' cannot ever be printed.
~ 1 ".,," . , ,

~'
. r

Here "OOM" is used as beth an input and an output; the
I

'
",,'.' ".1

't." 'f',..!'.

program uses the input ItOOM" to C'(Jlculate the output
< . ,",,), .

'"OOM," erases the input and then stores the output in
"'

'!:

"
~' <

the same place, This technique conserves storage, of

course, but care should be taken not to erase information

that will be needed later in the program.

Sensitivity Program Procedures

The sensitivity analysis program uses subroutine RUN

in the previous section), as well as six other high-order

described below,
.

(described

subroutines

A block diagram of the sensitivity analysis system is shown in

Fig, F-2, The functions of the various routines are given below.

a, Main Pl'4Jgram:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

b,

Reads data and comment cards

Calls subroutine RUN with IOODE = 1. Thus all

important flows and costs are printed.'

Stores information necessary to perform Flach

sensitivity analysis.
Calls subroutine DERIV

Subroutine DERIV:

This subroutine calls ~ix other subroutines that carry out
,

the various stages of the sensitivity analysis, The func-
tions of each routin~ are listed in order to give the user

" "~n idea of tho possibilities of the sensitivity analysis;

it is not necessary for the programmer to use these routines

directly, though DERIV CJlls the subroutines listed below

in order given clnd goe:) through this same sequence for each

data vector in PNAM,
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.,
SUBROUTINE ... SUBROUTINE ... SUBROUTINE

RUN ...
DERIV .. OUTSAV

~~. ~,.

, ,
Ii.,'.;.

.,

SUBROUTINE
PROBSAV

~.

MAIN +-------- SUBROUTINE
PROGRAM PROBCHG

.

~,-
SUBROUTINE

RUN

~.

SUBROUTINE ...... SUBROUTINE
PROBSTO

.. DEROUT

FI GURE F"2. Block DIagram of SensItivity Anol}'sls Routines
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,
.

(1) Subroutine:. OUTSAV

Function: Sav~~ all outputs from the fi:rst execution

of subroutine RUN listed in OHAM and CSTUAM
, ,.

~"r

(2) Subroutine: PROBSAV

Function: Saves the data contained in one of the PNAMls

(3) Subroutine: PROBCH3
. ,

".
Function: Increments all components of one of the data

names in PNAM and places these new data in

the same location as the old data

(4) Subroutine: RUN

Function: Recalculates

but does not

all outputs using new data,

print these outputs
\

(5) Subroutine: DEROUT

Function: Computes changes in all outputs in ONAM and

CSTNAM, and then computes and prints deri-

vations of these outputs with respect to the

flow associated with the current PN~t

(6) Subroutine: PROBSTO

Function: Restores the original data in PNAM to its

proper location

The analysis is usually performed at a "decision point" in the

system. An example of such a situation is given in Fig. F-3.

It might be desirable to see how changing one of the flow vectors

OOTl, OUT2, or OUT3 by a given amount influenced the vectors OOT4 and

OUTS.

In writing the main program to perform this analysis, one would

first load an array called ONAM with the code names of the various

outputs of interest. The number of such outruts is stored in NMOUT.

The code names of the data vectors that will be changed in order

to increment various flows are stored in PNAM, NMPB is the number of

data vectors in PNAM. NNAM is the code name of the flow vector that

is the input to the decision point.
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INPUT PI OUTI OUT4

P2 OUT2 +

OUT

OUTJ + OUTS

FIGURE F-3. Example of Analysis ot GIven Decision PoInt

The section of a main program necessary to perform a sensitivity

analysis on the previously mentioned example is given below for

illustrations

PNAM (I) = 2HPI

PNAM (2) :: 2HP2

PNAM (3) = 2HP3

NNAM = SHINPUT

NMPB = 3

ONAM (l) = 4P.<X1T4

ONAM (2) = 4HOUTS

NMOl1T=2

CALL DERIV

E. FEEDBACK MODEL

The closed-loop feedback model was devised in order to study the

effects of policy changes in the criminal justice system on recidivism.

Since the probability that a felon who is released from a particular
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stage of the system will subsequently commit another felony is

strongly age dependent, the feedback model includes age as well as

crime type as an independent variable.

A highly simplified block diagram of the feedback model is shown

below in Fig. F-4.

NEW OFFENDER
ARRESTS TOTAL ARRESTS

CRIMINAL

JUSTICE

SYSTEM

RECIDIVIST
ARRESTS

TRA N SIT ION

PROBABILITY

MATRIX

FIGURE F-4. SImplified Block Diagram of Feedback Model

The input to the feedback model is new offeT~er arrests, After

passing through the criminal justice system, an offender may later be

arrested for another felony (not necessarily the same felony crime
, ,

type that he corr.rrdttedthe first time); he then becomes a recidivist,

The ~ecidivist arrests for a given year are added to the nGW offender

arrests to give a total number of arrests for that year.

The programming of the feedback model was not general purpoce,

as was that of the linear model, and it will not be further develop~d

here,
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s,/ :t'",:,

"'~,.'",It:

F. BRIEF DEBCRIPI'ION OF PROGRAMMINGTECHNIQUES USED IN THE
VARIOVS SUBROUTINES

, ,
. ~

Program Crime uses about 35 subroutines to perform its various

functions.
>

Most of these r~utines hav~ been discussed in other' sec-
'I, ,

tions of the program, but a set of 13 subroutines have not been men-
,,'" I . ,."

tioned previously. These routines perform the vital functions of

reading the data into the computer, storing intermediate calculations,

locating these intermediate calculations, erasing "deadlf storage, and

printing USE:ful (\'ltPUtS.

''':,1,All of t~ese routines take advantage of a novel bookkeeping pro-

cedure. Each information "vector" has an associated eight-character

Hollel"ith code name (some of these characters can be blank, of course).
. .~;ill

These names are stored in a table called NAMTAB, which has room for

300 names. The actual data associated with each are assigned a loca-

tion in a 7x192 array called MASTER; Le., MAStER has room for 192

columns of 7 components each. MASTERcan thus contain 192 information

vectors (if the vectors contain only one row).

.
':

I"

, ,

This relatively small amount of storage would be exceeded by

even a moderately large block-diagra~med system if a method of fixed

storage allocation were used. It is, therefore, necessary to use some

form of dynamic storage allocation.

The program keeps track of the columns in MASTER that are cur-

rently occupied by means of a 192-bit (4 computer words) array called

COLCOL. When information is stored in one of HASTERts 192 columns,

the appropriate bit(~) in OOLOOLis (are) set to one; when information

is erased in MASTER, the bites) in OOLOOLis (are) set to zero. Thus,

the program can locate empty columns in MASTERby interrogating COLOOL

until a zero bit is found.

For each line (code flame) in N~'1TA13, there exi sts an array of

192 bits called COLS which indicates whel"e in MASTERthe information

associated with the particular name is to be found. For example, if

tlNMADAR" is stored on line SO of NAMTAB, and the information associated

with NMADAR is stored in columns 7 and 13 of MASTER, then line SO of

COLS would contain Its in bits 7 and 13 and D's everywhere else.
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A description of the 13 "bookkeeping" subroutines follows:

1. Subroutine: DATARD

Function: Reads the

a. Reads

b. Reads

2.

data deck in the fOllowing manner:

a data code nar.1e. ,
"a number that tells how many rows the

\ "

data vector contains

Reads the actual numbers to be stored in

MASTER into an array called OUTl

Calls subroutine STORDF (explained below)
.,

Continuos steps 1-4 until a blank data code

name is found. At this time, control is

returned to the main program.

Subroutine: RE A DOOM

Function: Reads the comment deck as described:

a. Reads an output code name into an arr.ay

called NAMCOH

b. Reads the rest of the card as Hollerith

information, stores it in array called NM1CM

c. Continues steps 1-2 until a blank code name

is found. Control is then returned to the

c.

d.

e.

3.

main program.

Subroutine: GETNAM

Ft,nction: Given an input code name, GETNAM searches

NAMTAB until the correct name is found; the

line number in NAMTAB is returned as an output.

If the name is not found, a comment is printed

that indicates that the given nama was not in

NAMTAB.

Subroutine: GETDFN

Function: Used with subroutine STORSM. If the input code

name is not found, no comment is printed, but an

output variable is set to record this fact.

4.
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5. Subroutine: BLANCL,

Function: Examines the bits in ooLCOL, from left to right,

until a zero bit is found.
.

The number of this

bit is returned as an output. This bit in

ooLOOL is set equal to 1, as is the cor-

responding bit in COLS. If no zero bits are

found, a comment is printed that says that OOLooL

is full.
'.:-.~'jo

Subroutine: S'roRDF

Function: Uoed with DATARD. Stores a data name in Nru1TAB,

stores the data in OUTI in blank columns in

MASTER (located by BLANCL).
Subroutine: EXTRAT

Function: For a particular ~ine (name) in NAMTAB, EXTRAT

interrogates the corresponding line in OOLS and

returns column numbers in MA~TER that contain
the required data a~ well as the total number of

columns used.
Subroutine:; p'roRSM

Function: Used by all block-diagramming subroutines to

store intermedi~te outputs. S'fORSMdeterm1ne5

whether the output name has been used by calling

GETDFN. If the name has been used, subroutine
UNSET is called and the information loaded into
OUT1 by the block-diagramming routine is stored
in empty columns in MASTER. If the name is not
found in NAMTAB,subroutine STORDF is called.

Subroutines UNSET

Function: Used by STORSM. UNSET gives the program the
capability to use a name as an output and an

input without destroying any necessary infor-

mation. This technique, of course, saves storage.

UNSET sets the bits in ooLooL and OOLS for the
previous use of the output name to zero. This

frees one o~ more columns in MASTER.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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10.

11.

12.

13.

Suhroutine INPUT

Function: Used by the block-diagramming routinea to store

information from MASTER in a temporaryarray.

Subroutine INPUT loads an array called XINPUT

with all information associated with a particular

code name.

Subroutine: GETDAT

Function: Same function as subroutine INPUT. Loads data

from MASTER into temporary array called D.

Subrc,utine: ()JTNAM

Function: Takes an output name from a block-diagramming

routine, locates the name in NAMTAB, locates

the comment associated with that name by calling

GETOOM, and locates the appropriate data in

MASTER. Prints the code name, the comment,

and the data.

Subroutine: GETOOM

FUnction: Used by OUTNAM. Looks for the given output name

in NAMOOM; if the name is found" the comment in-

formation is loaded into NOOM for use by OUTNAM;

if the name is not found, NOQM is located with

blanks, and control is transferred to OUTNAM.
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